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of the manuscript.
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We are pleased that Radical Social Work, first publishedin England, is now
being made available to audiences in the United States. When the publisher
invited us to prepare an introduetion to the American edi~ion, we quickly
agreed. Very little has been written in the United States which brings critical perspectives to bear on social work and on the agencies of the welfare
state that employ social workers.
As for our .own contribution to this volume, what began as an assignment to prepare a brief "introduction" soon evolved into a chapter. In
effect, we emulated tne contributors to this volume by setting forth our
own views on the question of what constitutes radical social work. The
reader will find that there are respects in which we agree with other
contributors and respects in which we do not.
In particular, we attempted to be mindful of students in schools of social
work. Professional education is, in our view, a major obstacle to the development of a radical social work, and we have tried to say why. Some case
materials based on reports from students at various schools of social work
are also included. As the reader will see, there are more than a few students
who perceive the oppressive and conservative character of what is called
professional social work education, and who 'are groping for a radical alternative.' We hope that our essay, together with the other essays in this
volume, will help them in that search.

The agencies of the welfafe state
There is no doubt that social welfare doctrines have become unsettled in
1 The case rnaterials used throughout tlûs paper were taken, with pernûssion, from term
papers. Some students wisbed to he ackuowledged, and so their narnes have been cited; others
preferred to remain anonymous. Names, places, and agencies have been disguised, when appropriate.
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the last decade or so. One only has to remember how liberals generally,
and the professionals in the social services in particular, once confidently
defined the social services as the progressive and humanitarian sector of
American society. Services in health, education, welfare, housing, child care,
and corrections were taken as the institutional proof that the American
state had reached the stage where it was ready and able to intervene in the
so-called free enterprise economy, and ready and able to proteet people
against some of its worst abuses. In other words, the United States, mainly
through its public programs, and to a lesser extent through the voluntary
sector, no langer tolerated the vagaries in human welfare produced by a
capitalist economy, and no langer left the victims of the economy to fend
for themselves. One had only to look at our splendid array of legislation,
and the multitude of agencies spawned by that legislation, to know that
this was so.
To be sure, liberals acknowledged that there were problems in the social
service sector. Great progress had been made, but there was still a distance
to go. The problerns were largely attributed to the underfunding of social
service programs. The agencies were inhibited by lack of money from doing
what they knew how to do and urgently wanted to do to help people.
Underfunding, in turn, resulted from the still backward attitudes of the
American people who, the argument went, retained an old-fashioned skepticism about "big govemment," along with a lot of unenlightened hostility
toward the poor and other unfortunates. But liberals always have
unbounded faith in the educative force of their own beliefs, and there was
not much doubt in the minds of those who defended the welfare state, and
who pressed for its expansion, that Americans would in time come to
appreciate the value of the social services and would provide political
support for budgetary allocations on the required scale. Slowly but surely,
then, progress would occur in the United States; the farces of capitalism
would be curbed, their effects buffered by the gradual expansion of the
social welfare sector.
The 1960s forced many of us to rethink this faith. We leamed a great
deal about how the social service agencies on which we rested our hopes for
fundamental progress really worked, and about their effects on the lives of
people. We did not learn this willingly. We did not re-educate ourselves.
We were forced to learn by the turmoil that shook the United States, a
turmoil generated by the black movementsin the South and in the North,
and by the student movement on the nation's campuses. Those movements
forced issues of racism, poverty, and imperialism to the top of the American politica! agenda, and by doing so, made us open our eyes to, among
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other things, the widespread hardship and suffering that still prevailed in
this country. And if there was still much hardship, then we had t~ wonder
about the social service programs which we had so confidently beheved
were working to ameliorate the condition of the paorest and most
exploited people in the United States.
We became at least skeptical. Skepticism opened the way forsome of us
to develop a different and more realistic way of understanding the agencies
of the welfare state. We began to see that social welfare had not curbed
capitalist institutions; it had supported and even enhanced the~. And :'e
began to understand some of the specific ways in which the so~l~l.services
had played this role. Let us quickly recapitulate some o_f our ~nt1c1sm~ to
show how fundamentally they broke with the convent10nal hberal fa1th.
We leamed, for example, that the government health programs we had
fought for, and had believed would make possible decent healt~ care for all
Americans, were not providing decent health care at all. More 1~portant,
we realized that merely allocating more funds to health care, as liberals had
advocated, did not imprave the programs; it may even have worserred
them. We had been fundamentally mistaken in our belief that health care
institutions, and the professionals attached to them, knew how to help
people and urgently wanted to do so. We began to underst~nd that these
institutions were shaped by quite d~fferent impulses, by the 1mpulses for
expansion and profit. We slowly deciphered the outlines of a health care
industry composed of apparently neutral "not-for-pro~t" hospitals and .
medical schools, which in turn were linked to profiteermgdrug and eqmpment. producers, and to profiteering private entrepreneurs called doctors
_
(the highest earning occupational group in the United States).
b:J. other words, we began to understand-we could not help but understand because the evidence was so overwhelming-that public expenditures
for health had in fact been absorbed by the industry in ways which subsidized bureaueratic expansion and vastly enlarged profits, but did no~ ~uch
imprave medical services. Health care institutions ~id not bu~er ~ap1tahst
institutions; they were capitalist institutions; they d1ffered m~mly m the
extent to which they depended for their profits on the pubhc sector. The
arguments we had made, the campiligns we had wag~d for decent health
care had turned out in the actual world to be advertlsements that
smo~thed the way for the expansion of a profit-based industry. . . .
.
Similarly, we learned that the government housing programs mltlated m
the 1930s and expanded in 1949 under the legislative banner of "decent and
standard" housing for all Americans were dominated. and directed not by
the housing needs of Americans, but by the construction and real estate
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industries and the downtown businesses. The vast government subsidies
that we had promoted in the name of those who needed housing had gone
to profiteers and speculators in urban land and to construction firms.
Instead of modif)ring free enterprise by redirecting its activities toward the
?oor, public programs in housing have been a major souree of profits for an
1mportant sector of free enterprise. Meanwhile, the subsidy programs, such
as ur~an renewal, actually worserred the housing conditions of poor and
workmg-class people, especially black people, by making it profitable to
destroy their homes and neighborhoods so that their land could be turned
over to private developers at costs underwritten by the public.
In other programs we came to see a less direct but not therefore less
essential relation between the social services and what Marxists call
"processes of accumulation." The public schools have been defined in liberal
doctrine ~s. vehicles for the opening up of the class structure, for equalizing
opportumt1es among different strata. But we recognized that schools did
nothing of the sort. Those who were poor ·or working-class were also at the
bottorn of the ladder of school achievement. More funds, more special
programs, and more specialists of different kinds were needed, it was said.
B~t these had simply not changed the failure and dropout rates among
ch1ldren at the bottorn of society. Dimly, a new explanation began to
e~erge. Perhaps the schools were not institutions for equalizing opportumty. Perhaps they were institutions which mainly served to legitimate the
low status to which many children were consigned by proving to them and
to all ar~und that it was th~y who had failed, not the society. Perhaps for
many children the schools s1mply engrain and legitimate failure, meanwhile
instructing them not in the skills and manners that would allow them to
rise .i~ the class structure, but in dcaderring rules of bureaucracy and in
docll1ty before bureaueratic a1,1thority-the proper education for the lower
classes.
Similarly, we learned that public welfare programs inaugurated during
the New Deal, that golden age of social welfare, were quite different in
practice from what we had believed them to be. The introduetion of a
national syste~ of pu~lic welfare had been regarcled as a major step
forward by soc1al servlee professionals. American society had presumably
advanced to the point where it was ready to ensure at least a minimallevel
of subsistenee for its citizens, or so the legislation said. Thus consoled and
deluded by the existence of legislation and of agencies who had the formal
mandate to implcment it, we did not pay much attention to what our
public welfare agencies actually did. But in the 1960s, we were forced to
learn that. the public welfare system in fact reached very few of the poor,
and that 1t exacted perralties of intimidation and degradation from those
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few it did reach. With these facts laid bare, a new explanation began to
emerge, of public welfare not as a mechanism of state philanthropy, but as
a mechanism by which the state enforced work and the search for work on
those at the bottom, either by denying aid outright or by making the
receipt of aid so degrading as to intimidate most of the poor into surviving
as best they could given the vagaries and hardsbips of the low-wage labor
market.
We also learned sarnething about the apparatus of institutions the state
had created for the crimina! and mentally ill. We had been inclined to
think of these institutions as places where a deviant was treated and thus
rehabilitated, or at least that treatment and rehabilitation were slowly
becoming the predominant focus of prisons and asylums. How we could
have entertairred such notionsin view of the actual conditions in these
institutions is puzzling, but at any rate, in the 1960s we began to understand that what had been created was an apparatus for stigmatizing and
exiling those who could not cope with the stresses of lower-class life-those
who protest their circumstances in bizarre ways full of flight, or in fearsome
ways full of rage. As a "cure," these people were consigned to institutions
of roedieval awfulness, where the culture of the stigmatized enveloped and
destroyed them. More recently, a new and perhaps more dangerous addition has been made to the arsenal of mechanisms for dealing with the
casualties of capitalism: the promiscuons administration of drugs by the
health, education, and social service bureaucracies. The drugging of the
Amerièan under class has taken on the dimensions of a social movement,
with the twin goals of social control and billion-dollar profits, and it is
being led by the pharmaceutical industry and the psychiatrie profession,
with the unwitting acquiescence of other service professions.
Overall, the lesson we learned was shattering. We had now to
somehow deal with the simple fact that during the forty years in which the
social service sector in the United States had expanded, during forty years
of progress, the incidence of crime,cof mental illness, of school dropouts, all
had risen, while the income of the lowest twenty percent of the population
had hardly changed. In the United States, then, welfare capitalism had
turned out to mean new areas of profit underwritten by the public sector
and an enlarged state responsibility for disciplining the labor force. For the
victims, welfare capitalism was capitalism, not welfare.

The quandary of radical practice
These new perspectives on the welfare state did not tell us, however, what
we as professionals should do. The quandary was a difficult one, not only
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because the perspectives were too general to yield practical solutions, but

~ecause the criticism was focused on the agencies to which we as a professwn were committed, if only because our livelihoods depended on them.
Various solutions emerged among the more critica! and radical groups in
social work, most of them designed to evade rather than deal with the
quandary.
One way in which the dilemma was popularized in the late 1960s was to
state it as a stark dichotomy. Radicals in the social service professions (not
justin social work), and particularly students entering these professions,
became fond of boldly proclaiming that if we were politically committed,
we would forsake our professions and become revolutionaries dedicated to a
basic overhaul of American institutions. And if we were not prepared to do
that, then we ought to resign ourselves to working within these professions
and within the agencies, easing a little by our therapeutic efforts the hardships produced by the modern capitalist state. While this dichotomy
reflected the depth of our disenchantment, it was foolish nevertheless. It
wás foolish because it posed an unreal alternative. Very few of those who
took satisfaction in posing the stark choice had much idea about how to
make a revolution in the United States or, more important, what specifically one would do if one chose to become a revolutionary.
It was foolish for another and more important reason. It encouraged us
to ignore the actual politica! struggle for the rights of the poor, for the
rights of those who were down-and-out, for the rights of the victims of
American capitalism who were also frequently victims of the social service
agencies. It encouraged us to ignore the unspectacular day-by-day strivings
of particular people with particular problems, strivings in which we as
·
employees of the social service agencies play a very large role. Our daily
activities, our time, and our energies are all expended in the social agencies.
The false choice-of whether we should become revolutionaries or merely
be social workers-allowed us to avoid a series of much more important
choices; more important because they were choices about actual and
possible avenues of action, and about areas of activity in which we as social
workers might make a difference. The issue was whether we were going to
take sides with the agencies and further our careers, or with the victims of
an aggressively cruel capitalist society. W ere we in our daily work going to
defend the practices and policies of the hospitals, courts, prisons, foster care
agencies, welfare departments, and mental institutions for which we
worked, or were we going to use our jobs to defend and proteet the poor,
the sick, the crimina!, and the deviant against these agencies? That is the
real and difficult challenge. It is not easy to be a professional, to lay claim
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to professional·authority and esteem, and side with ordinary folks, especially poor folks. It is not easy to be a bureaucrat, intent on rising within
the bureaucracy, and side. with the clients and victims of that bureaucracy.
There were other false solutions, false because they helped us to avoid
paying attention to the kinds of action which we might most effectively
take, and helped us to avoid taking the professional risks of such action.
One salution developed in the aftermath of disappointed revolutionism, as
it often has before: the study group. Some among us urged that we should
acquire a thorough grounding in Marxist theory and elaborate it in
ways which would comprehend and explain the institutions of welfare
capitalism.
Presumably this effort to develop and clarify an analysis was a precursor
to developing guidelines for action, but the guidelines were not forthcoming. Instead, some among us became preoccupied with mastering the
abstract and convoluted theoretica! schemes produced by academie
Marxism (paying obeisance to our special commitment as social workers by
reiterating such general notions as the need for a "reserve army of labor" to
explain the public welfare system), and satisfied themselves that by identifying with an intellectual tradition that had links with revolution, they
were somehow becoming revolutionaries. But the more abstract the studies,
the more elaborate the explanations, the more intense the preoccupation
with differences of doctrine among Marxist scholars, the less we had to
concern ourselves with the question of what social worl,cers should do. We
were doing something, after all; we were educating ourselves, so that some
day we would know what to do. But that day did not and has not come,
and in the meanwhile one cannot help but suspect that the preoccupation
with an academie Marxism so abstract as to have no implications for action
has led some of us not closer to struggle but, by a circuitous route, back to
an inoffensive professionalism.
Other solutions to the quandary were adopted by those more firmly
grounded in the profession. They tried to find new doctrina! footings with
a minimum of professional upheaval, such as the turn toward community
development or. social planning. Presumably the failures of the welfare state
could be accounted for by the limited role of professionals. Instead of
working with individuals and families, we should work with entire
communities; instead of working as the operatives of the social agencies, we
should work as planners and administrators.
Both of these developments ought to be understood as efforts to take
advantage of the assault on social welfare by expanding the jurisdiction of
social workers, a not uncommon response by professions to crises in their
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· institutions. In fact, whether we work with individuals or with community
groups is not the issue; the issue is what we do when we work with them.
When social workers in welfare departments shift from doing casework to
doing community relations work, they do not necessarily change the relatienship of dominatien and subordination between the agency and its
dients. In fact, they may well enhance domination-for example, by
allowing themselves to be assigned the function of smoorhing out relations
with groups of dieuts who might otherwise become insurgent.
The problems for practice posed by a radical critique of the agencies of
the welfare state are surely not solved by what is called social planning,
either. In fact, the premises of this false salution are totally at varianee with
the critique. Social planning is based on two key doctrines, both wrong.
The first asserts that the planner is politically neutral, not taking sides in
group and dass conflicts; she or he works for sarnething which is sametimes
called "the ·community as a whole." The secoud belief concerns what
planners do to advance the goals of the community as a whole. Social
planners are presumably the rational decisien-makers in the social services.
It is their special role to assess the needs and goals of the community over
time, to survey relevant action alternatives in the areas of program development or agency organization, and to assess the future impact of these
alternative strategies on the community's needs and goals. Quite aside from
the dubieus assertien of a unitary public interest, it is surely noi: revealed in
social planning activities. Rather, planners are committed to the bureaucracies and, more important, they are committed to the functions the
bureaucracies perfarm in a capitalist society for a capitalist dass. Nor is it
true that social planners play a large role in these bureaucracies. The key
decisions are made elsewhere. Meanwhile, the studies and proposals
produced by the planners constitute a kind of techuocratic public relations
for the ongoing activities of the agencies. Social planning is extremely
seductive as a remedy for our dissatisfactions with the social services, and it
is everywhere expanding as a professional specialty, not because it comes to
grips with those dissatisfactions, but because it promises to raise the status of
social workers in the bureaucracies.
A third effort to establish new doctrinal footings has emerged in the
training of those who provide direct services to individuals and groups. It is
called "systems theory," and is now being taught in many dassrooms. The
chief virtue of this approach is that it modilies somewhat the emphasis on
psychoanalytic theory which has long dominared the field of social work.
But systems theory is not an analysis of bureaueratic power, or of the relation of social welfare agencies to capitalist ideology or institutions.
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The systems theory approach invites· social workers to view dient~ as
"interacting" with a variety of "systems" in which we should oste~s~bly
"intervene." The very blandness of the language denies any recogmt1on of
the realities of power. We learn that inmates "interact" with prisons; that
mental patients "interact" with state mental hospitals; that recipients
"interact" with welfare departments; that children "interact" with foster
care agencies; that slum and ghetto dwellers "interact" with urban renewal
authorities. But most dieuts do not interact with these systems, they are
· oppressed by them; and social workers ought not to i~ tervene i~ thes:
systems, they ought to resist them. In other words. th1s .perspectlve-hke
earlier perspectives which dominate the field of social work-serves to
conceal the true character of the agencies of the welfare state.
In these different ways, then, we have avoided the actual and important
political choices that arise every day of our professionallives. And we have
also avoided the risks to our careers which these choices pose for us.
Education for bureaueratic acquiescence
The kind of training we receive in the schools of social work does not
make it easier to recognize these choices, or to understand concretely how
to act on them in agency settings. There are few respects in which we can
look to the schools for guidance, for they cannot afford to endorse perspectives that run counter to the needs of the bureaucracies of the welfare state.
No school wants a reputation for training obstreperous students. It wants
instead to ensure access for its students to field work placements, and access
for its graduates to the best jobs. Consequently, professional training is itself
a large part of the problem we face. The schools shape our ways of
thinking and acting to ensure that we will fit into the agency ~cheme. of
things, and will accept the general dictum that what the agenCJes do IS,
finally, "in the best interests" of the dient.
·
One striking feature of professional socialization is the freque~t presumption that students know virtually nothing. No matter what the1r
undergraduate preparation, no matter what their life experience (social
work students are often older than students in other graduate departments)
or work experience (which often exceeds or is at least more current than
that of their instructors, many of whom have not practiced for many
years), students quickly sense that they are often credited with very little.
Although they may be mature, resourceful, and comrnitted adults, they are
frequently not assumed to bring much to the learning process, exc:pt
perhaps personality traits that are "barriers" to learning. The dommant
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tendency is to infantilize students. One student described the reaction when
she complained about the way in which she and other students were being
treated in a unit:
I made an appointment with my facu!ty field adviser to complain. I was the first
student in the unit (of six) to do so. I was met with what I unfondly call
caseworkmg. My facu!ty adviser told me I was overly anxious and that I wasn't
professional when I entered the school, but I would be when I left. She told me I
have a lot to learn and asked me if I thought I knew everything. I tried to tell her
· what was going on at the agency but it was turned against me. I walked out of
that office feeling verbally beaten up.

The infantilization of students is a fundamental mechanism by which
the agents of oppression in the welfare state are created. Graduates of
s~ho~ls of social work, having been deprived by their training o[much
digmty or self-worth, often come to cope with this gnawing self-doubt by
according the same treatment to others as was accorded to them.
Infantilization serves another purpose as well. Students educated to
mistrust their own judgment, life experience, and feelings are then ready to
be trained to acquiesce to the authority of others. Professional education is,
in no smal_l part, training in submission to bureaueratic authority, and to
the supervisors who represent bureaueratic authority. In other words, we
are educated to submit to the policies of our employers. The prominenee of
this ~hem~ is illustrated in the report of a student who had been placed in
a residentlal treatment setting. One of her clients, a ten-year-old boywhom she considered normal despite an institutional definition of him as
schizophrenic-periodically ran away, especially in reaction to the threatening behavior of a sadistic child care worker. The student worked
assiduously to help the boy control his panic. Still, he sometimes ran, and
one day the student learned that, in her absence and without her knowledge, the boy had been placed on Thorazine:
When I returned to the center on Thursday I was told that Billy had been placed
on Th~razine. The reason given by my supervisor was his "overwhelming anxiety."
I qu~sttoned the reason for the medication, saying that he had been making progress m dealing with his anxiety as demonstrated by the less frequent attempts he
had made to leave in the past few weeks. My supervisor took offense at my
concern and replied that it had been Dr. R.'s decision (the agency psychiatrist). I
asked to speak to him and she said I couldn't until a week from Friday, which was
our student seminar day. In the meantime she said I was to inform Billy's pareuts
about the medication. I said I needed to speak to Dr. R. first because as it stood I
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could not answer any of Billy's parents' questions since I did not see the need for
medication. She immediately personalized the situation, commenting that
"students" often had trouble seeing the need for medication. I replied that I didn't
think this was my problem since I had trained at a psychotherapeutic nursery associated with a well-known hospita! and had done my master's thesis in psychology
on a brain-damaged hyperactive child who couldn't function adequately without
medication. I said that. Billy and I had been working on ways to deal with his
anxiety and the fact that we were making good progress was a sign that he was
learning to handle his feelings. She said angrily, "Weil, talk to Dr. R. next Friday!"
When I saw Dr. R. the following week I raised the issue. My feeling was that
my supervisor had already discussed my concerns with him, for he said sharply that
Billy had been given medication because of the nightmares he experienced. This
. was not the same reason provided by my supervisor, but I did not comment,
feeling that the supervisor had already undermined my argument regarding Billy's
progress. Instead I raised the issue of Billy's sleepiness and described how differently
he behaved and looked. I said he was pale, drowsy, and even his blue eyes looked
lighter to me. Dr. R. said the initia! sleepiness would diminish as time went by. To
a degree it did, but not enough to bring back the enthusiastic little boy I had first
known. Throughout the year I asked if we could take Billy off the medication, but
Dr. R. said he would on)y consider it after Billy had been on it for a year.
I raised the matter again with my supervisor. She said, "Y ou really are very
stubborn. Youjust don't like medicatien and you won't admit it to yourself. You
need to do some thinking." I agreed that I didn't like medication unless it was
necessary and my "thinking" was that there wasn't a legitimate reason for using it
with. Billy. She countered by saying that my attitude was going to become a
professional problem.
I raised this issue with my faculty adviser. Again I made him uncomfortable. He
offered no support, no advice, but rather cónveyed by his attitude that I was into
something I shouldn't be. I found myself defensive, saying things like, "You know,
I'm not totally against the use of medication, but in this case I don't think it is
being used appropriately or to good purpose.''
At another time I raised my concerns and when my supervisor once again
commented on my student status, I replied that I had thought it was a "student's
role" to question. She shook her head in exasperation but made no further
comment.
In these situations, my concern was not that I be proven right, but that my
clients be treated appropriately .... I may have been wrong, but no one provided
me with an adequate reason to think so, and I fee! that is an essential part of an
adequate training program. In any case, by raising questions, I had incurred the
anger of my supervisor, the agency psychiatrist, and my faculty field adviser.'

'Quoted with the permission of Patricia MacDonnelL
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As this report reveals, another component of our socialization for acquiescence to bureaueratic authority consists of socialization for acquiescence to
psychiatrie authority. Some fifty years ago, the mental hygiene ticlal wave
swept over the field of social work, and we have been drowning in it ever
since. Because of the power of the medical profession in American society,
psychiatrists have come to be the dominant figures in many of the agencies.
Immersed in the doctrines of pathology, and subject to the power of
psychiatrists in the agencies, many social workers have been led to deify
psychiatrie thought and psychiatrists. The truth is that psychiatrists know
even less about social functioning than we do. They address themselves
only to the dient's inner life; they generally rely on a single (and
unproven) theory about that inner existence; and in many settings (such as
state hospitals) they apply that theory to the making of "instant diagnoses"
in an almost assembly-line fashion. Many children, for example, end up in
institutions because of the physical illness of their parents, or for other
reasans that have nothing to do with them. How odd, then, that so many
of the children in these institutions come to have such diagnoses as "schizophrenic reaction of childhood." Still, students are taught to accept all this as
gospel, and to act as if they know nothing until the psychiatrist has
rendered an "expert" opinion. Consequently, students find themselves
paying tuition to be placed for field training in settings like this one:
The patients were so drugged, so subdued, so controlled that they were often
unable to function. This created a "no-win" sitt1ation for them. On the one hand,
they were instrucred to go to their scheduled therapies ( recreational, occupational,
individual treatment) or to mop the floors and clean the toilets. Yet, on the oilier
hand, they were fm·ced to take medicatien which induced extraordinarily lethargie
states. The patients were receiving two messages from the staff, and were therefore
quite uncertain what was expected of them. If they did not take their medication,
they were defined as "acting out"; therefore, they received no tokens. If they did
take their medication, they were usually unable to participate in their scheduled
therapies; therefore they also received no tokens.'
The more aware and humane students recoil from these practices. They
grope for a way to understand and cope with the frustratiolis of their
professional training. One student expressed her feelings in these words:
In my three different casework classes to date, we have not been permitred to
discuss the field work agencies. It seems to be an unwritten rule that raising ques'Quoted with the permission of Janet Shupack Lichty.

tions about what is happening in field work is not appropriate, unless it is about
our presumed failings as students. I see many things about the agency I have been
in for a year that I think ought to be changed, and I would like a chance to talk
about them. But it seems clear that I am not going to get that chance at this
school.
Some students try to cope by continually reminding themselves that
much of what they' are being taught is wrong: "I got through the first year
feeling that if this is what social work is about, then perhaps I'm in the
wrong field, and if these are the people teaching me how to work with
people, then I hope I don't learn anything." These students try to approach
dients with openness, mutuality, and humility:
Mr. R. is a forty-four-year-old Puerto Rican male who was disabled in the
Marine Corps during the Korean War. He has been using our hospita! facility for
twenty-five years. Although he has been entitled to a full disability, he was not
totally incapacitated until a car accident, a year ago, which greatly aggravated his
war-related back injury. His medica! chart is filled with evidence that his pain is
real and physical, although he has been charged with "faking it."
Mr. R. was referred to me by one of our psychiatrists who said he was
depressed, suffering from a disease called "homosexuality ," that his pain was probably all "bullshit anyway because Puerto Ricans are notoriously drantatic about
everything," and he was "hostile, aggressive, and a know-it-all."
When I met with Mr. R., he was clearly depressed, and he still is. He is gay, but
neither regrets it, desires to change, or sees it as a real problem. Rather than being a
"kn~w-it-all," he is a self-educated high-school dropout who is intelligent, introspective, and happens to know much more about his medica! situation, the drugs
he is taking, the effects ofhis injury, and so on than I do. Far from being dramatic
about his pain, he makes great efforts to conceal his spasms and is embarrassed
when his body conterts and he gasps involuntarily. He is very angry about the
doctors who refuse to inform him about medica! matters and who patronize him
by answering his questions with answers like, "Don't worry about it, Professor."
Aside from this, I did request a new physical examination, and it turned out
that Mr. R. is suffering from a deteriorated spine in the lumbar region, deterioration of the hip, and that his arthritis is spreading. I have been useless in the sense
that Mr. R. knows as much about depression and psychological dynamics as I do,
and because his depression is caused by the very depressing fact that his back is
deteriorating, the condition is inoperable, he lives with daily pain, and he is facing
the fact that one day he may not he able to walk.
Anyway, after a few interviews, I rejected the advice to "help Mr. R. explore
his feelings." It was useless and patronizing advice. I also told Mr. R. very honestly
that he knew as much as I did, and that I did not fee! that he needed a social
worker or a psychiatrist. Still, he said that having someone to talk to was helpful,
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so we agreed to meet weekly. We conversed as equals, sharing a bit of our lives
with one another. The experience changed both of us for the better.

But most students succumb. They surrender their dignity, their capacity
for critica! reflection, and become the pliable materials out of which the
"professional" is molded. Same surrender consciously, although usually
gradually. In time, their adaptation comes to be justified by the belief that
if they did not submit, they could not earn a degree and ensure their
future job prospects. These students say what they think they are supposed
to say, and leave unasked the questions that genuinely trouble them, When
some of them write process records of their interaction with clients, they
omit exchanges which they think will viola te the perspectives of their
supervisors; they invent exchanges that did not occur, and record them
instead. From time to time, one student or another independently comes
across the same line from R. D. Laing and quotes it to express his or her
sense of the educational process: "They are playing a game. They are
playing at not playing a game. If I show them I see they are, I shall break
the rules and they will punish me. I must play their game, of not seeing I ·
see the game." For these students the educational atmosphere is permeated
with mistrust. Instead of being permitted to reach out to those from whom
they can presumably learn, they shrink back, fearful and cautious, and
expose as litt!e of themselves as possible.
Evasiveness and accommodation are not simply individual responses; they
come to be shared and to be incorporated in a student culture. New
students are inducted into these modes of adaptation by other students, just
as inmates are inducted by other inmates into the institutions of the
welfare state. Sametimes the induction process takes place at the beginning
of the year, when second-year students "orient" incoming students during
a series of meetings.
When I received my notice of admission, I feit that this was the answer to my
dreams. I had been accepted by a school with an excellent reputation in social work
education. I believed it would provide me with the experience and knowledge to
deal with the immedia te and urgent needs of the poor, in partienlar blacks and
Puerto Ricans.
·
But first of all, right from the start of n;y education, second-year students began
educating me about how to behave in order to get through.
1.

Do not confide in yonr professors, school administrators, field
instructors, or agency supervisors.

2.

Beware of what you write in your process recordings.

3.

Beware of field work evaluations.

4.

Do not challenge professors in class; just say what they want to hear.

5.

Do not give field instructors and advisers the impression that you may
be experiencing severe anxiety and tension.

6.

Always maintain the impression that you completely agree with traditional social work values and professional ethics.

Much of what second-year students warned me about happened. During the
beginning of the second academie year, I was a student leader in an orientation
session and so I carried on the tradition:
1.

Should l confide in my field supervisor?
Never, don't ever confide anything personal. They should not
be trusted.

FIRST-YEAR STUDENT:
MYSELF:

2.

What do the faculty look for in the students?
In almost all cases, a reiteration of their own ideas. If you want
to get good grades, do not challenge a professor's ideas.

FIRST-YEAR STUDENT:
MYSELF:

3.

If I am under a great deal of personal pressure
and anxiety, whom should I turn to?
MYSELF: Just turn to other students for support.

FIRST-YEAR STUDENT:

One of the most dismal aspects of the process being described. is that
students knuckle under in order to obtain a degree. Once employed in the
field, they continue to knuckle under, for there are pr:om.otions to be won,
titles to be earned. The patterns of submission learned in the schools of
social work are thus reproduced in the field. And of course, these patterns
serve the bureaucracies of the welfare state well; they ensure that employees
will not challenge and question, confront and disrupt. Even worse, the
arrogance and inhurnanity inflicted upon many students come to be incorporated as an essential part of their professional adaptation. The stresses
generated by diminished self-esteem are solved by the model of professionalism. By emulating this model in their dealings with clients, students strive
to recoup some of the pride that has been stripped away. Thus some
students come to revel in their newly acquired facility to diagnose; they
flaunt their ability to stigmatize others. How good it feels to sound so
"expert," so superior, especially for students who have been made to feel
inexpert and inferior. The ultimate sign of the student's professional
coming-of-age is his capacity to emulate the jazzy language styles in which
his psychiatrie betters describe patients: "That one's flakey," the psychiatrie intern says; "That one's an off-the-wall marginal," says the social work
student.
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One irony in all this is that while many students feel helpless, they do in
fact have power; they certainly have more power than the clients who
rebelled in the 1960s. Schools cannot opera te without students. If students
decide not to cooperate with the rituals called education, the schools will
have to bend. If faculty ignore or evade the issues students raise, if the
curriculum ignores students' ideas and experiences, they can boycott classes.
When field work supervisors require students to record the intimate confidences of clients in official agency dossiers, they can refuse to do so. No
faculty memher can survive an empty classroom; no supervisor can satisfactorily explain collective resistance by a unit of students; no dean can
suspend a student body. Schools need students, and that is the souree of
student power. What students need to se~ is that social work education is
in large part a concerted effort to control their ideas, their perceptions, their
emotions, and their behaviors. It is an effort made so much easier because
students, imagining themselves defenseless, and unwilling to take risks, offer
no resistance.
We must "change our situation," as one student remarked. In order to
begin, we must undo some of the harm done by our professional indoctrination. We must re-educate ourselves about the social work profession,
about the agencies in which we work, about the problems of clients, and,
most important, about our own role in the agencies and with clients. Some
of the major tenets of such a re-education follow.

The tenets for radical action
First, we have to break with the professional doctrine that the institutions
in which social workers are employed have benign motives: that the
purpose of hospitals is to provide health care for the sick; that the purpose
of welfare agencies is to provide assistance for the impoverished; that the
purpose of child care agencies is to proteet children. We must break with
such beliefs as matters of doctrine, taking nothing for granted, and, using
our common sense and humanity, look at what agencies actually do.
Once freed from a belief in the benign character of the social agencies,
we can free ourselves from a second item of doctrine that f01lows logically
enough-that what is good for the agency is good for the dient, that the
interests of the agency and the interests of the elient are basically identical.
If the agencies were in fact benign, committed primarily to the well-being
of their clientele, this might be true. But if we pay attention to actual
agency practices, a very different reality emerges. That reality should make
us constantly alert to the possibility that the agency is the enemy of the

dient, not only because it is committed mainly to its own perpetuation,
but because its perpetuation is often conditional on the systematic neglect
or abnse-material or psychologieal-of the lower class and the deviant.
Thus agencies for the blin~ "cream" t~e more yo~;hful a~~ edu~able fo_r
rehabilitation in order to tmprove thetr record of success. Pubhc housmg
agencies try to reject "problem" families so as to enhance the image of the
bureaucracy. Urban renewal authorities steal neighborhoods fro~ _the p~or.
Foster care agencies all too often keep children in foster care famthes or m
institutions, refusing either to return them to their parents or to place them
for adeption even when these are viabie alternatives, because each child
adds to the public subsidies they receive.
In other words, there is often a profound conflict of interest between the
welfare of the agencies and the welfare of clients. But it is a fundamental
object of professional education to de'hy this conflict, to teach students that
the agencies ofthe welfare state are their agencies. In the countless field
evaluation reports which we have read in our capacity as ;~achers, ~tudents
are rated on the degree to which they have developed an appropnate
identification" with the agency. We have seen many evaluations in which
students were faulted for failing to identify adequately with an agency, but
we have never known a student who was criticized for overidentifying. By
contrast, students are quite regularly given negative evaluations for _"overidentifying" with clients-more often than not because they were setzed by
the sense that clients were being mistreated.
·
This emphasis in our socialization clearly serves. the i~tere~ts of our.
employers. We are, quite simply, being taught to tdenttfy wtth the pnsons
and asylums, with the welfare departments and the urban renewal authorities, and we therefore develop a "learned incapacity" to perceive our own
interests or those of clients. It is a remarkable achievement, reminiscent of
the achievements of the era of industrial paternalism and company
unionism, when many workers were induced to identify,with their
employers. But assembly-line workers have since learned that General
Motors is not "their" company. We have yet to learn that lesson.
Third we have to break with the professional doctrine that aseribes
virtually, all of the problems that clients experience to defects in pers~nality
development and family relationships. It must be und~rstood that thts
doctrine is as much a politica! ideology as an explanatton of human
_
behavior. It is an ideology that directs clients to blame themselves for thetr
travails rather than the economie and social institutions that produce many
of them. Students are measured both by their ab~lity to ''reach for feelings"
in clients and by their ability to provide Freudian interpretations of those
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feelings. There is little professionalliterature that instructs students to reach
for their clients' feelings about their lot in life, or to provide socioeconomie
interpretations of those feelings. This psychological reductionism-this pathologizing of poverty and inequality-is, in other words, an ideology of
oppression, for it systematically conceals from people the ways in which
their lives are distorted by the realities of class structure. Many teachers,
supervisors, and .agency administrators are teaching students to throw sand
in clients' eyes. And this ideology is all the more powerful because, thanks
to the authority of the "helping" professions, it appears to be grounded in
the "science" of Freudian psychology.
If many professors and employers encourage us to ignore the ways in
which various socioeconomie forces contribute to the personal and family
problems of our clients, it is for the obvious reason that clients might then
become obstreperous or defiant-that is, they might become a serious cause
of en:-barr~ssment to the bureaucracies. One student reported the following
conflict With her supervisor over just this point. She was assigned to the
special services aivision of a welfare department. Her general responsibility
was to reach out to clients who appeared to have problems of various
kinds, and to give help by providing liaison with other agencies and
resources, as well as to engage in treatment. One of her cases, Ms. D., lived
in a terrement rat-trap, with falling plaster and stopped-up plumbing. Ms.
D. had refused to pay her rent for a number of months, and the student
expressed wholehearted sympathy.
When the student informed _her supervisor about the condition of the
apartment and the action which Ms. D. had been taking to fight the
landlord, he was outraged. The student was told, in no uncertain terms,
t~at it ~as contrar~ to agency policy to encourage rent withholding by
chents. No professiOnal would encourage such irresponsible behavior.
What about her anger? Did you get her anger out? Your job is to help her
express her feelings about the situation, not to encourage her to conduct a
rent strike!" The supervisor then insisted that he and the student role-play,
so that the student could learn how to help a elient express anger. "And so
we played that game about feelings," the student said. Students who are
taught only to reach for feelings are taught to proteet the bureaucracies,
and by doing so, to proteet important economie groups, si1ch as rapacious
landlords, on whose good will the bureaucracies depend.
But once we break with this third tenet of professional doctrine, we will
~ecome aware, and be able to help clients to become aware, of the multiple
lmks between economie problems and the problems defined as pathology, as
when men out of work grow discouraged and drift away from their fami-
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lies. Men who cannot earn a living have always deserted their families in
our society, not because of problems originating in family relationships, but
because the humiliation of not being able to support women and children
erodes family relationships. When people do not have steady jobs or
income, they are deprived of a chief souree of self-esteem, which may lead
in turn to the kinds of behavior we label personality deterioration-to the
listless men hanging on street corners, to alcoholism, addiction, and to
other forms of retreatism. In a sense these are psychological problems, but
in a profaunder sense they are the products of an economy that requires a
chronically high rate of unemployment and underemployment, and that
therefore denies many people access to a livelihood, and to the building
blocks of self-respect.
In the same vein, it should be recognized that the mothers who turn out
to be incompetent and irresponsible often have these deficiencies because .of
the overwhelming discouragement of trying to raise children alone, in
crowded and deteriorated quarters, without the income to feed and clothe
them properly. When these children reach the age of six or seven, mothers
then watch helplessly as they lose them to the life of the streets. These
women cannot be helped much by therapy. A small part of their tragedy is
that often they cannot even turn to us for human sympathy and support
without being stigmatized.
My supervisor only supervised us with reference to those cases which interested her.
The èlients had to have either interesting pathology or some secretive events in
their lives. The cases she refused to discuss were those she considered "hopeless." For
example, I was seeing a fifty-nine-year-old Hack woman whose husband was an
alcoholic, whose son was on heroin and involved in a day program for drug rehabilitation, and whose daughter was in college. This mother was workingas a
salesclerk to support her family and to keep her daughter in college. She was also
involved in many church activities, one of which was taking adolescents on trips
out of New York. This was to give them a chance to see other things besides the
"ghetto." My supervisor decided that this was a very "masochistic woman" and
there was nothing I could do for her. She told me to let her ventilare and refused
to discuss the family with me any further. I had to call friends in social work to
get needed information-such as how to obtain disability benefits for her husband
and job programs for her son. I felt alone with the weight of my dient's problems
on my shoulders. My supervisor further stated, when I pressed her, that this
woman had "no ego." No ego! From my perspective, this was a woman who was
keeping her family tagether precisely because she did have a strong ego.'

4

Quoted with the permission ofDebra E. Pearl.
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What lower-dass mothers in this society need most is the means to
survive: the means to feed their children, to take care of them, in ways
which allow wamen to recapture pride in their role as mothers and as
people. Once we stop locating all problems in personality adjustment and
family relations, it will become clear that adjustment depends in the most
fundamental way on resources. This is not a surprising assertion, except
perhaps to many memhers of the helping professions. In a sense, it is an
unprofessional assertion, merely for being so commonplace. It runs counter
to long-standing trends by which social work has tried to remave itself
from the concrete and urgent needs of poor people, and has instead become
preoccupied with psychological needs. These trends have their origins partly
in our desire to gain status by elaborating our expertise in esoterie clinical
methods. We should reject such professional opportunism and accept the
burden of asserting the obvious. If a dient has no food in the house, he or
she needs money. If a dient Jives in overcrowded and squalid housing, he
or she needs money. Money in American society is, quite simply, the root
of all normalcy.
Ms. K. came to this country a few years ago from Puerto Rico. She was separated
from her husband. She had just had her second baby and was trying to arrange for
a friend to baby-sit so she could return to work. The babies were aften ill, and
that required Immerous visits to clinics. Few baby-sitters were willing to undertake
these chores. The clinics were also costly, and she had little money. Although Ms.
K. had previously worked double shifts, she had used her money up during the
pregnancy, and had been advised by a social worker to apply for public assistance.
But no one had given her any help in dealing with the application process.
Anyway, Ms. K. didn't get assistance, and she came to the social service department of the hospita! where I am in training. She was very upset; she always cried
and appeared extremely nervous. She was diagnosed by the team as being a
"depressive neurotic" and therapy was recommended. The case was then given to
me by my supervisor.
During our early interviews, Ms. K. always cried; her hands shook nervously
and she was constantly depressed. Her physical appearance began to deteriorate. Her
dothes were dirty and she had extremely bad body odor. This is important, for
when she was originally seen at the clinic she was described as bei.ng neat, clean,
and attractive.
As I saw it, Ms. K. had a great deal to be nervous and depressed about. The
world she had created for herself was gone. She had lost her job; her husband was
gone; she had two ba bies that she could nat care for if she were going to work; she
had been evicted; and she had no money.
I soon realized that Ms. K. could nat read English wel!. She was extremely
embarrassed about this, and tried to hide it from me. This turned out to be one
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reason why she had so much difficulty with the welfare department She didn't
understand what they were talking about when they told her to get various documents, and she could nat read the instructions given to her. She was illiterate in a
bureaucraticsociety. Consequently, I gave Ms. K. a great deal of help with her
housing and welfare problems.
I don't know what I think about the diagnosis of "depressive neurotic." Ms. K.
certainly had all of the symptoms that the people on the clinic team pointed out to
me. But a funny thing has happened. Now that Ms. K. has gatten public assistance
and a place to live, her behavior has changed. She is now neatly dressed when she
comes to see me, and she doesn't cry or wring her hands nervously any more.

Clearly, if there is any system of programs and agencies with which we
ought to be intimately familiar, it is those that provide concrete benefitsSupplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children,
Food Stamps, and the like. But we are not. And professional education is
largely the reason that we are not, for the English Poor Law commissioners
still haunt our classrooms. We no langer talkabout eneauraging immorality; instead we worry about eneauraging dependency among the poor.
The rhetoric has changed, but the pieties persist; it is the psychologically
unworthy who must now be protected from their defects of character.
Consequently, students are not taught about the world of the waiting
rooms and the long lines, nor about how to help their clients deal with
that world. The faculty memhers of the schools of social work generally do
not know that world, and many do not want to know it. But a student
can ask a casework teacher to describe the general differences between
neurosis and psychosis and be quite confident of obtaining an extended
answer of some kind. Students are taught "social policy"-those grand
schemes defining how the world ought to be. Such knowledge is a souree
of academie and professional prestige. But if a student asks for a description
of the differences in criteria of eligibility between Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and Food Stamps, nine out of ten teachers of casework
and social policy will stand mute.
Fourth, and finally, it follows from what has been said that we ought to
become aware of the ways that "professional knowledge and technique" are
used to legitimate our bureaueratic power over people. The professional
dedicated to serving people will understand that his or her most distinguishing attribute ought to be humility. The doctrine that "we know best"
must be exorcised; there is simply no basis for the belief that we who have
Masters of Social Work degrees or other similar university credentials are
better able to discern our clients' problems than they are, and better able to
decide how to deal with these problems. In fact, we know next to nothing
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a_b?ut the problems we claim to understand. A potpourri of dubious propoSitions drawn from the social and psychological sciences has been dignified
as knowledge, when the most charitable thing to be said about them is that
they are speculations.
None of this. woulei be so important were it simply that we did not
know v_ery much. But thinking we know a great deal, we often ignore
what chents say they need. Even worse, we invoke this witches' brew of
"professional knowledge and technique" to brand people with horrenclous
psychiatrie labels, and impose on them the loss of efficacy and self-esteem
t~at in~v~tably follows. The ultimate absurdity occurs when we persist in
st~gmat!Zl~g people even when our own "diagnostic techniques" fail to
disclose ev1dence of pathology. One student reported a case of a thirteenyear-old boy who was referred to a child development clinic for
hyperactive children because of behaviaral and academie difficulties in the
public school. The psychoiogist examined the youngster first and ;eported:
He rel_ated in an appropriate manner ... did not display very much hyperactive
behav1or ... h1s approach to work was not impulsive. Rather, he tended to work
persistently and was appropriately involved in the tasks even when they were difficult for him. Recommendation: James should be considered for our treatment
program for hyperactive children.

Next the psychiatrist examined him and said:
James showed no hyperactivity either in my office or in the waiting room. He was
n~t rest!ess or fidgety. His attention and concentration were good, and he wasn't
d!stractable. There was no evidence of thought or affect disorder. Recommendation: Acceptance for treatment program as well as pharmacotherapeutic treatment
based on the diagnosis of hyperkinetic reaction of childhood.

Finally, the neurological examiner noted:
Throughout the interview there was a moderate amount of movement, bath body
and _small _h~~d movement, but this was never excessive nor was there any evidence
of_distractlbihty or decreased attention span. Diagnosis: Hyperactive reaction of
childhood. Recommend admittance.

The final diagnosis and recommendation appear in the case record as
follows:
Although James was nat found to be excessively active either during psychiatrie or
neurologiCa! examina ti ons, nor d uring psychological testing, he does fulfill the
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criteria for our program in that bath school and home describe him as being
hyperactive. He will therefore be admitted to our program for hyperactive children
with a diagnosis of hyperactive reaction of childhood.

Technocratie power is dangerous in other ways as well. When clients,
who often desperately need a humane and supportive human contact, tell
us their troubles (almost always in the mistaken belief that their conftdences will be protect~d), we interpret the meaning of these not only to
them, but to the agencies through the records we keep. These records are
the dossiers of the state, by which clients are victimized. It is often records
that lead agencies to unjustly remove children from their homes and
mothets; that provide the justification for parole revocation; that lead to
the incarceration of juveniles for "offenses" as harmless as truanting or
running away. We mindlessly allow ourselves to comply with the doctrine
that record keeping is a "professional method." One student placed in a
parole agency reported that social workers serving as parole officers record
everything, and that parole is regularly revoked as a result. One paralee was
sent back to prison because he confided that he was living with a woman; ·
another because he did not consult with his p(trole officer before getting
married; and another because there was the smell of liquor on his breath.
The agencies have made us into policemen. In this, as in so many other
ways, we remain oblivious to the actual results of professional doctrines and
agency policies. There is a cardirîal rule of resistance: Record nothing that
will harm a dient! Y ou cannot know how your agency will use the infor- ~
mation, or to whom they will make it available.
Resistance

Ha ving rid ourselves of some of the obfuscations of professional doctrine,
we have to begin to learn about the concrete activities of the agencies, but
in an entirely different way, for an entirely different purpose. We have to
become intimately familiar with the rules and regulations, with the rituals
and the jargon, and with the way these affect the day-by-day actions of
agency personnel. And we have to learn these things not to serve the
agencies, but to penetrate them, manipulate them, defy them, and expose
them. We have to learn the bureaueratic ropes in order to learn the
bureaueratic vulnerabilities. In other words, we have to understand precisely
how the agencies work in order to develop the tactics to fight them in
the interest of clients. We have to learn how to exploit whatever discretion
is available to us in our jobs; how to challenge effectively the bureaueratic
and professional authority of those above us; how to short-circuit the
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bureaueratic run-arounds through which the urgent needs of people are
defined away as someone else's function; how to get around the rules, and
even how to break them. We have to become excruciatingly aware of the
role designated for us, and of every facet of the agency's activities on which
we impinge, because that is how we willlearn to convert our jobs into
weapons to defend people against the agencies.
The unemployed and the subemployed in American capitalism turn for
subsistenee to the public welfare or Social Security or Food Stamp agencies.
When we deal with these agencies, we have to clear our heads of the
confusions generated by proclamations that they aid the needy, and always
remember that it is in the interest of these agencies to fend off the poor so
as to keep costs down and ensure continued support from dominant political and economie interests. Accordingly, we will scrutinize agency
procedures with keen skepticism, always asking how many people will get
how much money as a result of this or that legal or bureaueratic arrangement. To do this, we will have to educate ourselves thoroughly about
regulations and practices ( this is sarnething we will have to do very much
on our own, for we are taught more in the schools of social work about
the English Poor Laws than about the rules and regulations of the contemporary welfare programs on which so many clients depend for their
existence). In particular, we must learn about the intake procedures which
are always justified as discriminating the truly needy from the not-soneedy, but which are really barriers erected to ward off the poor. Thus if a
welfare department designs new application procedures-substituting a
twelve-page form for the two-page form previously in use, for examplewe ought to recognize immediately that the object is not "greater
efficiency" and "better management" (as the commissioner and top policymakers will proclaim), but greater inefficiency and worse mismanagement.
They will generate more burdensome work for the intake personnel, so
that fewer applicants can be processed; create additional requirements for
doeurneuts (birth certificates, marriage licenses, rent receipts, pay stubs,
etc.), so that fewer applicants can survive the application process; and make
the waiting lines longer and the waiting rooms more crowded, so that
more applicants will grow discouraged and abandon the effort to obtain
benefits. Accordingly, those few of us who have something. to do with the
design of such procedures ought to resist them when they are introduced,
never succumbing to the familiar argument that if the agency is able to
win public confidence by its improved "efficiency," the poor will be better
off in the long run. And the many of us who deal with these procedures as
they affect partienlar clients ought always to be ready to challenge the
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regulations, or to evade them. To do this, we must read the manuals, visit
the intake offices, harass the staff, and continually invoke the appeals procedures. We ought to arm ourselves for this resistance with a special urgency
now, for higherand higher levels of unemployment and underemployment
are being defined by ruling groups as "nornul" even while inflation has
severely eroded the limited incomes of many families.
I called up the Gramercy Department of Social Services Center to inquire about
Ms. R., a dient of mine at the hospita!. Ms. R. was concerned about what would
happen with her welfare check which she said would be issued in several days.
Previously, she had gone down to the Gramercy Center, signed for these checks,
and then received them. She was justifiably anxious over the disposition of this next
check. Her sister was at her home taking care of her six children. Also, Ms. R. had
recently moved from the Bronx and had not as yet had her Food Stamps reissued.
Lately, Ms. R. was unhappy with her apartment and desired help in finding a
more suitable home.
After the phone at Gramercy had rung for fifteen or twenty minutes, a woman
finally answered. She garbled something and I then tried to explain my purpose for
ca!ling. "My name is .... I'm a social worker from .... " "Oops," she interrupted
me, and forwarded my cal! to "Group I," where another woman introduced herself
with, "What's the problem," and I again proceeded. "My name is, ... I'm a social
worker ... etc." Wel!, after I explained the problem in excruciating detail, she
asked me to repeat almost everything I had previously stated. After this process was
accomplished, she said, "Wel!, I'll have to cal! you back." I said, "Excuse me, I
thought that I was referred to you because you were able to handle this matter."
"I'm sorry, I'll have to speak to my supervisor; she's out to lunch." I said, "Could I
speak to a social worker in your office?" She said, 'Tm a ... specialist in ... ; we
handle these matters." "But you just told me you 111ere not abie to handle this!" I
decided to terminate this charade and said, "Wel!, I' d really appreciate your cooperation in expediting tl~is matter. Can I expect to hear from you this afternoon?"
She replied, "We'll handle this as soon as pdssible. I'll cal! you back today or
tomorrow." "Thank you very much," I said, gritting my teeth in anger, but trying
ever so hard to sound appreciative. It was not her fault that utter confusion seems
to have enveloped DSS's already chaotic bureaucratie structure. I closed our conversation 'by asking, "By the way, could you tel! me who I am speaking to?" "Mrs.
Brown." "Thank you again, good-bye."
On Thursday, having failed to receive my return message from Mrs. Brown, I
decided to call the main DSS office in Manhattan. I received a run-around and
proceeded to cal! the Gramercy Center again. No one answered the switchboard for
fifteen or twenty minutes and I simply lost patience and hung up. Fondering the
dilemma, I feit rather useless, impotent, angered, frustrated ... etc. I said to myself,
"Maybe I'll just have to wait, mail a letter perhaps, or visit their office." Wel!,
after a few more minutes of ambivalent nonaction, I decided to cal! the main DSS
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office once again. This time, after speaking to three or four nondescript knownothings, I feit as if I was finally connected to sàmeone in some position of
authority and responsibility who gave me the phone number and name of the assistant manager of the Gramercy Center.
I then called the assistant manager and said I had been referred to her from the
central office. I informed her of the problems I was ha ving regarding Ms. R. and
the noncooperative nature of Group I's efforts. I also decried the lack of response to
switchboard calls and further informed her that the switchboard number is the
only number available to the public. She was very cordial and assured me, "I wil!
see to it that Ms. R.'s check is forwarded in the mail, and I wil! go over to Group
I immediately." She explained to me the problem regarding the Food Stamps: "We
do not handle the actual granting of these stamps; that is carried out by computer,
and since Ms. R. recently moved, it will be a while before her case is transferred."
She finally switched me to a man from General Services regarding Ms. R.'s housing
problems.
This man was very cordial but quite devoid of helpful information. He decried
NYCHA's bureaueratic ineptitude, wlüle personally manifesting DSS's utter
dysfunctionality in almost the same breath. "I really can't help you much with this,
we really can't do very much .... I'd like to be of more help, sorry. I can give you
the name of some real estate agent, but you know .... " I pumped him and did
receive some valuable information regarding relocation, ·building condemnation, etc.
On Tuesday, I visited Ms. R.'s home and found that DSS had sent her a note
stating that her benefits would be reduced due to her hospitalization. This form
also said that any alteratien of this rednetion would only be made u pon a persotul
appeal. Also, Ms. R. told me she received her ADC check, but failed to receive her
rent check. Thus, upon returning to the hospita!, I again called the Gramercy
Center via the switch board. After two or three minutes of ringing, I decided to use
the direct number I had been given; unfortunately, no one answered. Then I called
DDS's main office and received the phone numbers of another assistant manager as
well as the hallowed office manager. The office manager was out, but the assistant
manager was available. I opened up our conversatien once again decrying (politely)
the failure of the switchboard to answer incoming calls, the Jack of response from
Group I to my original call, etc. I was quite simply "setting her up." By illustrating
her office's ineptness, I was hopefut that she would take matters "into her own
hands" and help restere Ms. R.'s complete benefits. She assured me that she would
immediately see to it that Ms. R.'s benefits were totally reinstared for her next
check. She told me that Mi. R.'s rent check was one day, late and that she should
receive it by Thursday or Friday. She thanked me for my interest, I thanked her
for her concern, and after all these thank-you's, we said good-bye.
I continued my centacts with the Gramercy Center through a man who seemed
genuinely concerned with Ms. R.'s case. He helped expedite a $170 check to Ms.
R., covering baby-sitting services rendered by her "aunt" while she was hospitalized. I had been working on establishing a "medica! emergency" so as to expedite
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Ms. R.'s acceptance into a NYCHA project. In this regard, all six of her children
were sent for check-ups in our Pediatrics Clinic. Their cumulative physical condition was deplorable. I amassed seven or eight letters from doctors on Pediatrics and
Neurology, as wel! as my own testimony and forwarded these documents to both
Housing and DSS.
Eventually Ms. R. was interviewed by NYCHA and placed on their medica!
emergency list. However, the waiting period for this process was im.possible to
determine and could stretch out for years! From my inquiries, I struck on one
other avenue regarding Ms. R.'s desperate housing situation. Henry Street Setdement ran a housing relocation program. They operated a group of furnished
apartment houses used solely for emergency relecation purposes. A family residing
in these received top priority for placement in a NYCHA project. However, they
could only handle cases referred by DSS!
Thus, I recontacted Gramercy. Unfortunately, the housing persou I had
previously talked to informed me (of something I already was wel/ aware of) that
DSS could only refer relocation emergency cases. "Yes, I understand that, and I
appreciate the position this places you in, but what about Ms. R.? I've contacted
el'ery agency in the city and each agency denies its responsibility in this nJ.atter. I
fully appreciate the necessity for these regulations, but, heli, when will we move,
when Ms. R. and her six children all end up hospitalized?" "Yes,"· he said, "I
understand, but look, let me read you these regulations here.... " I said, "Do the
regulations teil us what to do with six chronically ill youngsters and a mother _who
is suffering from severe headaches, dizziness, and vomiting, who are forced to hve
in a heatless rat-trap, with junkies living in the hallways, the ceilings collapsing,
holes in the bedroom walls. .. ? Let me run down the report I received from the
Pediatrics Clinic .... " Then he said, "O.K., O.K., look, I'll visit the family at
home tomorrow, and recommend that the family be placed at Henry Street... ·
but, look, I know my superiors are going to reject my recommendation."
I fully appreciated his final remark. Thus, I called the office manager to solicit
aid in this matter. She told me, "This is not within my jurisdiction.... " So I said,
"There does notseem to be any regulation existing in NYCHA ór DSS codes to
specifically deal with a medica! emergency exacerbated by poor housing. Howeper,
I've spoken to the people at Henry Street and they will accept this referral." "They
will?" she rep lied. "Absolutely, so if they are willing, perhaps we can effectuate this
approval from your end." "Weil, I'll try.... " To be sure, Henry Street's
"approval" was entirely irrelevant to this process, since they had to accept all DSS
referrals, and only DSS referrals, but I said this to add a note of strength to my
argumeÏ1t, especially when dealing with individuals steeped in a bureaucratie
matrix. ("If Henry Street is willing to stick its neck out, perhaps you .... ")
Eventually, this request was rejected by a DSS supervisor. I immediately phoned
him (supervisor IV-Directer ofSocial Service) and he said, "I am. sorry, but our
regulations concerning referral to Henry Street cleàrly state.... " I said, "Are you
then refusing this referral?" "I believe I am making that clear." "Thus, you are
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hospitalized four times in the last two years. She is suposed to artend clinic once a
month but aften fails to do so. One of the things that we have decided to work on
rogether is "why she does not go to the clinic." I accompanied her to the clinic on
Monday. She was to he exam.ined so that a form could he filled out and she could
get a housekeeper, and she was to ask the doctor to clarify her medica] status. After
an interminabie wait we were ushered into a booth and the attending doctor
grunted, "Sit down." He said in a very condescending tone, "And what brings you
here?" My elient meekly told him about leg pains and trouble breathing. He glared
at her, demanding clarification. She froze-and I had to draw her out on her
complaints. Tagether we were able to get her problem across to him. He then
waved her to the examining table and told her to take off her skirt. She did this
and he proceeded to examine her in a very brusque manner. I feit humiliated just
warehing the procedure. He examined her legs, pressing repeatedly on a painful
area. He then marched out of the room without a word, to look for. a senior
doctor.
As he was leaving, I asked him if it wasn't normal procedure to give a parient
being examined a johnny coat or a drape. He glared at me and said, "Are you
trying to tell me how to examine my patients?" I said no, I was simply referring to
a matter of common courtesy. He said that he didn't know what I was talking
about and stalked off. He returned with a doctor to whom he related the case,
emphasizing the fact that the parient had not been to the clinic and that she had
not been taking her anticoagulant for two months. The senior doctor did not seem
to be agitated by this piece of information. He asked that Ms. Z. take off her pants
so that he could examine her legs. Rather than addressing the request to her, he
asked the intern to ask her! The intern said authoritatively that he only needed to
look at the one leg; the other had no tenderness. The senior doctor responded
that he wanred to campare the two. (This is something that even I knew and
understood.)
.
.
As they were walking out of the room I rep~ated my request for a drape. The
intern said they did not have cme, and my elient whispered to me, "It's O.K.'' I was
fuming and even she was beginning to show signs of anger. The fact that she
reacted at all is significant because she, like most welfare mothers, has been so
beaten down that she has come to expect very little and demand even less. She is so
used to this sart of treatment that she takes it for granted. She deserves it, there is
nothing that she can do about it, and protesting will only make things worse. They
returned, examined her, and left again to discuss the case. The intern returned and
said that he was going to admit her. She became very upset, as she had spent last
Christmas in the hospita!, too. She and I talked a moment, and then she told the
doctor that she would come in tomorrow, but that she had to go home and
arrange things for her sans. He grudgingly agreed and she got ready to go into the
waiting room and wait for the nurse to come and tel! her about registration procedure. I told her that I would be out in a moment. She left and I turned to the
intern and said, "May I speak with you for a moment?" He stopped writing in her
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Obtaining medica! treatment for people at all is often as much a
problem as the way they are treated by medica! personnel. The supervisor
of ~~e student placed in a hospita! setting learned of a patient in the
wamng room ~ho was onl~ nineteen, pregnant, and lonely. 7 She instructed
the student to let her ventilate her feelings." The student established
·
contact, and learned that the young woman had been _thrown out of the
h~use by her grandmother because of the pregnancy, and was living with a
fnend who gave her twenty dollars a week to perfarm baby-sitting services.
'I_'he stude~t told her that she was eligible for public assistance as an emancipated mmor, and inquired whether she had Medicaid. The patient replied
that she _ha~ ~wo letters, one saying she was eligible and the other saying
she _was m~hg1ble. The student told the patient to go to the Department of
Soc1al Services and try to get things straightened out.
On the next visit to the hospita!, the patient was in tears. She had been
told that she was not eligible for public assistance or for Medicaid because
'Quoted with the permission of Susan Pinco.
7
Quoted with the permission of Arlene Hagan.

she was an "illegal" (from a Latin American country). The patient was
now upset both because she had "disgraced" her grandmother and because
she might be deported, for the irate DSS worker had called the immigration authorities to report that an illegal alien was trjing to obtain public
relief. The student promptly called severallegal defense organizations. She
was advised to do everything she could to stall any action until the baby
was bom, since it was unlikely that a deportation proceeding would be
instituted if the patient was the mother of a citizen.
The student then told her supervisor of her plan, and made it clear that
the patient needed prenatal care even though she had rio Medicaid card.
Her supervisor became quite defensive, and expressed regret that she had
assigned the case. She also insisted that the student prepare a written statement saying that the supervisor did not know the patient was an illegal
alien, and said she doubted that care could be provided. The student
expressed disgust, but made the necessary notation in the hospita! chart.
The hospita! charged $1000 for a delivery, and the supervisor did not want
to be responsible for a case. of nonpayment. The student later learned frotn
the financial office, however, that Medicaid provides coverage for thirty
days in the event that an illegal alien is admitted on an emergency basis.
Each time the patient came in for care, the student managed to .get the
admitting department to treat it as an emergency. On one occasion, she
slipped the patient in by saying that she had lost her Medicaid card.
The patient then received a notice to report fora deportation hearing.
The student told her supervisor that she was going to write a letter saying
that the patient could not appear because of her pregnancy. "When I told
my supervisor this, she was completely dumfounded, but she didn't know
how to get out of the situation, so she had to go along." Luckily, the baby
was bom on the same day that the hearing was scheduled, and the student
left the placement in May feeling that the deportation question had become
moot. She planned to continue seeing the patient on her own, however, in
order to be certain that the immigration authorities took no action.
In the crimina! justice system, social workers have been made into something resembling the police agents of the state. In that role, we make
life-determining decisions to revoke probation or parole and to place people
in institutions. Ostensibly we make these decisions as social workers
committed to rehabilitation. But do we really believe that penal institutions
of any kind rehabilitate people? And if we do not, then we are permitting
a lot of professional and technica! mumbo jumbo to obscure the fact that
we are incareerating people, not rehabilitating them. In the juvenile courts,
the banner of treatment flies even higher. Under the guise of treating
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parents and the presumed deficiencies of their childre11, we have participated in the institutionalization of children for such behaviors as truancy,
incorrigibility, or sexual promiscuity. In effect, we have participated in the
criminalization of children for offenses for which no adult could be arrested
or confined. An important form of resistance is to use our discretion to
keep adults out of prisons and children out of the reformatories and "residential treatment centers" whenever we possibly can. If we use our
common sense, we know that children are almost always better off even as
runaways than in institutions.
A case was referred to the private counseling service in which I am placed. The
mother, Mrs. X., reported that her daughter Joan had gatten in trouble with the
police when she and a friend went into a truck and stole seventy dollars. Mrs. X.
stated that her daughter had been in trouble a few times in the past, and was
spending too much time with "bad gids." Both she and her husband feit that the
child was disrespectful to them, and they both spend a lot of time yelling at her.
Mrs. and Mr. X. are white, lower-class, and Irish Catholic. Mr. X. has been
hospitalized and is now medically disabled. He has been unemployed forsome
time, and the family has had to go on welfare. They have applied for Supplemental
Security Income benefits. Mrs. X. used to be a dornestic worker and she is planning
to resume that kind of work.
Th ere are several stresses on the family in addition to the father' s illness and
unemployability. They had to move to a chea.p apartment, and of course they have
lost a lot of social status because of their poverty-stricken state. With these changes,
communication in the family seems to have breken down. Anger and disappointment seem to have taken over. I have been working with various family memhers
around these angers and communication problems, and I have also become Joan's
advocate in dealing with the courts.
I received a cal! from Joan's probation oflicer who wanted information about
the family, since she is making out a report for the judge. She said there were two
choices for Joan: residential treatment or some kind of continuing counseling. She
told me that if we could come up with a good plan, the judge could be persuacled
to keep Joan out of an institution. So I began to work on the case.
After I had seen Joan several times to talk things over, I got a cal! from her
mother that they were canceling their various sessions with me. The message also
said that their Medicaid eligibility had run out, and they could no Jonger pay the
agency's fees. I tried to reach them by telephone and letter, but they did not
respond. I then contacted the probation oflicer and explained the situation. She said
she would get in touch with them and tel! them to call me. I feit strongly tha t the
reasou they had discontinued coming was because they had no money. Mrs. X. is a
very proud woman.
A few days later, the probation officer's supervisor called me and bawled me out
for getting her supervisee involved in my problems with my clients. She said it was
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perfectly obvious that Mrs. X. does not want any kind of cou~eling for her.
daughte~, that she is resisting, and that the only answer for Joan.Is to put her ma
residential placement. Since the pareuts can't control Joan, she sa1d, the ch1ld needs
"a structured setting."
I could notbelieve what I was hearing. Once I had calmed down, I told her off
I began by saying that she didn't know anything about the family and all they've
been through because of the father's unemployment and illness. She finally backed
down and said she would consider a plan if I could develop one. I figured I had
won round one.
A few days later, Mrs. X. called because the probation oflicer had been in touch
with her. It soon became apparent that the reasen for her discontinuance was that
her Medicaid card had run out, just as I had thought. With a little effort, I was
able to get that problem straightened out, and then Mrs. X. agreed that the family
would continue.
I then worked out a plan for Joan to have a "Big Sister," and I arranged to
continue seeing various family memhers on a regular basis.
.
When I spoke to the probation oflicer, she was quite embarrassed. She explamed
that her supervisor always thought institutional placem.e~t was the. be~t remedy for
kids. She explained to me that she was a student in trammg and d1dn t fee! secure
arguing with her supervisor. We agreed to continue werking tagether around the
pending court appearance, and we both feit confident that the judge would listen to
us. As it happens, he did. Things are going much better with Joan now, and wuh
her family.
If we work in mental institutions or have dealings with them, we will
dismiss treatment claims for what they are-doctrines that are utterly
unsubstantiated. Mental institutions do not treat people, and they rarely
cure them. With our heads cleared of doctrine, we can see that what
hospitalization actually does is deprive people of ordinary libe:ties and of
any vestige of self-esteem or competence. And we play a role 1~ th~t
process-as social workers in intake offices, as memhers of psych1atnc teams,
in discharge departments and in referral agencies. We can use the oppor- ~
tunities afforded by these positions to resist decisions to commit, to
· challenge capricious diagnoses, to question the stupefaction of peo~le by
drugs. Weneed to remember that while people may need_ counselmg,
mental institutions do not provide it. What they do prov1de, almost no
one needs. No one neecis stigmatization; few people need medication; and
even fewer need institutionalization.
One student resisted his supervisor over the question of whether a
veteran in an out-patient veterans' facility should be drugged. Mr. M .. had
been diagnosed as schizophrenic, but at the time the student began seemg
him, he had obtained a job as a truck driver, was earning more money
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than ever before, and found the job enormously rewarding. He showed
some signs of nervousness, however, and the student's supervisor suggested
that Mr. M. be seen by the agency psychiatrist in order to obtain medicatien so that he "wouldn't fall apart." The student replied that far from
falling apart, he was doing fine, and that medicaring him would interfere
with the performance of a job that had come to be extremely important to
him. The student stressed that if this veteran lost his job, then he would
iudeed fall apart. Consequently, the student refused to refer Mr. M. to the
psychiatrist for medication. Afterward, the student commented that he feit
gratified about the whole matter, noting that the price he paid was insignificant-a sentence in his field evaluation saying that he was having
difficulty with authority and that he had dogmatic views about drugs and
psychiatrists.

psychiatrist and I doubt that this incident could in any way be construed .as a
"suïcide attempt"), the principal talked about her concern that George m1ght try to
commit suïcide in the school. Her concern was not for the child, but for herself
She mentioned at least five times during the meeting that she could already envlsion the "screaming Ne 11J York Times headlines" if George were to kill himself in
"her" school.
The meeting was tense. I f!atly stated that BCW would not place the ch~ld .
unless the mother and the child voluntarily requested placement. The psych1at~1st .
urged the principal to arrange for George to be.,rlaced in a )rade"B" class .w~1ch 1s
a special, small class that caters to the needs of problem childre.n. The prmc1pal
said that she could not guarantee admission to one of these spec1al classes because
there are so many "disturbed" kids in the South Bronx. But finally we won, and
George was not sent to a residential setting. He got the special class instead.'

The key decisions that lead to the institutionalizing of people occur in
many settings where social workers are employed, or to which they are
related-not just in the mental health agencies and the courts. The incarceration process can be set in motion in the public schools, for example.

The way people are treated in institutions provides countless occasions
for resistance.

Ms. A. and her seven children live in one of the most rundown sections of the
South Bronx. The A. family moved to the United States from Puerto Rico in
1970. The case was referred to the Bureau ofChild Welfare by the guidance counselor at P.S.__ because George was having serious behavior problems at that
school. When the case was first transferred to me, the guidance counselor called me
to inform me that George was a "recalcitrant" child who should be placed immediatelyin an institution. I visited the family and learned that Ms. A. was
vehemently àgainst placement for her son. A couple of weeks later, I received a call
from the guidance counselor informing me that George had been suspended because
he had been involved in a fight with a school employee.
I went out to visit the family again. George told me that the school employee
had hit him over the head with a broom because he had refused to get out of his
way when he had been ordered to do so. Ms. A. was furious with the school and
threatened to sue.
I called a meeting to discuss with the school officials what could be done to help
George. The consulting psychiatrist was present at this meeting, tagether with the
school principal, George's farmer teacher, the guidance counselor, and some bigshot administrator from the school district. It became clear to me and to the
psychiatrist (we became allies during this battle) that the school officials were not
interested in helping George; they had only one objective-to get rid of him. The
teacher and the guidance counselor repeated again and again that George was an
"impossible" child and that the school could do nothing to help him. The school
principal made it clear that he was mainly concerned with the school's image in the
community. Because George had once cut his wrist in a fit of anger (bath the

I am placed in a residential treatment institution for field training. During the
course of the year, I became aware of many instauces of child abuse, especi~lly by
the cottage staff. Others knew about these practices, but everyone v.:as afra1d to
take action. The chief victimizer of the children was the head of ch1ld care who
was a farmer matrou in the women's prison. She had hired several retired prison
guards as cottage parents. Children were intim~dated: demeaned, and physica~ly
abused. At first I was frightened-these were fnghtenmg people, and I was afra1d .
for my own safety. Veiled threats were made. I also had doubts about whether 1t
was pmper to accuse another staff member. The doctor was also .abusive. One of
my dieuts thought she might be pregnant and wanted a test, wh1ch had to be
approved. At first the doctor refused: "Miss Tureff, I am the do~;or around ~ere.
This is a medica!, not a social decision." Then the doctor asked, Has your eh ent
been diagnosed? I find ,her behavior most age-inappropriate. I think she is more
than just psychoneurotic, she is definitely pre-psychotic. How long has she been
promiscuous?" I replied that she had been seen b_r a psyc~iatrist, but no ~abel had
been attached. I also said that she was not prom1scuous, JUSt sexually actlve.
As the weeks passed, I became increasingly concerned with reports o: child .
abuse, especially physical beatings. Teachers in the school t~ld me of ch!ldren Wl.th
bruised lips. Children told their natura! parents about beatmgs. A nun:ber of duldren told me directly. And other professionals on the grounds had the1r own
.
sourees of information regarding such practices. One of tl1e natura! pareuts .came m
to complain to the director, after I had encouraged her to do so. But the d1rector
dodged the problem, saying, "Look Ms.]., there are some suspicipns about the
cottage parents, but I can't just run in there and fire them. I need con~~ete
evidence. They are under surveillance, and that's all I can do for no":·
8

Quoted with the permission of Laura Nitzberg.
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~ortunately, a new director was hired toward the end of the year. I had been
talkmg With my super~isor about the whole problem. She knew what was going
on, but she too was fnghtened. However, she spoke with the new director, and
after some trepidation, agreed that I ( and several other students in placement)
could do the same. The director subsequendy suggested that the children he asked
to provide testimony, but the children were too terrified. By now the new director
was concerned. He called a meeting of the child care staff and lectured them on
child abuse. Someone had also anonymously informed the state board of social
services, and an investigator had come to the agency.
Once things got stirred up, things began to happen. Several child care workers
have resigned, the head of child care is going to he terminated, and everyone is
more aware now that child abuse cannot always be concealed, so they are more
:areful. Although I (and my supervisor) were bath afraid that she might lose her
JOb because of what I had been doing, I think now that she is glad that I protested
these conditions.'
In the struggle against agency practices, it is often necessary to bring

~x.ter~al pressure to bear, such as ~rganizing clients to protest or threatening
~1t1gat10n. A mother and three chlldren were burned out of their apartment
m the South Bronx. The mother desperately sought housing for several
we:ks, but could find nothing that welfare officials would approve and for
wh1c_h they wo~ld advance a security deposit. She then went to the public ·
housmg authonty. When she was shunted aside, she began to scream and
refused to leav: the office until something was done to ensure housing for
her and her chlldren. The police were called, with the result that she was
placed in a mental hospita!, and her children sent for placement. The
mother was promptly diagnosed as "schizophrenic-paranoid type," medicated, and involuntarily detained for several months. When she was
released, she went to the child care agency to demand her children. The
student assigned to the case had to teil her that the children could not be
re~eas~d until an appropriate apartment was found that met the agency's
cntenon of adequacy. 'fo make matters worse, it turned out that the
wel~are de~artment would not approve a rent allowarree adequate for the
famlly unul th.e children were returned-a case of "catch 22."
When the woman flew into another angry rage, the student protested to
~er su~~rvisor that the"~gency should help find housing for the family.
That, she was_ told, 1s not our function." The mother subsequently
broke dow~ agam, and was returned briefly to a mental hospitaL The
student agam protested to her supervisor, saying that if the agency's
'Quoted with the permission of Susan Tureff.
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housing standards were universally applied, there would be no children left
in the South Bronx. The supervisor would not relent.
Because of the cost of visiting the children, who were in an upstate institution, the mother had difficulty seeing them, although she tried to do so
as often as possible. On these visits, she screamed and cried and raged that
she wanted the children back, all of which was used by agency personnel to
discredit her emotional health and matemal "fitness." Her visits to the
children became more sporadic and more enraged. The student was also
enraged; she argued that the agency was receiving thousands of dollars for
the care of the children, but still she could not persuade her supervisor to
authorize payment for the mother's traveL
Finally, the student herself visited the children and reported that she
could find no reason why they should not be returned to their mother.
Her supervisor qisagreed: where but in a professional child care institution,
the supervisor said, could such children receive the best of clinical services
and other forms of care? The student saw it differently; she saw an agency
enriching and maintaining itself by kidnapping children.
Sirree all else had failed, the student decided to get legal assistance for this
mother. She ran down a civilliberties lawyer whocalled and wrote the
agency, making it clear that litigation would follow. There was quite a flap
· at the agency, but the student stood her ground. Finally, the agency
director decided he did not want to go to the trouble and cost of a court
action, and so the student was allowed to help the mother find housing,
and the children were subsequently released.
This last case illustrates a number of the themes of this paper-from the
pecuniary motives of the agencies to their stigmatizing practices to the
infantilizing of students who have extensive experience. It also makes a
crucial point: Resistance is steady, unending, frustrating work.
The agency in which I work is a community center in a ghetto. The children come
to the center because their pareuts send them "for healthy, safe, recreational
purposes." For many of them it is also a baby-sitting service in the practical sense,
as many are working. The children come to have fun and because their pareuts
make them. The group of eight-year-olds I am working with has six (out of
eleven) so-called "problem" children-that is, they have functioned poorly in
previous groups (some clearly are not "groupees"), and exhibit acting-ouf behavior
or withdrawn behavior. Same are in private treatment; some are on medication
therapy. The composition of my group was decided upon by the departmen tal
supervisor at the request of my field instructor, Ms. N., who wanted me to have a
"difficult group which would provide a good learning experience"-thus sacrificing
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the needs of the children. Ms. N. is Coordinator of the Mental Hea!th Unit and
sees everything and everyone (including myself) in termsof diagnosis and
treatment.
From its original purely recreational focus, the center moved after the riots in
the 1960s to develop a mental health component so that it could get mental hea!th
fu~ds. !he agency became "professionalized"-meaning that they now employ
pnmanly MSWs and have shifted their emphasis toward mental hea!th, i.e.,
preventive, _so_cialization, and ego growth treatment. The state has just licensed the
center and lt IS now able to receive mental hea!th funds for "recreational services."
The rub is that the children and their pareuts still view their participation in the
program as purely recreational.
_In order to_ get reimbursen~ent, "diagnoses" have to be sent to the city. I
objected to th1s vehemently at a general staff meeting, and was told that "our
pareuts know that we care about ·each child and that we do more than pure recreation." The diagnoses, I was assured, would he of the broadest, nonstigmatizing
vanety-such as problems of adjustment to puberty, to adolescence, to school, to
Peers • etc · "Anyway ," 1.t was sa1'd , " w h o d oesn ' t I1ave such an adjustment reaction
at one or another point in their lives?" Further, I was assured tl1at 110 names would
he sent in with_ the diagnoses; each elient would have a number and the diagnoses
would he sent m by number. It was said that the agency had received assurances
from the city that a number would "never" he traeed to the specific individual
d1agnosed; our agency would keep the names in locked files. However I observed
that dients were openly discussed by name in the lobby and in front ~f "nonprofessional" community assistants who became privy to snatches of the history and
"_pro hlems " of ~e~ter ~1embers. I was also told at the staff meeting, "We wil! nat
smgle out Med1ca1d chents, but all the children in the mental health groups wil! be
g1ven d1agnoses, since this is only fair." Eventually all groups would fall under the
mental health program. To begin with, only some groups (those led by MSWs or
gra~uate students-three in all, including mine) were so designated becatJse the
serv1ce had to he affered by a person in trainingor a professional if reimbursement
was to he obtained. ~t :-ras_ also stated that if the city and state did nat uphold their
end of the ~onfident~ahty 1ssue, our agency would use its fulllegal power to fight.
. Meanwh!le, nochent had been advised of the agency's new mental health direct!On, or of t~e agency~s i~tent_ion of "cooperating with the appropriate city and
state agency b~ sendmg m d1agnoses. This process had already begun, in order to
collect fees. I ra1sed strong objections, stressing the parents' right to he informed
first and given an option to say whether or nat they wanted their children diagnosed. It turned out that others had feit the same discomfort, but nat my
supervisor, Ms: N., ~i~ce the wholemental health program was her "baby." I was
told to deal With th1s m pnvate supervision and that the administrative staff would
seriously consider my objections. They did, and instructed Ms. N. to stop all procedures untJ! pareuts had been duly notified and had signed an authorization to the
~ffect that_ th;,y ~nd~;stood t~e nat_ure of the program and the meaning of our
cooperat!On wtth appropnate c1ty and state agencies."

At our next supervisory conference, Ms. N. instructed me to explain all of this
to the pareuts in the mildest possible terms. I objected. I also complained that each
kid had a file in the agency and that my records on the kids were being us~;d as the
bases for diagnoses. She told me to sit down with her and make the diagnoses. I
strongly objected to bath the diagnosing process and to the use of my files for that
purpose; that since the kids come here for recreation, it was unfair for them to he
diagnosed; that when I send my own kid to camp or to the "Y" to swim, etc., I
would he very disturbed about the existence of such a file; that people come and
utilize services innocently, and then have a folder made up on them that can he
damaging to them in later life; further, that it is presumptuous of me or anyone
else to slap a diagnosis on someone; that this is what always happens to the
poor, etc.
Ms. N. then told me that I didn't trust the agency. Why did I think the agency
would not respect the confidentiality of its clients? I repeated my objections and
reasons. Next she said, "You are a student in this agency and you better do as
you're told." I said I knew my position, but students also have rights and feelings. I
was then told that since I had been an agency director befare entering graduate
school, I therefore had difficulty taking supervision, that I don't understand the
importance of records for continuity-"how helpful it wil! be for the next person to
see how so-and-so functions; this is good social work practice." She added, "You
are a very aggressive and argumentative woman and you come on very strong. As
a student, you fail to understand that you are at the bottam of the toten1 pole and
obviously you have never had to take supervision and have difficu!ty accepting the
student role." I was told to think about that. I told her that I wasn't barn a
director, I had never befare had difficulty taking supervision,"that perhaps I was
nat as ·passive as most, but this had nat caused me any problems and that I did nat
wish to he psychoanalyzed since we were discussing what was to me an important
ethica! issue.
.
She asked me what could happen to the clients that I was afraid o[ I gave her
countless examples of people who have been plagued and harassed in later life over
just such "innocent, professionally well-intentioned" reports, and that I was particularly concerned about this happening to poor people all the time. She said I was
nat being realistic, that this was nat so. We left feeling very angry and frustrated,
and subsequently I learned that she called my facu!ty field adviser to inform her
that we were "having a personality conflict."
At a subsequent meeting with Ms. N., she insisted on making diagnoses; she
liked diagnosing. The tensionwas thick and I said I wouldn't join her. She then did
it in my presence, discussing each case with me. Whenever possible, I pushed for
"diagnosis deferred" or "no discernible problem."
This meeting occurred shortly befare evaluation time; I soon received a negative
report (two pages of repetition) on my inability to take supervision, my "need to
learn from my own mistakes rather than following her suggestions," etc. My skills
were perfect (great perceptions and sensitivity, etc.). We argued again on 1:he
personality issue and I told her that I was not going to watch my p's and q's (I
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had decided that no degree was worth selling myself for) and that I was open to
reasanabie objections, but that I had my feelings and personality and that I wanted
these discussed only with respect to my direct practice performance. Again, I was
told of my aggressive behavior, my obsessive-compulsive pattern, and how I
misperceive everything she says. I asked her how it was possible that I could
.
misperceive everything she said and be so perceptive and sensitive in my work. She
said, ''I'm your supervisor and I wil! exercise my prerogative by staying with my
analysis." I said this was her right.
Several weeks later, I was asked by Ms. N. to write a special report on one of
the kids who was acting out and whose therapist wanted to put him on drug
m~dication although the kid's mother objected. The therapist needed corroborating
ev1dence. I wrote a statement which generally focused on the kid's strengths and
progress (since I had been asked to write a progress report!). Ms. N. called me on
this and asked me to add a paragraph descrihing his tantrums in detail. I said that
he wasn't the only kid who had tantrums, and that what I had written is how I
see the matter and I wasn't going to add anything further. She reluctantly accepted
my decision and the kid has not been medicated.
It is interesting to note a change in our relationship as the months have passed.
After our confrontations, Ms. N. said to me, "One of the problems is that I am an
aggressive wo man too." She seems to respect m y apinion more, although she still
~umps me for "psychological information" about the kids. But I dole it out sparmgly and cautiously. I still hear: "You are part of this agency and you better do
what you're told." However, I go about my business, I voice my opinions, and I do
those things I'm told that do nat conflict with my ethica! standards.

Even small victories require toughness and persistence.

I
J

f
I

Finally, a few words of warning are in order. Anyone who undertakes to
fight for elient interests must be prepared to be discredited. One of the
main lines of attack mounted by the agencies is that their clients need no
advocates; what is done to the elient is for the best. Sometimes, when the
evidence of abuse is too blatant to be dismissed-for example, when
desperately needy families are summarily turned away from welfare departments-the line of attack shifts. Now the claim is not that the agencies are
above reproach, but rather that the elient is "dependent," for otherwise he
or she would be able to overcome the obstacles generated by faults in
agency practice. If one gives actual assistance-telephoning on behalf of the
elient or accompanying a family memher tosome agency, or whatever-the
charge will _be leveled that this help actualiy exacerbates the dient's problems by inducing dependency. Presumably, clients should fend for
themselves, the theory being that otherwise they will not acquire the
competence to cope.
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These assertions are designed, of course, to prevent agency procedures
from being resisted or disrupted. To argue that clients can, one by one,
successfully fight the huge, centralized, and powerful agencies of the welfare
state solely with the weapon of their egos is, of course, to render them
helpless while appearing to render them strong. By this sleight-of-hand,
problems of power are converted into problems of personality: it is not the
power of the agencies that needs to be fought, but the strength of the
dient's ego that needs to be buttressed.
Serious farms of retribution may also ensue, although we typically exaggerate the punishments that will be meted out if we run afoul of our
superiors (these exaggerations enable us to avoid any action at all). Still, we
have to develop tactics not only to defend clients, but to defend ourselves.
Clearly, the more of us in any agency who are joined tagether and
committed to mutual support, the stronger we will be, not only ideologically-although that is important-but because we will be able to counter
bureaueratic efforts to discipline us with job action.S of our own. Some of us
will find ourselves too isolated to develop collective tactics of self-defense,
and some of us may even be fired. But most of us can get other jobs. In
any case, we delude ourselves if we think that any serious political actionin social work or elsewhere-is possible that does not entail some risk and
sacrifice.
At best, if we seriously decide tci resist on behalf of the poor and the
victims, we are not likely to be rewarded with professional esteem, and we
probably will not advance rapidly in the bureaucracies, simply because
those who side with the sick and the deviant, the poor and the criminal,
are not usually rewarded for their troubles.
But if we choose such a course, we will become social workers in fact
and not just in proclamation. And we will accomplish sarnething important. If we manage to get people who are hungry a bit of bread, or to
proteet the weak against the assaults of the courts or the mental hospitals,
then we will have gone a short way toward redressing the wrongsof a
harsh society. Which of us is so arrogantly unfeeling, or so confident of the
prospects for revolutionary transformation as to think these small gains not
important?
In the langer run, moreover, if we fight for the interests of the people
we claim are our clients, then we will also be waging a struggle against the
institutions of the capitalist state. There is a kind of tautological trick
inherent in some Marxist arguments, to the effect that any actual effort to
deal with the contradictions created by capitalism will produce reforms that
paper over the contradictions. The trick is a professionally convenient one,
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for it enables us to say that no action short of the final cataclysmic action
ought be taken. But revolutions are not made all at once. If we believe that
the maintenance of wealth and power in the United States depends in part
upon the exploitation, isolation, and stigmatization of the victims of capitalism by the agency of the welfare state, then our role is to resist these
processes, and all the more fiercely because we now understand that the
practices of these agencies are not accidental, but are central to the operation of capitalist society. If we believe our analysis of the welfare state, then
it follows that if any struggle is important, then so is this one, for it is a
struggle to make contradictions explicit, not to obscure them.

Rodicol Sociol Work

l
lntroduction: Social Work
in the Welfare State
Roy Bailey and Mike Brake

Social work has become a major growth industry in the last couple of
decades in Britain and the United States. A recent government report on
university grants in Britain has suggested that the expansion of higher
education should stress vocation, especially the field of social work.
Universities and polytechnics have had suggested a target of 4,000 graduate
and non-graduate social workers a year, a figure accepted by the Central
Council for Education and Training in Social Work. The professionalization of social work, in the training programmes and subsequent careers, has
already created a differentiation between graduate and non-graduate
social workers, and those who have postgraduate degrees in social work.
Social work, both as a body ofknowledge and as a sphere of activity, has
developed its theory and practice from other social sciences. The influence in
particular of psychology has led to an over-emphasis on pathological and
clinical orientations to the detriment of structural and politica! implications.
TraiQ.ing schools have tended to defend traditional social-work practice, in
particular the dominant mode of social intervention known as casework.
Where critica! de bate has arisen, it has been reformist rather than radical, and
has been concerned with method. The politica!, social and ideological place
of social work has never been satisfactorily discussed, nor has its possible
exploitation as an agent of social control been taken seriously. 1 Social work
has consequently failed to develop the self-criticism of other established
disciplines and practices. Social-work schoolstend to explain away student
criticism, robhing arguments oflegitimacy by appealing to areas of the
pathological, such as anxiety, authority problems or developmental
inadequacy. 2 Consequently, in the professionalliterature, there is a wide gap
to be filled in the need for a critica! perspective within the profession. This
collection of new essays is an attempt to bridge that gap, and to encourage
1

Only such groups as Case Co; have attempted serious criticism.
See Cannan (1972) for an excellent critique of social-work training, and also
Rosenburg. Most criticism is to he found outside professional texts and journals.
2
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serious radical criticism within the training schools and the profession. We
fee! that the important contributions made by outside groups-Gay
Liberation, the Women's Movement, Mental Patients' Union, Claimants'
Unions and Tenants' Associations-reflect Jack of confidence in social
werkers, usually with good reason.
Any understanding of the position of social welfare in our society requires
an understanding of its history, and an understanding of the state. 'The state
is founded upon the contradietien between public and private life, between
generaland particular interests .... ' (Marx and Engels, The German
Ideology.) Social welfare can beseen as an attempt to resolve contradictions
between certain aspects of production and consumption. In western
industrial society the state interven~s in attempts to solve problems intrinsic
to capitalism: both the problems and the intervention are integral to the
capitalist mode of production. Traditionally, under this system, the labourer
sells his Iabour to the owners of the means of production. However, the
market conditions under which Iabour can be provided are not simple. Any
complex industrial society must have a pool ofhealthy Iabour, preferably
docile and expendable, and a system of welfare benefits can of course assist
the provision of this pool by mitigating the worst excesses of poverty and
exploitation. The development of a well nourisbed and skilied working class
occurs because, 'if a healthy literare working class is needed by the system,
then there is an objective overlap of interests between sections of the
working class, and the capitalist class. Furthermore even the most reformist
trade-union leaders subscribe totheneed forthese "improvements" fortheir
members. In situations where there is an extension of state and municipal
control over education, housing and welfare, the trade-union leader can play
an important (although structurally marginal) role in the decisions made by
these boclies in the municipal-welfare state. They can do so without needing
to change the nature of society.' (Pearce, 1973a.) Welfare can be allowed to
develop with the cooperation of working-class movements, because it does
not challenge ideologically the fundamental nature of capitalist democr'acy.
This is not to argue that these benefits should be rejected as reformist, nor
that the benefits gained in class struggle through the thrust of trade-union
power should be belittled, but the development and success of welfare
schemes within a capitalist society can only be understood if it is realized
that, as long as the unions and others act as pressure groups within the state
context, they tend to sustain rather than undermine the established situation.
Marx and Engels argue in The Manifesto ojthe Communist Party (1848) that
'the executive of the modern state is but a committee for rnanaging the
common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie.' The state executive not only
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controls the politica! and economie situation, but also the distributi?n of
welfare schemes. Despite the fact that welfare is th~ r~sult .of a lo_ng htstory of
politica! battles, and that it is executed by an.a~mt.mstratton separa~e from
the interestsof business, it is still used to substdtze mdustry and busmes~.
Supplementary income beneftts, for example, are a sub~titute for a baste
minimum wage policy, and allow profits to. be rea~ed m what would
otherwise become marginally unprofitable mdustnes. !~us the latter may.
well owe their continued existence to indirect state substdtes. ~hat welfare ts
used toserve ruling-class interestsis illustrated by threatened w~thdraw.al from
strikers of soda! security payments. Industry would thus be gtven assts~ance
to force the submission of strikers by starvation if necessary. elfar~ hes at
the centi-e of the class struggle, and this can be seen in the Umted Kmgdom
by the setting up ofbodies like t~e Fisher ~ommittee. T?is was created to
examine the abuse of social secunty, at a urne when soctal WGrk~rs were_
more concerned that the majority of those legally entitled to sectal s~curtty
were being deterred because of the publicity stigmatizing welfare clatmants.
If one considers that

V:'

in 1948, the inspeetors fortheInland Revenue claimed that half a year's revenue w~s
awaiting collection, if evasion could be detected, and arrests vigorously pursued (t.e.
at that time [)43 million). In 1966, 11,500 cases oftax evasion were completed. A
further 9,300 cases were deferred due to the pressure of work on the officials
concerned. In 1969,9,000 cases were completed and 3,100 deferred. Out of115,000
known tax evaders, over the decade 1959-68, 176 were prosecuted. The Inland .
Revenue Staffs Federation have repeatedly asked for more manpower to tackle thts
problem. Instead Sir Keithjoseph instigated the Fisher R~port, and the numbers of
supplementary benefit special investigators were greatly mcreased. In 1971 there
were over 9,000 known cases oftax fraud which cpst the Exchequer nearly ;.{;12
million. In 1971, 5, 753 claimants were prosecuted for abusing their benefits-the sum
involved was less than ;.(300,000. Even when prosecuted, tax evaders are well
treated. In one case in 1960, for example, six jewellers who in ten years defrauded the
Inland Revenue of ;.{;31,000 were, on conviction, instrucred to pay back the money
and given the choice ofimprisonment or paying back ... .' (Pearce, 1973b.)

the Fisher committee is revealed as an instrument of class bias.
The moral attitudes of certain sections of the British right wing to the poor
can beseen in Sir KeithJoseph's speech at Birmingham (19 October,
1974), when in one statement he managed to atta~k ri~ing inco~es (among
the working class), vandalism, drunkenness, promtscmty, left~wmg students
and academies while defending the family (provided it contamed no~ ~ore
or less than two parents), Mary Whitehouse, national·pride and patnottsm.
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This was the sameminister whoset up the Fisher committee, and later
attacked the poorer sections of the manual working class for their low
intelligence and their increased birth rate.

The historica} development of social work
The industrial revolution was not only intimately related to basic changes in
the economie structure of society-illustrated by the rise of the business
oligarchy, and the decline of the landed aristocracy-it was also associated
with fundamental change to the social and politica! superstructure. A
healthy work force was perceived as necessary for maximization of pro fit,
and, later, one capable of being trained for skilied and semi-skilied
occupations. This, in turn, led to the working-class demand for the franchise
to be extended, and then for education. Gradually awareness grew of the
strength of working-class solidarity through the trade unions, which led to
~p~cific deman~s concerning access to economie and social rewards, not only
m mcome, but m public health, housing and education. Feared growth of
military expansion abroad was conneered with the development of a
military force at home--which had to be healthy. The discovery of the
effects of chronic malnutrition among the working population meant that
the interests of the ruling and working classes were complementary, but
were necessarily developed at a pace set by the bourgeoisie.
·
London in the nineteenth century had a direct effect on development of
charity and.social policy intherest of England (see StedmanJones, 1971).
The professwnal classes had become increasingly a ware of the dangerous
elementsof the working classes inhabiting the rookeries. In order to reduce
the poor rate and prevent the spread of epidernies to middle-class areas, roads
~ere cut through slum areas which left waste large sites, driving the poor
tnto ~he .East End. One effect of the increased overcrowding in that atea was
the rtse m rents for poor accommodation. The collapse of the Thames
shipbuilding industry, bad harvests and severe winters led to militant
pol~tical action by the unemployed and the poor in the capital. Such
tnctdents as the Hyde Park Railings affair in the 1860s, and the riot oflow
income groups in 1867 resulted in the fear that the police would he unable to
control the unemployed and the crimina} class: 'How different is the London
mob f~om the docile agricultural peasantry, or the orderly Lancashire
operattves.... We must not conceal from ourselves the· possibility of
Londoners living from time to time under the rule of military. •s Stabie
5
.
Rev. Henry ~ol~y, 'A few ~houghts on how to deal with the unemployed poor with
tt~ rough and cnmmal classes (1948), quoted in StedmanJones (1971). The similar
vtews expresse,d by Kitson (1971) are worth noting.

industries had collapsed and the increase in the casual poor, sweated labour,
overcrowding and bad public health conditions presented a threat to all
classes. The wealthier districts had expelled the poor, and the poor districts
could notdeal with the influx either as ratepayers or as inhabitants. The inept
administration of charity was seen to he a major exacerbant: 'If you handcuff
the indiscriminate alms giver, I promise you inevitable consequences, no
destitudon, lessened poor rates, empty prisons, few gin shops, less crowded
mad houses, under po{mlation and an England worth living in. ' 4 Against this
background of social values, the Charity Organization Society was
established in 1869. The middle classes were to instruct the working class in
.. the virtues of thrift and self-help, and to administer public and private charity
so as to reward the deserving poor and control the undeserving. 'The
proletariat may strangle us, unless we teach it the same virtues which have
elevated other classes of society. '5 Guilt was uneasily allied to fear. In 1856
20,000 unemployed had rioted in Trafalgar Square, looted the Pall Mali
clubs and attacked buildingsin Piccadilly. Fortunately the 1869 Great Doek
Strike was seen as evidence of responsible and demoeratic procedures by the
respectable working class, unlike the riots of the 1886 bread strikes. The
unrespectable poor became separated in the popular mind, and were seen as a
large class of unemployables who could he detained if nècessary in labour
colonies. 6
New imagery concerning crime developed in the nineteenth century. The
Lombrosan model of the moral imbecile was replaced by the notion of the
corruption of urban life. There was a growth of a rehabilitative ideal, rather
than brutalization by poverty either as deliberate policy or as the indifferent
results of in dustrial capitalism. The role of the professional social worker had
its roots in the poverty relief administrators. Gradually the caring middleclass amateur, usually a woman, was used to teach the values of middle-class
life to the poor, especially the delinquent young. lts results were a mixture of
benevalenee and sentimentality: 'Point out to the children all that is
beautiful in nature ... teach them to love mother, and the home and to
hope for heaven .... Give the little fellows good companionship, decent
comfortable quarters, clean beds, wholesome food. Smile on them, speak to
them, and let sunshine into their souls .... ' 7 Children were particularly
selected as possible rehabilitation successes because they were, unlike the
4

Dr Guy, 'The curse ofbeggars'.
Samuel Smiles, 1885, quoted by StedmanJones (1971).
6
Charles Booth suggested this measure, admittedly as a form of rehabilitation, but
Canon Barnett resurrected it as late as 1909. See Brown (1-968)7 'Suggestions by the N ational Prison Associatlonr 1-898', quoted in Platt (1969).
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adults, socializable and malleable. Social reform began to become dominant
in social work, but after the first world war, especially in the United States,
this became suspect. N ationalism, racism and jingoism had created a moral
elimate in which the interests ofbusiness enterprise were dominant, and the
struggles between employers and employed made social reform suspect as an
aspect of communism. Skilied workers were leaving poor districts for better
neighbourhoods and the newcomers were blacks and immigrants, both
perceived as dangerous groups. Reformist movements were thus seen as
subversive: settiement workers in particular suffered from this reaction. The
discouragement of collective action in social reform meant that individual
aspects of the causes of poverty were examined, rather than its social,
structural and economie basis.
The way out of this dilemma for the new professional social worker was
the development of casework as an occupational skill (see discussion in
Borensweig, 1971, 161). Freudian psychoanalysis had been discussed since
before the 1914-18 war. It was innovative and controversial, and it focused
on the individual rather than social and economie structure, as an
explanation for social problems. Psychoanalysis provided a skill which was
rewarding to the social worker, whofeit helpless befare problems which
were the results of politica! decisions and material deprivation. lt encouraged
a feeling that sarnething could he done, and gave to the newly emerging
profession a distinct skill distinguishing them from the layman and the
amateur. Social problems became individualized, and the profession became
immersed in an ideology which devalued collective politica! action. The
poor and the deviants had progressed from moral inferiority to pathology. 8
The growth of social work in the twentieth century took place in the
context of considerable social change. The working class made demands on
their elected governments through trade-union solidarity, creating problems
for the state which was also under pressure from private enterprise. The
politica! struggle between Iabour and industry in the depression aften
centred on the reduction of welfare. InSheffield in 1935, for example, the
National Unemployed Workers Movement organized a marchof 40,000
unemployed to the city halland insisted on the restoration of benefits to the
unemployed which the government had cut. The mayor and councillors
hurried to London and informed the minister they could not he responsible
8

Th is is notto argue that casework has no place in the relationship to the 'dient', who
may wel! have suffered psychological damage from the abuse and oppression of an
indifferent or hostile society. Casework rteeds, ho wever, to he practised radically to
help the recipient understand his alienation, to promote his autonomy, and to assist
radical change rather than adjustment. ·

for the consequences unless the cuts were restored. The minister capitulated,
the NUWM rallied demonstrations in all principal ei ties, and repay~entof t_he
reductions resulted. The background of this struggle had started m 1932 m
Birkenhead. There a crowd of several thousands had forced the Public
Assistance committee to telegraph the government to abolish t~e ~eans test.
The police were instructed to retaliate by carrying out s~oradtc ratds on
tenements. An eye witness, Mrs Davis, mother of ~ve chtldren, whose
busband had been invalided out of the army after hts lungs were affected by
poison gas, gave this account:
The worst night of all was Sunday. We were all in bed at Morpeth Buildings ~nd
were suddenly awakened by the sound of heavy motor vehicles. Hordes of poltee
came rushing up the stairs of the buildings and commenced smashing the doors. The
screams of women and children were terrible, we could hear the thuds of the blows
from the batons and the terrific struggles intherooms below, on the landing and on
the stairs. Presently our door was forced open by the police. Twelve police r~shed
into the room and immediately knocked down my husband, splitting open hts head
and kicking him as he lay on the floor. The language ofthe police was terrible. The
children were screaming and the police shouted 'shut up you Parish fed bastards!' M Y
eldest daughter aged nineteen tried to proteet me and her f~th~r. She too was
.
batoned. They flung my busband down the stairs and put htm mto the Blac~ Mar~a
withother injured workers. A picture of my busband in army uniform taken m Indt_a
was in a large frame hanging on the wal! and before the police left the_y smas~ed thts
to smithereens with their batons. After taking my busband to the poltee statton and
charging him he was taken to the General Hospita! where it was found that he had six
open head wounds, one over the eye, and injuries to the body. 9

The second world war intervened, but it was obvious that the state had to
act to prevent militant actión. Welfare benefits ~ere used to r~duce the more
obvious inequalities. Militant working-class actton had provtded the thrust
for change but its effect was dissipated by the piecemeal nature_ of most of t~e
reforms. The lowest wage levels were still near or below substst~nce, and m
no way was a policy proposed to eradi~ate poverty. !he state suil foliowed
the principle of minimum interference m a profit-onentated economy.,
and maintained the anomaly of profits extracted at the expense of a
comparatively low wage structure.
The post-war Labour government set up the basic foundations of the
British Welfare State. In fact only the most severe problems of poverty were
attacked. The lirerature on poverty and the welfare state is vast (those
interested should consider Titmuss, 1962; Kincaid, 1973; Holman, 1970;
9

Quoted by Cockburn (1973).
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To":nsen~ ~nd S~ith, 1_965; ~· Wedderburn, 1965), but this is not the place
to dtsc~ss 1t ~n detatl. Bnefly, 1t became clear that in Great Britain in the 1950s
somethmg hke 12 per cent of the population were living close to subsistenee
level, and many of them were fully employed. Fringe benefits had assisted
the wealthy to ret_nain as relatively well off as they were earlier in the
centu:y. Impovens~ed.groups remained, despite the welfare state,
espectally the chromc stek, the ~nemployed, single-parentand large families,
and l~:V wage earne:s. They hved and still live, in the worst housing
condmons, pay relauvely more for accommodation, and send their children
to the worst schools .. It must ~e remembered that it is against this sart of
background that soctal work 1s practised. Administrative reforms such as
those recommended by the Seebohm Report, and since carried out, may
solve over-use of agency work by replication, but they have not introduced
new concepts nor created new types of social workers.

The education of social workers
The educ~tion of s~cial workers has changed very little in any real sense. For
most, soctal work ts casework. Courses are divided into degree, nongraduate, and postgraduate. There are a few higher degrees in social work
and these seem to he a preparation for top management levels. Human
'
growth and d~velopment courses are filled with evaluative assumptions
a~out normal~ty, ra~her_ than ~ith explorations of cultural diversity. The
?tstory of soctal ~oh~y 1s constdered as a series oflegislations: it rarely
~nvolves. an exan;unatt?n ofclass struggle and interests. The •caring' aspect of
tts vocatwnal onentatlop is stressed, but at the expense of social control
aspects which are hardly ever confronted and challenged. Reeruitment into
soci~l workis stillbasedon vague concepts, such as 'maturity', which are
outstde the scope of measurable objectivity. This means that final assessment
of stude~ts may partly de~ive from judgements that come entirely from the
world vtew ~fthe sup~rvtsor. ~he s?cial worker is seen, as Cannan (1972)
suggest.s,. notJUstas havmg spectal sktlls but as a special sart of person above
the p~httcal struggle. !he use of criteria other than academie means that the
rebelhous and the radtcal are in danger ofbeing counselled out.
Undergraduate coursestend to attract and to retain the more sheltered
y~ung person, whose conventional schoollife has not permitted a critique of
hts or he~ mentors. Courses are unofficially compartmentalized into the
pragmattc (such as casework, psychology or human growth and
develop~ent), the q.uasi-legal.(such ~s social administration and policy), and
a sort ofhberal studtes group mcludmg sociology. Casework remains the
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dominant vocational subject, and suffers from being presented in an
uncritical, rarefted way. There is no discussion of the creation ofsocial reality
by hegemony. No examination is made, for example, ofthe ways in which
men define the world of wamen, heterosexuals define the world of
homosexuals, whites the world ofblacks.
service may he paid to
interactionist deviancy theory-a liberal admission that deviants may have
different perspectives. There are no real explorations of class struggles and
the way in which oppression reflects ruling-class ideology. Social worker and
client 10 relations are never explored in power terms, nor in termsof
mystiftcation or the negotiation of reality (see Schelf, 1968; Handler, 1968;
Leonard, 1965; and Horton, 1968). At the structurallevel, courses seldom
consider those elementsof poverty, deprivation and injustice that function to
maintain capitalism.

Lip

I_

Can there be a radical social work?i
'

Our purpose in producing this volume, is not to discourage radical students
from taking up social work, nor to depress those wo'tkers already struggling
in contradictions which have not been created by them. Radical work, we
feel, is essentially understanding the position of the oppressed in the context
of the social and economie structure they live in. A socialist perspective is,
for us, the most human approach for social workers. Our_ aim is
not, for example, to eliminate casewci'rk, but to eliminare cásework that
support~ ruling-class hegemony. To counteract the effects of oppression, the
social worker needs to innovate a dual process, assisting people to understand
their alienation in terms of their oppressiort, and building up their selfesteem. Despite the optimism ofthe New Left, psychological damage and
social problems will occur even in a post-revolutionary society.
A radical form of social work must he developed. Social workers
themselves suffer from economie exploitation (though far less severely than,
for example, hospita! workers), and development of a radical critique may
mean their involvement in a programme of politica} action. They must
distinguish their clients' materialand personal needs, although for most of
the working-class material deprivation lies behind many of their problems.
10
A polite misnomer: the social-work 'dient', unlike mostother clients of the
professions, cannot choose his professional, cannot easily change him, has no consumer
association toproteet him, and no market guide to help hi!ll select, where appropriate,
value for money. Presumably the term gives social work a professional respectability,
and maintains the pretence that services are provided in an egalitarian manner.
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Ho':"ever, a consider~tion of the personal sphere must also remain-hating
one.s gender role, lovmg t~e sam~ gender, hating one's occupation, disliking
one s paren.ts, spo.use or chddr~n IS not personal inadequacy. The danger of
hegemony ts that lt may result m psychological damage to those who resist it
~n this way casework may assist people to resist hegemony and develop pride.
mstead of sel~-~atred. A framework of cultural diversity is more illuminating
than an uncrttlcal acceptance ofthe ideology of'normal'.

Social work-adjustment or change?
Social :vork~r~ now have in their ranks an increasing group who are
becommg crttlcal of the ~o~tradi~tions of their profession. Pressure groups
such as Case Con for soc1ahst soc1al workers, and Child Poverty Action
Group have mad~ valuable contributions. The interests that militant groups
have. m comm~mty wo:k (especially in Northern Ireland) suggests
cons1derable d1ssattsfactton with traditional social work. Traditional
approaches .have wittingly or unwittingly clearly supported authority in
local or nat1onal government. For the first time clients of social workers are
taking a ra~ical stance and even challenging the very conceptual apparatus of
the profess1on, for example the claimants' unions, the tenants' associations
single-parent family groups, the Mental Patients' Union the Women's '
Liberation Movement, the Gay Liberation Front and the' Campaign for
Homosexual Equality.
The following chapters are not intended either by the editors or the
authors as definitive answers to the problems confronting radical social .
:vorkers, but they do attempt in this initia! volume to pose questions, to raise
Issues, at least to make the practitioners of social work uncomfortable. It is
not intended to demoralize those social workers who are themselves
conditioned and controlled by the very institutional structures in which they
work, but to make them a ware of the contradictions, and to assist them to
develop critica! action.

~he first artiele by Geoffrey .Pearson. exami~es the problems faced by
soc1al-work students. He exammes the tdeologtes of social-work approaches
and suggests that radical social work needs to restmeture the roots of the
dominant social order. Pearson attempts to rescue the student from
psychadynamie reductionism concerning his motivation, and to raise the
de bate to a valid place in moral and political discourse. Peter Leonard
suggests a radical praxis for social work-the use of conscientization a
concept developed by Friere, as a form ofliberating education which 6-eates a
critica! consciousness. Rather than an appeal to internal drives located in
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clinical pathology:Friere suggests a process where people 'not as recipients,
but as knowing subjects achieve a deepening awareness bothof the sociocultural reality which shapes their lives and of their capacity to transform
that reality.'
The misperceptions that social workers and clients have of each other
create misunderstandings which may mystify either or both sides. Stuart
Rees explores these and relates them to the wider structure in which this
dialogue occurs. He suggests that social workers need to clarify their identity
and to assert more independence. This means a better exploration in the
education of social workers, of the clients' definition of the situation. lt also
means commitments from senior personnel in the social services as to their
intentions and actionsin terms oflocal social policy.
Stanley Cohen analyses social wÓrkers' reactions to the theorizl.ng of
sociologists. Nothing is more irritating to the fteld worker (especially in
residential work) than to he subject to severe criticism by academies, who
then drive off in expensive motor cars to comfortable surburban homes
proud ofhaving done their radical duty. Radical academiescan contribute
much in terms of analysis and criticism, but often this is done patronizingly
by those who have never worked in or been at the receiving end of those
institutions they criticize. However, this is no reason tostop the criticism,
but toeanfront and develop objections from field workers. While Cohen
schematicizes (admittedly simply) theoretica! models, he does show the
importance of maintaining short-term goals in a long-term programme.
What clients need from academies is assistance and encouragement to build
up suflident material resources and psychological strength to fight their own
struggles. Don Milligan illustrates this point by challenging the social reality
resulting from a society whose hegemony is, in the sexual sphere, dominated
by heterosexual monogamy. Only by raising consciousness and developing
solidarity can atomized individuals come together in a collective struggle.
Milligan shows that homosexuality, far from resulting itself from emotional
disorders, is oppressed because it confronts male sexism and the machismo
values in our society. Ultimately the gay community must he taught to take
pride in homosexuality and to befriend and assist its gay brothers and sisters.
Counselling for homosexuals, argues Milligan, should only he carried out by
homosexuals or bisexuals.
Crescy Cannan looks at the welfare-rights aspects of social work. Many
social workers, dissatisfied with casework, tend to emphasize material
problems and poverty. Ho wever, welfare rights are not in essence radical at
all. They subsidize exploitation through low wages, prepare social workers
for the gradual merg er of social services and social security, and can
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institutionalize the social worker into an agent for the distri bution of
discretionary benefits. Finally, Marjorie Mayo looks at what Cannan has
called, in Case Con, another carrot for radicals---<:ommunity work. By
analysing the ideelogies bebind the United States poverty programme and
the community development projectsin this country, Mayo reveals them as
an inexpensive anodyne for urban poverty and administration inadequacies.
The Batley Community Development Project which recently received the
resignations of its action team, after strike action, reveals that the
contradictions have already manifested themselves. The Batley team
supported alocal grass roots organization, which it felt was in danger from
becoming controlled by the local corporation. (See Edginton, 1974, for the
full story.) This raised the issue of the conflict between managerial bodies
and elient groups felt by community workers, and the relationship between
national government pwjects and local government planning. As an
appendix we attach the Case Con manifeste. This raises many of the
important issues in developing a human strategy for socialists concerned
with social-work practice and education.
This colleerion of essays attempts, then, to point out problems and
contradictions in the profession of social work. No easy solutions or glib
panaceas are offered, but we hope that social workers and social-work
students will find it useful to discuss the issues raised and the ideas put
forward with colleagues and teachers. Finally, we hope that the recipients of
social work will themselves oppose stigma and stereotyping, and resist all
authoritarian attempts by the statetoondermine their dignity.

2
Making Socio! Workers:
Bad Promises and Good Omens
Geoffrey Peorson
This artiele is a critique of social-work education. It bases itself on certain
kinds of evidence, and I must therefore say sarnething about what this
evidence is and the 'research methods' used to obtain it. This is a critique
'from the inside': for long stretches it runs on the inside codes of social
work's professional culture-those pieces of professional knowledge,
professional ideology and professional commonsense which are barely
perceived (and certainly not literate) in the professional world of social
work.
Ifl describe the main metbod of research as 'participant observation' the
reader should not allow bimself or herself to become mystified, as if what
happens inside social science is somehow radically different from what
happens in the everyday world of social work: the tools of this research
project are the human voice and the human ear. My observations arealso
basedon a small number (65) of'semi-structured interviews' and 'structured
conversations'. In an earlier phase of this project I also used a 'sentence
completion test' to get a crude measure of the reasans for career choice
among social-work students (Pearson, 1973).
But all this is not too important. What is important to note is that all
research methods are versions ofliterary expression: they are different ways of
'making literate' experiences which are lived andfelt. In anthropological
fieldwork, for example, one lives with the subject in order to gain
understanding, and so the anthropologist gains a very rich experience of the
texture oflife-even ifhe may retain blind-spots such as the economy and
politics ofimperialism. (See, for example, Goddard,1972.) In 'civilized'
social science-as opposed to anthropological social science which is geared
to 'primitives'-the social scientist does notfindit necessary to live with his
subject. He invites him along to an office or a clinic; or he asks him to
complete a questionnaire, a personality inventory, or even to submit to
measurements ofhis galvanic skin response. lt is a peculiar arrogance on the
part of the social scientist: as if civilized social science had made literate as
much of civilized society, civilized man and civilized thought that primitive
anthropology has done for primitive thooght.
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Th.ese refl~~tions on what it is we do when we say we do research require a
eertam humthty. The reader must not assume that a piece of research such as
this ca~ say everything there is to say (and know) about social-work
educat10n. The anthropolo.gist Lévi-Strauss remarked (1973), for example,
th~t t.h~ sum of understandmg which his deliberate researches gave him of
pnmttlve thought often seemed to amount to no more than a brief moment
of r~cognition •. or empath~ •. of the kind one might rarely get staring at a cat.
Gt~en that kmd ofhumthty, we can also state a methodological
reqmrement: people should write more about what they know (as opposed
~o what t~ey ~ave read ab?ut). And this defines the substance of my research
~ethods whtch are ou~lmed above: simply-if one dare write 'simply' in
t?ts conte~t-to make hterate, and to unearth the ideological base of, some
hfe expenences of myself and others who are involved in social work and
social-work education in the United Kingdom in the 1970s.
In anthrop?logi?al field~ork the anthropologist takes the risk of getting
too close to hts subjects. Gomg over tothether side is considered bad form in
anthropology. It is also a problem in that the researcher can forget how to
speak in his native t?ngue (see Castaneda, 1972; 1973a; 1973b). His research
reports then make httle sense back he-me, and he is considered less than
'ob~ective'. When all this.happens ~he anthropologist is said to have gone
nauve. Ho wever, the subjectsofthts essay, like myself, have been native
smce our births. During that time we have all been memhers of various
'tribes'. And in that sense, this 'critique of social work education'-which is
a. piece of' un~ivilized' social science-- is a literate rendering of the transition
ntes of the tnbe of the social-work profession.

Why on earth do they do it?: the ideology of motivation
Social-work students and social workers spend a great deal of time
scru~ini~ing the m?tives of their clientele. They also spend a great effort
rummatmg on thetr own: part of the folkways of social work is for social
workers to chastise each other for wasting too much time in 'navel gazing'.
Judged by the appearances of professional discontent and rumbling,
however, the results of this introspective effort are as thin as the social
worker's understa~ding of w~at clients are about. In termsof a secure, firmly
grounded conceptton of one s place in the world, social workers lead their
clients as the blind le.ad the half~blind: pe?ple at the bottorn of the heap
(although notall soctal-work chents are) know their place' in a more direct
manner than professional 'men in the middle' whoare tugged this way and
that.

One way in which a person fmds his way in ~he world is by the clues a~d
recipes thrown up by the values and codes of hts mem~er. gr~ups: W ork ts a
focal point in these codes, and through work (and soctahzatton mto t~e
habits routines and attitudes of work) men learn to place themselves m the
world. In this respect social work is like other kinds of work, and its codes
provide recipes for understanding what it is. to be a social w.ork~r. A
dominant motif of the value codes of the soctal-work professton ts to contrast
the social worker's dual allegiance to 'the individual' and 'society'· In one
sense these codes of ethics, rule hooks, articles, essays and texts which express
the principles and values of social work give a guarded lit~racy to
professional experience in the welfare state. At th~ sa~~ ttme.' however,
these value codes do actually reify society and the mdtvtdual mto two
separate 'things' which have entirely separate existence~: as ~f individual
clients did notlive in society but somehow apart from It. Fnere (1972a, 28)
writes of a similar problem in attitudes towards illiterate men in Latin
America: 'Educators would be benevolent counsellors, scouring the
outskirtsof the city for the stubborn illiterates, runaways from the goo~ life,
to restore them to the forsaken bosom ofhappiness by giving them the gtft of
the word .... These men, illiterate or not, are, in fact, not marginal ... to
the structure, but oppressed men within it. Alienated men, they cannot
overcome their dependency by "incorporation" into the very stru~tur~
responsible for their dependency; There is no ot~er road to hu~amzauon
-theirs as weB as everyone else s-but authenttc transformatton of the
dehumanizing structure.'
Social work does not see it this way: it prefers to talk abstractedly about
'accountability', 'responsibility' and its ambivalent mandate from a spe?tral,
unspeci6ed thing called 'public opinion'. Which is not to say that there ts n?
moral contentor politica! content in social work. On the contrary, ther~ ts
every reason to suggest that moral-political iss.ue~ are th~ very guts o~ soctalwork practices, and I will briefly state the mam tde~lo~tc~l perspect~ves
which can guide an .appreciation of social work. I .wtll md~cate, that.ts, how
the activities of social work, which are so often dtscussed m professional
circles as simply technica! matters belonging toa speci~l.real~ of
professional judgements, hold a place in moral and pohttcal dtscourse. For
example, a conservati~e social w~rk ( which ap~ear~ to ha~e a ;-veak
constituency) sees chents as devtants whoare agamst soctety and therefore
in needof control. disposal or recycling. Herhert Spence.r (1906, 501) put
this view of social welfare precisely when he wrote that though eertam
waste products of sociallife do not return into the circuiating currents, but
are carried offby underground channels, yet other waste products are
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carried off along those ordinary channels of circulation which bring
materials for consumption.' Bearing in mind that Spencer is pursuing his
body metaphor of sociallife, he also describes (1906, 502) a conservative
conception of social welfare when he compares some of the institutions of
society to a 'liver' which 'separating certain waste products from the blood,
throws them into the intestine as bile.' However, conservative social work
rarely expressesitself directly (and certainly not in print) and the major
souree of this conservative spirit comes from outside social work and is against
social workas such: we fmd it in complaints about the soft treatment given to
prisoners, national assistance 'skivers', etc.; in appeals tobring back the
birch, bring back hanging, or to 'get tough with the toughs'; or in attacks on
the namby-pamby attitudes of social workers and other 'do-gooders'. We
also fmd it in the modern Tyburns of the News of the World, the People and
the Sun.
These responses come from outside social work, largely, one suspects,
because the dominant constituency in social welfare is that ofliberalism. A
liberal or a reformist socialist social work sees deviants as products of a sick
society, or as hapless inad~quates who cannot make the pace of'modern
living'. Liberal-socialist social work urges care, rehabilitation and reform. lt
has an explicitly compassionate stance towards deviants, although it is
actually more complex than that. Taylor, Walton and Young (1975, 11)
descri he how in the British liberal tradition there is always 'not only ... the
Fabian translation of utilitarianism but also the legacy of methodism in the
early history ofthe Labour movement'. Methodism, they argue, 'has often
been used as an ideology to castigate and segregate off memhers oflocal
communities who persist in deviant or militant activities when others have
desisted.' In this way it leaves its mark on the British traditions of
criminology and social work, and liberalism can thus be compatible with a
punitive spirit.
Another dominant tradition in the ideological contours of social work is
that ofChristianity and humanism. Often intermingled withother ideologies,
it rarely finds such an explicit expressionasin Biestek'sstatement (1 %1, 137)
that 'the caseworker hopes that he is, insome small way, an instrument of
Divine Providence.' It is inevitably compassionate towards deviants, always
admitting the possibility, of course, that some interpretations of'Divine
Providence' can admit retribution, expulsion and punishment. lt is perhaps
one of the most difficult tendencies in social-welfare ideologies to place. One
might easily, for example, put too much ~mphasis on the importance of
Christianity in the traditions of social work simply because of the Christian
leanings of so many of the founding fathers (and mothers) of social welfare.
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And this amounts to a misreading of the history of social work because it
ignores the extent to which nineteenth-century Christianity often masked the
bitter politica! programmes and the fear of the revolutionary mob which
informed so much of the origins of the welfare state. (See Pearson, 1975,
chapter 6.) When one thinks ofhow Christianity and humanism influence the
motives of social-work recruits, it is made all the more difficult to assess
because students are taught tomistrust 'do-good' motives.
Finally, there is a radical social work, whose ideology reaches fora position
close to that expressed by Paulo Friere--a restructuring, at the roots, of the
dominant social order. Radicalism, or positions approaching radicalism,
have a fitful careerin the history of social work. In its contemporary mode
the major dilemma of radical social work (and socialist social work) is how
to give a practical expression to its ideological prescriptions. The depth ofits
problems can be judged by the fact that radicals tend to embrace community
work (as opposed to casework) as the proper solution to social problems,
even though there is nothing in the community approach per se to exclude
the ideologies ofhumanism, christianity, liberalism or conservatism. If
conservatism finds that it has an absent constituency in social work in terms
of membership, radicalism is faced with the absence of a constituency in
terms of practical accomplishment.
What I have described so far are the main dimensions of the moral and
politica! content in social work. These ideologies provide the main
guidelines which dictate any understanding of what it is to do social work,
or to be a social worker. In its professional codes, ho wever, social work goes
about its business as if this arena of moral-polirical discourse did not exist. In
another paper (1974a) I have shown how social work's value code is in fact
empty of any content whatsoever: the abstract, reified individual is opposed
to the abstract reified workings of society, and the social worker is placed in
between these two false halves. The 'principles ofsocial work' do notshow
how antagonisms of need, resources and priority arise, or are to be
overcome. They only descri he their presence and leave the social worker to
get on with it, whatever 'it' is.
We must pose a question: is it too fanciful to imagine that social-work
recruits (as men and women in a world in which social welfare has a place in
moral and politica! discourse) do not weigh up and engage in these disputes?
To read the literature of social work one would imagine that social workers
are essentially unlike other men, that they are men whohave been reared in a
moral-political vacuum, and that their decision to earn a living in social
work is not in any way informed by the ideological contours of social
welfare. If the reeruit turns to the literate expressions of professional
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experience in social work-if he turns, that is, to social-work texts-in
order to begin the difficult task of placing bimself in the world, he is left
without hearings. Career choice is reduced toa whim or a personality quirk,
and politics goes the same way (Pearson, 1973; 1974a).
When social workers do consider the motives which bring people
(presumably including themselves) into social work they find a familiar
pattern: just as social work has traditionally emphasized the personal and
familial determinantsof clients' distress and social problems (to the neglect of
the determinantsof social structure, class, inequality and power) its version
of what motivates social workers abstracts personal whims from the realm of
moral and politica! discourse. Thus people are reckoned to be interested in
madness because they are afraid (or intrigued) by the madness inside
themselves; recruits are judged to want to care for the downtradden in order
to satisfy some inner (psychological) need; they are thought to be interested
in working with neglected children in order to work through some
emotional complex of their own childhood. These notionsof what it is which
brings social workers to social work are not commonly made explicit, but in
a recent (and unusuallyde;lr) statement ofthe matter Herschel Prins (1974,
42) has identified a number of motives which he believes insert themselves in
the livesof social workers. Taken together these motives are supposed to
provide a psychology of altruism:
The often stated 'wish to help people' may be the surface expression of a much deeper
need, namely the creative urge to bring order out of chaos and the striving for
harmony and con trol. ... Th ere is the motive of (not so) idie curiosity [and J one
must be a ware of the possibilities of obtaining vicarious satisfaction from the
(prohibited) behaviour of others. Living vicariously is, I think, always an indication
of failure of personal integration .... Th ere are unconscious needs to punish, to be in
con trol, and adequate in the face of the inadequacy of others ... our own needs to
make restitution for early destructive phantasies and aggressive feelings, and our
needs to he omnipotent and to act as the defenders and the champions of those for
whom we have a professional responsibility .... Linked with the need t0 make
restitution is what some people have described as the 'Great Mother Complex'-an
all providing overflowing Kleinian breast full of the milk of over-dependent
kindness. I think the dangers are self-evident, and require no further comment ... the
need to solve one's own problems ... has much in common with the behaviour of
some very anxious children who tend to see other children as being more anxious
than they really are, and whotake unnecessary stepstoreduce this anxiety.

This peculiar mistrust ofhelping motives is comm~n in social work. Mayer
and Timms (1970, 14) have written of the modern social worker that she
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(or he) 'is by training inveterately suspicious of appearances, and so she judges
that the elient cannot perceive clearly and without distartion the reality of
the treatment situation.' They continue that 'the dient's appraisal ofthe
services offered (especially if negative) and his reasons for feeling as he does
are apt to be viewed as epi-phenomena, as derivations ofhis underlying
problem.' Equally, Prins' s descriptions of the motives of social workers
carry the same message, 'Be on your guard!': motives are not to be trusted,
especially when it is the motive of wanting to do something direct and
relevant in the livesof the poor, the sick and the outcasts ofa highly stratified
society. Social-work ideology accepts the norm of a society in which it is
commonly believed that 'people in genera!' do notcare for outcasts, and
turns that into a reason. for querying why some might want to care: a mor al
inversion which is necessary if, as Prins (1974, 62) puts it, one is 'to withstand
the frustrations and disappointments that abound in this work.' What Prins
does not say, of course, is that often these disappointments fmd their origin
not in the psychological realm, but in the face of social inequality and social
work's impotence in the face of this inequality; that it is more a collective,
professional disappointment, rather than a personal one.
Here it is necessary to be particularly clear about the character of social
work. On the one hand Herschel Prins's formulation ofthe matter speaks
directly and accurately to a reality of social work (one often denied or
forgotten by ra dieals) which is that many social-work clients are emotionally
troubled and suffer from an unhappiness which is not washed away simply
by the provision of materialor economie help. And social workers who
imagine that the god of materialism can resolve all human problems will
suffer frustrations and disappointments. But the core of that crucial insight
from social work's collective experience needs to be extracted from its
profoundly conservative counterpart which holds that all social work's
problems lie in the personal sphere and in the psychological sphere: that is, in
the problems of the reified 'individual' as opposed to the reified 'society' or
(to give it its even more banal form) the 'environment'.
I have posed two crucial issues in social-work education and its ideology:
first the separation ofthe 'individual' from 'society'; secondly, the
transformation of the social-work reeruit's aspirations for a committed life in
work into a criticism and a debunking of moral and politica! commitment as
such. These two motifs are not at all unrelated. It is the same world view
which informs both. For example, just as it splits off the individual elient
from the society in which he (like other men) lives-driving a wedge
between the personal trouble of this particular elient and the public issue of
the deprived mass of clients which has been called the 'paupetariat' (Morgan,
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1974)-in the same way it inverts the social worker's public confession of
choosing to workin a committed professional activity into a privateneurosis
which is pledged only to inner needs. These inversions of the public into the
private are typical of social-work ideology, and they provide a lopsided
picture of the relationship between individual motivations of all kinds and
social structure. Peter Berger (1966) puts the relationship between individual
and society rather nicely when he says that man lives in society but society
also livesin man. Thus a dient's individual problems are not only an
expression ofhis individual motivation and behaviour in society, but also an
expression ofhow society defines his life chancesin a class society. Equally,
the decision to become a social worker must be read both as a personal
statement ('This is the kind of person I am ') and as a public confession ('This
is how I choose to live my life in this particular world' and 'This is the kind of
world I live in'). Career choice is thus a complex statement about
commitment to certain human values, the nature of the world in which the
chooser believes bimself to be living, the kind of work available to him, and
his assessment of the value of other kinds of work.
To state the question of career choice as a fully human, fully social
issue--it is how each person chooses to place himselfin this society; it is how
he chooses a job in which he or she will feel in a proper relationship to the
world. It is curious, however, that, in talking abstractedly about a person
called a 'professional' who exercises certain kinds of neutral skilis and
professional judgements, writers on social work have remained incurious
about the person who chooses this particular place in the world. Why is he
not designing motor cars, marketing tooth··paste, buying and selling shares,
rnanaging a chemieals factory, being an accountant, a schoolteacher, a civil
servant, an engineer, or an administrative derk: why this particular job? 'I
didn't want to market cornflakes,' one social-work student put it ruefully.
The choice of a social-work job represents an often barely articulated form
of commitment to certain standards ofhuman value, and a curiosity and a
campassion towards some aspects of the man-made world. It also provides a
particular kind of experience of the world. Unlike someone in a business
career, a social worker does not see the world through the fetish of pricetheory. He also places bimself in a direct relationship to a number of
popularly obscured questions of social inequality, human difficulty and
human error (both social and personal). However, social-work
ideology-just as it neglects the public question of t)le dient's personal
trouble--obliterates the public Confession of the social worker 'S career
choice, and thus a vital dimension of experience is lost in both social
work's professional culture and its training schools. As everywhere in its

culture, 'society' and 'individual', 'public' and 'private', 'politica!' and
'personal' are pulled apart. When the social worker chooses his job he might
believe that he is standing at the confessional, but he is being heard by
teachers and colleagues who are more interested in listening to private
troubles. Even Christianity, judging by my researches, has become a
suspicious motive in the professional-technocratie gaze of social work. It has
become a 'queer' reason for wanting to work with social outcasts. The abject
material forces of a dehumanized society thus petrify everything which is not
committed to the profit motive into the secular, inhuman quirk of a few
'oddballs'. Social workers have thus come to interrogate their own motives
much as they question those of their oddball dients: in the reified
professional world all men are equal (dients and social workers alike) before
the anonymous public world of'society' which is the groove and the rut of
the great and the would-be great, and which was, and is, and will he
evermore.
At root social work's ideology, its representation ofitself to itself, rests on
this false split between this 'thing' called society and these splinters called
'individuals'. And even when it questions that outlandishly crude
juxtaposition of the 'society' versus the 'individual', the principlesof social
work and the professional codes which are said to guide practice indicate
nothing more than the fact that there may be an opposition between some
people's needs and the 'real priority' (orthe 'limited resources') as defmed by
someone else. Someone else, that is, other than the social workers and the
dients. Who is this 'someone'?: why 'society' of course. Professional
ideology thus peeps out on the world from within a dosed box of circular
argument. It sees nothing of the world of moral and poJ.itical discourse into
which recruits step, and it is little wonder that, after a few experiences of the
'frustrations and disappointments' which Herschel Prins describes personally
(but doesnotname publicly), social workers might ask themselves, 'Why on
earth do we do it?'

'lt's not like it says in the hooks'
When Prins (1974) and others describe the motivations of social-work
recruits we do not, of course, actually hear the voices of recruits. We hear
professionals speaking 'on behalf' of recruits. We hear professional
interpretations of what recruits are imagined to be saying. We hear, in short,
professionals descrihing an aspect of their world to other professionals and
initiates ofthat world. Elsewhere (1973, 21(}-13) I have discussed how it is
unwise to place too much trust in professional images of pre-professional
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motives: the problem is that professionals are socialized into a world-view
which colours and distorts their perception of job motivation. Professionals
learn, among other things, the right and proper way to understand what the
job is and how to view the acceptable motives for doing the job. And this
view does not necessarily bear any relation to the actual motives of raw
recruits. Potentially, therefore, there is a clash between the professional view
of a profession's activity and lay, pre-professional views which may he
carried by its recruits. During the process of socialization to professional
norros and standards the way in which the rookie understands his motives,
the way in which he learns to define the job, what he thinks of as proper,
rational and acceptable professional behaviour-all these things can
undergo a transformation so that they conform more closely to how
professional culture describes the world. The way in which a reeruit's view
of the job changes during professional training has been carefully
documented for the nursing profession by Fred Davis (1968), and other
researchers (for example, Oleson and Whittaker, 1968; Becker, 1961) have
documented different aspects of this process for other occupations. We can
state the general principle that professionals undergo a process which the
French call 'déformation professionnelle', that is, a deformation of the self which
might reach even into the character structure. It is hardly a well-understood
process, but it is how professionals learn to see the world with 'professional
eyes'. Thus between social-work teachers, supervisors and professionals and
social-work students there lies the possibility of the most far-reaching
antagonisms as to what social work is, and as to what a social worker is.
Research on socialization to professional habits, views and routines tends,
however, to suffer from a major handicap. There is a tendency for
professions to he seen as monolithic and unchanging, whereas professions
and jobs do undergo changes. A specific problem in social-work education,
for example, is that social work's professional structure has been undergoing
some pretty massive changes recently, and these introduce a new dimeosion
into how we must look at social-work ideology and the life of the social
worker. It is a commonplace and everyday complaint of social workers that
teachers and those who are at the top are remote from the realities of the
field. It is not just, ho wever, that people at the top forget that there are messy
troubles in day-to-day social work, cases which 'blow up', office crises, etc.
We can state the nature of these probieros more usefully in historica! terms,
as follows. Inthelast few years both in the United Kingdom and the United
States social work has entered a new and more direct relationship with the
state. The rapid expansion of social work has not just involved 'more of the
same'. Rather, it has forced a movement in the dominant spheres of interest
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away from psychiatrie social work, medica! social work and probation, and
into social service departments in the United Kingdom and poverty
programmes in the U nited States. It has altered the kinds of probieros .which
social workers face and the basic organization of social work, involvmg a
closer relationship with the police, housing departments and social security
systems. These new experiences are barely voiced in professional ideology.
The bearers of the dominant ideology-the people at the top--were
recruited and socialized into a profession which faced a quite different
world, and those who got their professional eyes in the earlier and later
periods of social work's history do not s~e the world in. the same w~y.
Struggles over evictions, rents, bad housmg, bad educatton and low mcomes
form much more ofthe social worker's daily work experience in this new
period than one would imagine, say, from reading case~ork texts ~hich are
the literary embodiment of the earlierprofessional expenence. The tdeology
belonging to the earlier period is perhaps best described by Paul Hal~os
(1965): politica! solutions to personal troubles are eschewed; the salutton to
social probieros lies in love and care. But that 'faith' has undergone a series of
convulsive movements, and a steady and persistent politica! rhythm has
entered the experience of modern social work. Halmos's 'faith of the
counsellors' has entered history, although it lives on as a ghostly
fetish in the dominant professional culture of social work. And
that fact is recognized by people engaged in the practice of social work: 'it's
.
not like it says in the books.'
When social-work recruits without professional speetades are gtven a
voice, their ambitions are not at all what professional culture says they are,
and their confession reveals their choice of work as a criticism of the society
in which they live with their clients. In an earlier piece of research I found a
very definite pattem bebind their choice of work, a pattem which could he
readas a critique of the 'afHuent society'. Social-work students confessed to
he scared ofboredom, commercialism and the rat-race. They feared the
professional deformation which other jobs might impose on them, and that
work in the world of business would turn them into robotic, narrowminded and prejudiced men and women. (Pearson,1973, 213ff.) Theircareer
choice was, however, exceptionally ambiguous: on the one hand it
constituted a criticism of the 'good life'; but on the other it promised to he
only a private salution to the public ills which they hoped their work-life
would resolve. They defmed social work as a more human and meaningful
activity than other jobs open to them, but hardly recognized that it would
also he the instrument which might loek other people (their clients) more
securely into the 'good life': in the world of work they were entering, a
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successful action on a case would be one which delivered clients into the
dehumanizing rat-race from which they were in flight. As a consequence of
this it became necessary to ask who they were fighting for, their clients or
themselves? (Pearson, 1973, 218ff.)
The crucial thing about this research was that it provided no empirica!
indications whatsoever that any of these recruits were choosing social work
as a career because of a simply technoeratic or intellectual desire tomaster the
skilis ofthe profession. Nor was there much evidence of a desire for personal,
financial advancement. Here were moral agents exercising moral choices in
the face ofthe world of work. And it is these moral-political choices, which
become evident when the reeruit is asked to speak, that are excluded from
social work's professional consciousness and culture. They provide a
motivational base which gives a critica! edge to some aspects of social-work
practice. What I now turn to is a brief exploration ofhow these moral
choices fare in social-work training programmes and how they come to grief
in the work itself.

Professional saboteurs and middle-class bandits
The following discussion of the nature of social work as work is based on
conversations with 65 social workers. This cannot claim to yield a
'representative sample' of social-work opinion. Nevertheless, 65 accounts of
social-work experience do enable one to begin to state sarnething about
social work which is commonly left only to commonsense judgement:
namely, what is it like as a job?
My focus in these interviews ( which are better thought of as 'structured
conversations ') was on social workers' experiences of their education and the
difficulties they encountered in their work. It quickly emerged that social
workers see their work as hard work, and that there was a disparity between
what was taught on training courses and what was experienced in work.
Particularly, there was a gap between the official aspirations of the socialwork professional code and the actuality of practice. Social workers found
that the conditions of their work made it impossible for them to do what
they imagined they had been educated to do. Everyone mentioned the size of
their caseload, the shortage of certain vita! provisions (nursery schools,
decent housing, adequate welfare benefits) and the antagonism between
social work and other professional or paraprofessional groups in the welfare
field. In this last area, although there were often quoted exceptions, doctors
and psychiatrists were thought to be preoccupied with their own financial
betterment, hard-headed and careless, while social security off1cials and the
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police were described as heartless. Where the police were mentioned I made
the point of asking whether the social worker had any extensive experience
of mental welfare and the compulsory hospitalization of mental patients.
Where this experience did exist it seemed (this is very speculative) to
ameliorate feelings towards the police: polieeroen had been found to be
well-meaning and compassionate (and also somewhat bewildered) in this
tricky area of decision making. But given important reservations such as
these, the 65 social workers gave an account of a world which appeared
hostile to what they understood to be the aims of social work.
The main interest of this research, ho wever, was two-fold, concerning
first, the rul es of social work agencies andwhat social workers do with those
rules; and secondly, the experience of education for social work, the
transmitted values of the social-work profession, and what social workers do
with these in practice. An area that emerged as being of primary importance,
and where rules, training, values and action intersect, was 'industrial
deviance' in social work-tbat is, the bending and breaking of rules and
regulations by social workers in order to advance their work with clients,
and the turning of'blind eyes' towards clients who only seem able to 'get by'
be 'getting round' the welfare system.
The most commonly mentioned forms of rule-breaking were in relation
to social security benefit regulations. These include:
1

People who have undisclosed earnings in excess of the allowed amount
while in receipt of welfare benefits. Usually these earnings were
thought to be small amounts obtained from jobs such as washing glasses
in pubs, part-time work helping out in a shop, house-cleaning or babyminding.

2

W omen claimants who receive benefits as single women, or divorced
women, but who are nevertheless cohabiting or in a close relationship
with a man.

3

Clients who attempt to fiddle the social security system through false
disclosures, skilful pestering, emotional bullying and other forms of
deception. These were commonly described to me as well-meaning
rogues who knew their way around the system, although my
impression was that much of what I heard was highly dramatized, and
possibly even mythical.

Another main category of official rule-breaking concerned social workers
who do not strictly enforce the conditions of probation orders, parole
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orders and care orders-neglecting, for example, the cammission of offences
or ignoring residence requirements. There was also frequent mention of
clients on low incames who tamper with dectricity supplies or gas
supplies-for example, people who reconnect their supply unofficially
when it bas been disconnected for one reason or another (usually nonpayment). Two further areasof rule-breaking-which are in many ways
quite different from the instances already mentioned-surrounded the
Mental Health Act of1959, and regulations concerning the frequency of
supervision visits where these are dictated by legislation.
I will go on to daborate the nature of this rule-breaking and its meaning in
a moment. For the purposes of summary, the frequency with which this
professional deviance was mentioned may be divided into the number of
social workers who had heard of it; those who had knowledge of it (from their
ownwork or the accounts of clients and colleagues); and those who
admitted complicity. Table 1 summarizes the evidence, and although it cannot
give any firm indication of the frequency of this type of industrial deviance,
it does imply a high degree of toleran€e of it by social workers.

Table 1

Social work and industrial deviancy

Social Security: excess earnings
Social Security: cohabitation
Social Security: 'fiddles'
probation orders, etc.
gas/electricity supplies
supervision visits
Mental Health Act

Soeia/ workers
who had 'heard'
of it

Social workers
who had
'knowledge ·
of it

Socia/ workers
who admitted
complicity

62
65
65
65
57
65
65

57
51
28
28
41
61
62

48
47
21
27
31
42
56

Industrial deviance can take a number offorms, and it will vary according
to the opportunities affered by the work situation. In· factory work, for
example, it can take the form ofjamming machinery for unofficial rest
periods; ddiberatdy wrecking production to 'get back' at employers,
rdieve baredom or give vent to frustrations produced by the work; breaking

'red tape' rul es in order to make the job more straightforward, often with the
employer's agreement; or, insome instances, the sabotage of industrial
processes to back up demands for better wages or working conditions. As an
example of the last type we can point to the machine-wrecking of the
Luddites and others in the early industrial revolution: Eric Hobsbawm
(1964, 7) has called this 'collective bargaining by riot' by men and women
whose lives and customs were being destroyed by the domination of the new
factory system oflabour and by mechanization. Sametimes industrial
deviance must be understood, then, as a primitive form of trade unionism.
In an essay on the motives and meanings bebind industrial sabotage Laurie
Taylor and Paul Walton (1971) suggest that there are three distinguishable
types of industrial deviance--attempts to reduce frustration and tension
(type 1); attempts to facilitate or ease the work process (type 2); attempts by
workers to assert some control over the work process (type 3). Their
evidence is drawn largdy from observations offactory work, but in order to
clarify the motives and meanings of professional sabotage in social work we
can usefully employ their classification scheme.
Social work's industrial deviance does not fall into the first category.
Baredom and frustration in social work seem to be swallowed or 'talked
through' with colleagues and do not appear to result in social workers taking
it out on clients. Neverthdess, some of the accounts I was given of rulebreaking by clients implied approval or even expressed unconcealed glee on
the social worker's part. I heard, for example, of an dderly couple whohad
done a 'moonlight' from a condemned council property thus evading the
payment of rent arrears, but whohad then moved themsdves back into the
empty house without the knowledge of the housing department. A senior
medica! social worker had blundered into this situation by asking the
housing department if there was any chance of the couple being rehoused,
only to learn that officially the area in which they were living had already
been cleared of tenants. This social worker's account of the matter was rich
in its expression of the difficulties of knowing the right thing to do. Her
confusion was multiplied when she tdephoned the dectricity authority who
were themsdves very concerned about the old couple living in a house
without a power supply. On a home visit on the previous day, however, she
had talked with the couple before a blazing dectric ftre: the old man,
apparently, was sarnething of a wizard with gadgets and had plugged
bimself into a main supply some distance away. But although the medica!
social worker's story was full of confusion about where the limitsofher
obligations, responsibilities and confidentialities lay, her story was also full
of excitement: she had clearly enjoyed her dient's deviant ingenuity. In the
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event her decision was to ask the couple for a full account (which was to he
given the status of full confidentiality) of their different dodges so that she
could avoid fouling their pitch. And this decision was tinged with a sort of
thrill-something which helped balance the more mundane aspectsof her
working life.
Many stories I heard were told with the same enthusiasm. However, the
overall picture is complex and this kind of professional deviance does not fall
neatly into Taylor and Walton's 're liefofboredom' category. Stories such as
this conveyed a moral: people called clients will not be tied down, and their
ingenuity and inventiveness (albeit deviant) was described to me as a fully
human response to material hardship. In that sense the excitement which
social workers feit about these actions came from the way in which they
confirmed the social-work value code that all men (even the downtrodden)
have an 'innate dignity and worth' which cannot be squashed.But there is an
even more important way in which the social worker's complicity in lawbreaking amounted to more than a sort of deviant kick. In the case I have
descri bed, for example, the medica! social worker also feit that it wasnother
job to enforce the regulations of the hàusing department and the electricity
authorities. For even if they were enforced, she argued, the problem would
still remain: where were this couple going to live? Similarly, social workers
told me that it was not going to help their clients at all if infractions of
probation orders were reported to the court: and they added that they (as
social workers) were there to help, not hinder. Many people, it was
suggested, could not manage effectively on social security incames and
retirement pensions. Ignoring the cohabitation of women claimants, or
claimants who had jobs 'on the sly', was thus justifted on the ground that it
might help to prevent family breakdown, illness or malnutrition because of
an impossibly low income. The refusal to pay attention to rules and
regulations, therefore, is seen as a way of doing the job more effectively: a
complex motivation which might both ease the work process (type 2) and
redeftne the purpose of the job (type 3). Taylor and Walton (1971, 232-4)
argue that for large bureaucracies to function effectively sametimes workers
must ignore and break bureaueratic rules. Can we then describe the actions
of this medica! social worker (and the others) as good social work? In order
to answer that question, of course, it would be necessary to state
unambiguously what the goals of the welfare state are. But the whole point
of this type of professional deviance is that it does not just facilitate a more
'effective' accomplishment of the given goals of the job, but also involves a
struggle over the control of work and the definition of what the job is.
This complex picture can be clarifted if it is set against two areas of
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professional rule-breaking which more clearly involve the rearrangement of
work and the facilitation of the job at hand (type 2). These two areas are
where social workers ignore rules about the frequency of supervision visits
when these are regulated by law, and the operation ofthe United Kingdom
1959 Mental Health Act. In the ftrst it seems quite common for social
workers to fmd that because of pressure from other cases they cannot comply
with statutory requirements concerning visits to 'supervise' clients and
families. They therefore 'fiddle their hooks' and case-records in order to
comply 'offtcially' with official requirements. If we simplify matters a little,
we can describe this as a rearrangement of work so that social workers can
spend more time with those who need their help, to the neglect of clients
who are thought not to require the same intensity of work. lt is a comment,
as much as anything else, on the high caseloads which social workers carry,
and the ways in which bureaueratic rules can be remote from day-to-day
pressures. This problem ofhow to act according to professional (or semiprofessional) judgement, or how to present a show of professional
judgement in a bureaueratic organization, is one of the most general in socialwork practice (Scott, 1969a).
In the case of the Mental Health Act arearrangement of inconvenient
bureaueratic rules is once more at issue. Ho wever, professional deviance in
relation to the compulsory hospitalization of mental patients much more
obviously challenges the spirit, ethos and goals of the I 959 Act, so that it
merges with professional sabotage. Put very simply, and perhaps a little too
simply, the guiding spirit ofthe Act is toencourage 'informal' (that is,
voluntary) admissions to psychiatrie hospitals, while providing safeguards
for people who are judged to be a danger to themselves or others and who
can be compulsorily detained in a mental hospita! for a period of treatment
or observation. These are the moral-political grounds of the existing mental
health legislation in England and Wales. Under normal cirumstances a
patient can be removed against his will to a mental hospita! on the strengthof
two medica! certiftcates and the agreement of the nearest relative or the
mental welfare officer ( who will be a social worker). In an emergency,
under section 29 of the Act, only one medica! apinion is required, but the
guiding spirit ofthe Act makes it clear that 'emergency admissions' are only
to be used in difficult circumstances. The role of the mental welfare officer
(the social worker) in all these instances replaces the functions of the
magistracy under older legislation: it provides, that is, a lay-cum-legal-cumsocial constraint on the freedom of medica! judgement.
My enquiries confirm what is already a suspicion in professional circles:
namely, that section 29 of the Act is abused as a short-cut to hospitalization. It
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was feit by the overwhelming majority of social workers that this sectionis
frequently used in circumstances which are not an emergency, simply
because it does away with the problem of arranging for two medica!
opinions to be given. Section 29, that is, makes the job easier.
This practice constitutes an infringement of the rights of mental
patients-although I have heard it defended on humanitarian grounds
because it supposedly makes the business ofhospitalization less distressing for
the patient's family. Another feature of compulsory hospitalization that
attracted comment wasthesham nature of many 'informal' admissions
which were informal merely in the sense that a forma!, shaming and
stigmatizing compulsory hospitalization was used as a threat. I also
noted disquiec about the way in which family troubles might be by-passed,
housing problems 'dissolved', or old people quietly smuggled 'out of sight'
on pseudo-psychiatrie grounds. Social workers frequently complained that
they were forced by the intractability of economie and housing difficulties
into using psychiatrie detention as a 'solution' totheir dients' problems. And
feeling powerless in the face of powerful and legitimized psychiatrie
opinion, social workers often went against their own judgement in
arranging psychiatrie detention. 56 out of the 65 owned up to abusing the
strict legal defmition of the 1959 Act, but only two had actually gone against
medica! opinion and refused to sign an application for compulsory
detention, even though it is in the spirit (and letter) of the 1959 Act that
social workers should oppose medica! opinion if this is in the interest of the
patient. lt was easier in the long run to comply, it was said, and in any case
often nothing else could be done without a massive change in the attitude of
the welfare state. Behind so many of these complaints and worries about
psychiatrie justice was the feeling that modern psychiatry provided a false
hope and not the re al solution to many dients' difficulties. Some of the more
'radical' social workers argued that there was no such thing as mental illness.
These were very few, but when this did happen (on eight occasions) I argued
that there was a crucial distinction between the fact that some problems are
wrongly defmed as 'illness' and the fact that madness, nevertheless, exists.
Thus we may see that when social workers try to rearrange their work, in
order to perform it with greater ease (type 2 deviance), their efforts involve
a redefinition of what the job is (type 3)-that is, an assertion of
professional judgement against bureaucratie and legal defmitions of what the
job is. In the case of the Mental Health Act this assertion appears to involve a
restrietion ofthe dient's freedom and a dehumanization ofthe law. In the
other areas, ho wever, and much more commónly, the professional challenge
to bureaueratic rules, which is implicit in social work's industrial deviance,
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emphasizes the dient's freedom, providing an informal correction to official
standards of bureaueratic and legal social controls. This is what social
workers mean, I suppose, when they talk of their job as 'oiling the wheels' of
the machinery of the welfare state. But 'oiling the wheels' also means here
'bending the rules', so that the machine runs in a new direction.
When professionals become saboteurs they do more than 'put a spanner in
the works', A 'go slow' or a 'work to rule' by professionals, or bureaueratic
or semi-bureaueratic officials, has the effect of jamming up the works. But
professional deviance which is nota work-to-rule can (and does) actively
challenge the purpose, direction and meaning of professional work. In the
case of social work, industrial deviance amounts to a smali-scale
restructuring of the welfare state on a day-by-day, extemporized level. It is a
restructuring (and not just a destrucmring) which supports the little man
against the big machine, and it is informed by two levels of
experience-first, the ordinary sense of concepts of equality, freedom,
justice, human rights which any citizen might piek up in his daily passage in
the world; secondly, the rather specialized sense of these concepts which a
social-work apprentice obtains in his professional training.
lt is to this relationship between the transmitted values of social work and
industrial deviance that I turn in the next sections. But before doing so I must
admit to a few qualms about publishing these findings, largely because they
are as ambiguous as the industrial deviance they report, and because in some
ways they constitute a dubious form of exposé social research. One could
interpret the findings almost at whim and arrive at any number of
condusions about what kind of action they suggest. It might be thought, for
example, that these fmdings are shocking, in showing how devious men
(even respectable men) can be. Or they might be thought to show how a
small group of semi-professionals are heroically engaged in a dogged,
rearguard action on behalf of poor people, sick people, old people, unhappy
people-a sort of guerilla welfare.
There are two ways ofinterpreting these findings which I wish to set to
one side before going further. This study should not be read, ftrSt of all, as a
piece of disinterested research by an academie who sits on the edge of the
action, occasionally commenting (in print, of course) on 'how things are out
there'. A reader may find my condusions not very promising in termsof
their practical implications, but that is another matter. Secondly, this
evidence of industrial deviance in social work might be taken to show how
badly trained social workers are nowadays, and might lead to demands for
more effective bureaueratic controls on social workers in order to curb their
activity. That sort ofinterpretation is only valid, however, if one insists that
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social work's industrial deviants are themselves in need of treatment or
correction; that one should attend only to tlieir behaviour, rather than to the
motives, meanings and moral choices which inform that behaviour. If we are
to understand the meaning of the behaviour, ho wever, we must attempt to
understand the structure of the social worker 's experience of education and
work, how he tries to conneet up in his life the disconnected threads of
welfare theory and welfare practice. And that, it seems to me, is the necessary
human and critica! response to this subject: neither idle scholarship, nor
witless law and order will help us to understand this feature of
disorganization in the welfare state.
I suggest that social work's professional sabotage should be understood as
one of the products of its culture and ideology, that it is both an attempt to
implementin action some elementsof that professional ideology, and an
aspect of the professional deformation of self which any passage through
occupational ritescan be seen to involve. And to the extent that social-work
thinking is governed, and flawed, by the false di vision of the 'individual' and
'society', social work's sabotage can beseen as a continuation of, rather than
a departure from, profession~l consciousness. In its current crisis of identity
social work rushes to one side or the other of this false split, either to defend
'the system' or, in acts of primitive, bandit-like in dustrial deviance, to
proteet 'the individual'.
A brief comment by Wilensky and Lebeaux intheir hook Industrial Society
and Social Welfare can set the scene (1%5, 321-2). They focus on the problem
of a memher of a profession which is pledged to humanitarian values and
works within a bureaucracy. They point out the potential 'clash between
humanitarian values and agency and professional norms' for, while social
workis motivated by humanitarianism, 'in some agencies and programmes
... humanitarianism is not the controlling philosophy.' They go on to say:
'In such circumstances the worker will often break agency rules in order to
treat the elient humanely-the probation officer will knowingly permit
infractions of curfew, the relief worker will advise recipients to keep beer
botdes (and boy friends) out of sight. But any worker who tries to be a good
humanitarian and a good agency representative at the same time is in for a
torment of conscience.'
This torment of conscience is at the hub of industrial deviance in
professional social work. But weneed to elaborate on it a little. 1t is not only
the torment of individual conscience. It is also the point at which we can
illuminate the struggling conscience of the troubled, collapsing world-view
of social work as a whole.
·
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The feelof educ:ation: bad promises
We can state two major themes in the education of the social worker-

criticism and redemption. On the one hand he is instructed insome of the
critica! concepts of sÖcial science. The welfare state is interrogated "":ith a
view to its improvement. Class, social inequality, power, poverty are satd to
exist still within this curriculum. Urbanization and industrial complexity are
located as major sourees of personal and social dislocation, while smali-scale
ventures which rescue the individual out of the swamp of complexity-the
family, the neighbourhood, the village, the settlement, a 'community'
.
which cares--are described as the solutions to social problems. The emphasts
on elient 'participation' accentuates the alienation ofthe common man. The
damage done by stigmatization and 'lahelling', by the careless bureaueratic
machinery ofbad welfare organizations, is spelled out. Psychiatrie and penal
institutions, the practices of the police and the court, housing policy, the
social security system, and social work itself--each is questioned in turn.
Everything points tothefact that there is still a job to he done by social
workers. An essenrial requirement of any profession 's self-perpetuation and
self-enhancement must be a consciousness that its own existence is a burning
necessity in the world. And in social work that means that human troubles
receive their due emphasis. In social work's educational programme the
world is not seen as a happy place.
This state of alfairs causes Brian Munday, a social-work teacher, to cry out
in pain. In an artiele entitled 'What is happening to social-work students?'
(1972) he complains that the major emphasis ofthe social-scienc~
contri bution to social-work training is troubling and disconcertmg, even
'ominous'. In particular it is sociology which, he thinks, inspires student
discon tent. The student is exposed to 'general attacks on traditionalbeliefsin
society', and he is overrun by 'a variety of academie material that is
threatening, undermining and often downright depressing.'
However, Brian Munday is wrong on at least two counts. It is not only
sociology that encourages a critica! appraisal of social problems. For
example, the use of case-study material in social-work teaching (and the
supervisory processitself in fieldwork) encourages self-criticism and
.
questions the elfectiveness of social-work methods. The other weakness m
Munday's account of social work's troubled conscience is that it is not only
pessimism and criticism which can depress the spirit of the social worker, or
any other man. A much more potent souree of grief is failed hope. A.nd thi~ is
the second major motif in social-work education, for on the other st de of lts
criticism of what is lies an optimistic promise of what might he. 1t is a
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promise, however, which is vacuous in the world of practical
accomplishment. The experience of social-work education from the
viewpoint of the reeruit is thus punctuated by a seriesofbad promises. Social
work holds a professional vision of a promised land of social welfare before
theeyes of its recruits which is shattered in the world of work. Social work,
although its view of the world around it is gloomy, is not unstinting in its
praise ofitself. It promises a version of redemption, and these two sides ofits
educational programme--its critica! stance towards the welfare state, and its
optimistic stance towards its own role in the welfare state--are the things
which justify social work to itself.
Paul Halmos has in recent years sung the praises of the welfare professions.
According to his version (1970) of what history holds in store for us, the
growth of the personal service professions is the germ of a positive
ad vancement in capitalist society. It willlead toa dissemination of the caring
ideology of the 'counsellors' among the powerful institutions of society,
producing a 'moral reformation' of politica! and industrialleaders, guiding
us away from the domination of price fetish and profit motive into a
'personal service society' wh,ere human priorities will become the unifying
principle of sociallife. This is undoubtedly an optimistic picture, and
Halmosgoes tosome lengtbs to justify it in social theory. In his reekoning
social science has become skewed in the opposite direction, always
frowning, tough-minded and austere. Halmos thus invites upon bimself a
crusading task which he admits fills him with 'a not inconsiderable
apprehension ', for 'the role which I have assumed [is J the role of one who is
to correct this pessimistically self-critical method' (1970, 6).
Halmos's manner might lead us tothink his predictions for social welfare
somewhat exceptional. But in fact the opposite is the case: his style of
argument is a mere commonplace in social-work thinking and writing.
Harriett Bartlett (1970, 218) writes, for example, ofhow social workis
moving towards 'a kind of service not yet perceived or offered in Western
civilization'. Olive Stevenson (1974, 2) has written that 'those who commit
themselves to social work contribute, in my view, to the sensitization of
society.' In the 1930s Bertha Reynolds (1934, 127) described social workas
the ' "personnel department" of the community of the future '. Carol Meyer
sets social work a similar task, although now that the community of the
future may already have arrived and is not-so-hopeful she looks backwards
rather than forwards: 'the primary purpose of social work practice,' she
writes (1970, 3-4), 'is to individualize peoplç in mass urban society.' More
specifically, she defines the job in the following terms (1970, 106 ): 'the
primary aim of social work practice is to enable people to command their
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own Jives and destinies to the greatest extent possible in the light of the
isolating, technological, hopelessly complex world in -:v~ich we live.' ~any
other examples could be given of such grandiose ambltlons. Meyer wntes
(1970, 13) that much ofthe trouble in social work has beenyroduced by the
fact that 'social workers in the past have somewhat pretenuously madesome
promises they could not keep.' If so, then Meyer's own prescriptions for.
social work-and those of so many others-are a continuing act ofbad fatth.
W. H. Auden cannot have written much about social work, but when he
did (1964, 22) he judged all this kind of thing t~ b~ me~e conceit. He .was
writing about how to write and how not to wrt~e: W nters. can be gml~y of
every kind ofhuman conceit but one, the coneelt of the soctal worker: We
are all here on earth to help others; what on earth the others are here for, I
don't know.''' But although social work may take itself too seriously, its
conceit also preserves certain positive values of compassion, toleranee and
community in a society where these are in short measure. An.d n:o:e than
that: sometimes social work's edebration of the value of the mdtvtdual .
citizen could almost be read as an incitement to disregard the bureaucrattc
rules of the welfare state. Helen Harris Perlman, for example, defends
casework against its politica! critics (1973, 9): ·~an runs ~is short life .span in
six or seven decades. He should not have to watt--suffermg, strugglmg,
withering, as the case may be--while the wheels of social justice gri_nd out
social change, or, even when reform is swift, until that change m~kes tts way
through the labyrinth of policy-programme-process to affect htm at weary
last.' It is casework, she says, which enables the social worker to cut ~ast the
tangle oflegislation and her highly emotional appeal even seems to tmply
that casework might dissolve social inequality itself. Periman does not say
how casework is to achieve all this; social work's industrial deviants provide
the missing pieces intheir practical demonstration of what ha?pens whe~ the
idea becomes real. Of course, their way is necessarily sporadtc and relanvely
unimportant (even impotent) when set alongside the social ~bange which
would attack inequality at its roots. Periman seems to be saymg that perh~ps
casework is the only way to support the individual intheface of the masstve
structure of social inequality. And, just like social work's bandits, she equates
casework with the little man (or, as she calls him, the 'diminished man') -:vho
is crushed by the power of'the system': 'To cut out casew?rk.fr.om soctal ,
work would be tantamount to a denial of the worth of the mdtvtdual man.
(1973, 9; see also 1970.) When we look at the motivating sentim~nts, in fact,
'straight' social work and 'deviant' social work arenotall that dtfferent ..
This spirit ofhopefulness and betterment, although often soured by a kmd
of pessimism which views anything modern and urban as morally flawed,
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pervades the ideology into which social work's recruits are inducted. The
~ecruit is given a prepacked work problem by his training. Professional
tdeology preaches the rederoption of social ills: all men, even those men
known as 'psychopaths' in the hard-headed world of psychiatry, can he
:eached by the exercise ofthe principle of'acceptance'. But this professional
tdeology also preaches criticism: the practice and organizational
deve~opm~nt of modern social service departments appear to be a villainous
candtdate tnto which criticism can bite.
In one sense social work has been overcome by the hardening of
organizational arteries: the grounds on which to exercise the hopeful
practice of social work do not exist, and even appear sametimes to be
receding. Social-work departments are instead experienced as a mad rush, a
helter-skelter of crises and troubled lives. This sametimes leads to the
argument that professional education should be more 'realistic'-that is a
'training' for the job rather than an 'education' for the promised future.' On
the other side, some educationalists argue that the student should be stretched
in his education, preparing hi,m fortheEl Dorado where 'real' casework (or
'deep' caseworkor 'intensive' casework) is a practical possibility. Others
tread a middle pathand advance 'new' techniques-brieftherapies and crisis
intervention techniques-which are supposed to make 'professional' work
possible in the 'real' world: many of the innovations in social-work method
can beseen as attempts to resolve the problem of social work's redemptive
scheme. Meanwhile the social worker is left with a headache--a personal
problem which is also a political problem, namely, how to act on the ideals
of social work in the less-than-ideal world.
Commenting on her general experience of work, one social worker
s~m~ed up what a great ~any said to me intheir different ways. 'It'd be all
nght ~f you could do the job properly. I get sick sometimes.... I just had to
take time off the other week, things were so bad. It's not the workitself-I
enjoy that-it's just always knowing that you 're scratching the surface.' She
v:en: on to complain: 'You 're always having to get on at the system, as ifyou
d1dn t have enough problems-you know, with clients. It's always the same.
You can see what should be done, but ... well ... it's not like it says in the
hooks.'
'Doing the job properly' was something which these social workers took
very seriously. And one way in which a social worker could do the job
pr~perly-do the job, that is, for which he was. prepared by his education to
behe~e that he was paid and trained to do-was through the breaking and
bendmg of the rules of the welfare system which would not allow him to do
the job properly, rul es which were antagonistic to the profession 's
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redemptive scheme. Having described to me how he did nothing to
discourage women claimants who had secret men friends, another social
worker said: 'After all-what's all this "acceptance" rubbish about if you
don't do that?'

The politics of social work: good omens
We must try to be clear about what social work's professional deviance
signiftes. My argument is that it must he understood as part of the more
general crisis in social-work ideology, but that is a very general statement
withno speciftc moorinj!;s. In the ftrst section I described the enormous range
of moral and political belief systems which can he contained within the fteld
of social welfare. One cannot easily generalize in such circumstances, nor
move from the speciftc to the general (and back again) without a certain
amount of guesswork, and without making it clear that conclusions must he
regarcled as provisional and possibly mistaken.
When reaching for a formula to describe the motives which inform
rebelliousness in social work, I have often found it useful to describe them as
a 'political soup '-mixed out of Christianity, reformist socialism, snatches of
Marx, visionary utopianism, nostalgie references to simple forms of preurban living, 'commonsense' reasoning, and a he art which beats in the right
place most of the time. To go fi.Irther requires a detailed appreciation of the
complex traditions ofBritish social welfare, and how these make themselves
felt in the present time. One need only think, for example, of the very
speciftc relationships between methodism and socialism in British welfare
history-themselves only a tiny partiele in the greater whole--to see the
complexity of possible motivating ideologiesin social work. If social work's
rebelliousness is a politica! soup, then methodism and socialism mix Chapel
Bibles, utilitarian factory discipline and tradeunion banners. Or, take the
nostalgie flourishes in social work's literature which suggest that it is big
towns, factories, the city, the suburban ghetto (and the down-town ghetto
which lies within it) which produce the problems which social work must
combat. I descri he elsewhere (1975, chapter 7) some of these pastaral
conventionsin social-work thinking which deplore urban-industrialism, the
breakdown of community, and the pace andjumble of'modern' living.
They have a persistent continuity throughout social work's history, but
whether one should (or could) do anything about the broad structure of
urban life, or whether one should just bow down before it in a sort of
fatalism (which would also guarantee the continuing existence of social
work) is not clear.
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. Here .I have.des~ribed broadly only two of the many motivating
Ideolog1es wh1ch jostle for a place in social work's consciousness. Social
work's rebelliousness is not the fault of'mindless militants': it is because
social workis itselfin a political soup. I have used the phrase 'social workas
a whole', but one must really question whether it is a whole. Social work
nei~~er und~rstands itself, nor instructs its recruits in the light of any coherent
pohtlcal ph!l~sophy of ~ommunity, freedom, economy and society.
Compared w1th the lav1sh care spent on helping students to develop
casework and relationship skills, there is minimal elfort to helpthem to relate
to the complex personal, moral and politica) force-fields of social welfare.
Social workis in a primitive politica) condition and its professional rebels are
consequently pre-politica) primitive rebels.
'Primitive rebels', as Eric Hobsbawm describes them (1971, 2), are those
who wage a blind, groping campaign against social injustice. Specifically
'the~ are pre-politi~al pe~ple whohave not yet found, or only begun to find,' a
spec1fic language m wh1ch to express their aspirations about the world.' The
forms of'primitive rebellion' which Hobsbawm describes include social
ban di try of the Rob in Hood type, secret associations (such as maflas) which
althou~h th? oppose the public authorities are often bound up with them,
and m!llenanal ~ovements which promise an end to the unhappiness of the
humbie man, vanous types of anarchism, as wellas the Iabour organizations
on~ ~nds before the emergence of mature trade unionism (for example,
rehgwus Iabour sects, the loom-smashing Luddites, Captain Swing and his
follower.s who destroyed threshing machines and burnt hay-ricks, or
Rebecca s daughters who broke t·)~l-gates in rural Wales) (see Hobsbawm,
1971; 1972; Hobsbawm and Rudé, 1973). Hobsbawm's characterization of
the~e mo.ve~ents a~ 'pre-politica)' is not meant to deny that they are forms of
soCia) ag1ta~10~ wh1ch act on real politica) grievances. But they are primitive
~or~s of ag1tat1on, and althou~h their place in the history of the struggle for
JUstlce for the common peo~l~ 1s far from marginal, these movements appear
to represent a phase of transition towards more effective and articulate
political strategies. Sometinies this primitive rebellion amounts to no more
than a sporadic attempt to right individual wrongs, tosave a smallholder's
farm fr.om a. grasping landlord, or to release an unjustly imprisoned man. At
oth~r times lt can amount t~ an alternative system oflaw, power and justice
wh1ch ?~poses :hat of official ~uiers. The fact that in the English-speaking
w?rld lt 1s ~obm Hood and h1s merry men who provide the most
w1despread Image for primitive rebellion might lead us to think of its
primi:ivism as utterly archaic, rustic and medieval. But this is not the case: it
Is typ1cally a phenomenon of the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth
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centuries, it fmds its specific politica) object in the dislocation of community,
and we can best think ofit as a form of'community action'.
Banditry is perhaps the most primitive form of social agitation, and I do
not describe social work as such as a mere rhetorica) flourish. I am trying to
establish an organizing concept which can further our understanding of
social work's politics and its industrial deviance. We can show that 'social
banditry' is the best available souree of politica) imagery to helpus tie down
the politica) character of contemporary social work, even to the extent that
many of the official ways in which social work goes about righting wrongs
can be best described as a form ofbanditry. Of course, social workers are not
banditsin the commonly accepted sense, but there are nevertheless a number
of crucial similarities between social work and the activities of the bandit or
'noble robber'. The first of these, obviously, is that they are both on the side
of the downtrodden, and that they are prepared to offend the law in his
defence. Ho wever, the life of the bandit-social worker is hard, and some are
inclined to sell their servicestotheir rulers and become not-so-noble robbers
of the poor. Prison inmates describe prison reformers who make a name (and
a living) out of social reform as people who 'ponce off crime'. Social
workers have been described in similar termsas people who 'ponce off the
poor' (Priestley, 1974). The bandit always has his rich cousin-a sort of
highwayman for whom misfortune is a trade. In termsof the modern bandit
wars of colonialliberation, of course, his cousin is the mercenary. Secondly,
although bandits and social workers are against injustice, they have no
clearly articulated politica) creed. On the contrary, they rely on rough
utopian promises which are often quite unintelligible to outsiders. Thirdly,
both are frequently associated with millenarial beliefs, for example that even
the elimate will change with the coming ofthe 'new world'-as was the
belief of some Sicilian pre-politica-I" rebels-and, in the case of social
workers, that chairs, tables, telephones, offices, social workers, home helps
and funds will somehow fall from the sky, reduce caseloads at a stroke, and
make the casework dream a reality. Fourthly, they oppose injustice not by
struggling for the defeat of injustice, but by getting around the edges of it,
trying to ignore it, or by making crude efforts to bring back the good old
days. A fifth point of identity is that this kind of primitive politics is the
response by men and women whose way oflife and traditions are threatened
by change which they do not understand-whether it is why Calabrian
villagers are driven into American coal mines, or what it is that drives on the
growth of welfare bureaucracies. They struggle against these changes in an
improvised and make-shift manner. Sixthly, very often their activities are
geared towards re-establishing the eroded traditions of community and
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charity, thus working against modernism. Finally, they suffer in common an
uneasy tension between demands for piecemeal reform and revolutionary
(or millenarial) enthusiasm. For as Hobsbawm describes them the
revolutionary aims of the social bandit will be subordinated to the
immediate relief of suffering. And it is here that we find the most direct
comparison with the restlessness in contemporary social work: 'It protests
not against the fact that peasants are poor and oppressed, but against the fact
that they are sometimes excessively poor and oppressed. Bandit-heroes are
not expected to make a world of equality. They can only right wrongs and
prove that sometimes oppression can be turned upside down .... The
bandit's practical function is at best to impose certain limits to traditional
oppression in a traditional society .... Beyond that, he is merely a dream
ofhow wonderful it would be iftimes were always good.' (1971, 24-5.)
To describe social work's rebelliousness as banditry, then, is to describe it
as an inarticulate and primitive form of social agitation. Equally, it is
powered by a rough and ready sense ofjustice, although the specific form of
justice which it sponsors is fashioned by the way in which social workers are
manufactured in training schools. Sometimes it may appear to anticipate
legal and social change. For example, .the cohabitation rules concerning
women claimants have been recently debated in the House of Lords where
they were described as a primitive form of injustice directed against 'fallen
women', chastity being a requirement for public relief. Whether or not
those regulations will be changed, it is unlikely that social work's banditry
will be the instrument which brings about that change. Although social
work's industrial deviance is pledged to certain moral-political ends, it keeps
itself well hidden. It is doneon the sly, it doesnotrisk confrontation, and it
thinks little about what constructive tactics might be used to advance its own
defence of common people. Inarticulate protest thus mirrors barely audible
protest by clients and claimants against their life conditions. It does not raise
the dient's voice toa level of politica! discourse where the necessity for social
change might be perceived, so that the elient would no longer need to live
'outside the law'. As a form ofbanditry social work can probably only be
a rtfosal against unjust laws. As long asthereis injustice there will
probably always be banditry, and if social work follows the pattem of true
banditry it may reeede in importance as more mature politica! challenges to
injustice emerge. We must therefore consider whether social work's
rebelliousness can break out of its chrysalis.
All that can be said with confidence is that if social work's banditry is set
alongside other troubles in modern social work, then it provides a further
indication ofhow the profession is struggling in a changing world. There is a

great deal of restlessness in social work at the mome~t, and not all of it
belongs to 'radicals'. lt showsitself not o?ly as band1try, .but also as
confusion cynicism and a sort of professional melanchoha. These must be
understood as symptoms oftwo deep sourees oftrouble in social work's
consciousness: the first is its tattered theoretica! framework.
I have already mentioned the fact that social work's r~dempti~e scheme
contains the two antagonistic sentimentsof hope and critiCJsm. Soc1al _work has
been able to ride this antagonism only to the extent that a co~pellmg .
paradigm of professional action could holdit together. The earltest parad1gm
to hold this organizing function within social work was probably the
bourgeois conception of charity-a charity, that is, whi~h does. not threaten
bourgeois privilege. We cannot go into the reasons for tts decime h~re, but
the gap which it left was filled by psychoanalysis, or some ~ther verston ~fa
motivational psychology. Psychoanalysis-in the bowdlenze~ form "':h.tch
has been popular in social work--cont~in~d the same ~ompelhng qualtttes
around which social work could orgamze ltself professtonally and
conceptually. A professional paradigm which successfully compels its
memhers can appear to make all problems soluble. Psychoanal~sis,, for
example, appears to reconcile the utilitarian urg~ t~ return soc1:ty s waste
products to utility with compassion, usually Chnsttan com~asston. In terms
of classica! politica! philosophy, it reconciles the Greek no~t~n offr~edom
-which is based communally on the polis-with the Chnsttan notton of
freedom which is based on the individual and his salvation. But now social
work has suffered another paradigm collapse. For many reasons-usually
the wrong ones-psychoanalysis has been pelted with critici~m and h~s
suffered badly. And there is nothing at the moment to replace tt. ~ost, tf not
all, 'radical' criticisms of psychadynamie casework ?a~e d~n~ ltttle mo:e
than increase fervour for redemption-although thts ttme tt IS phrased m
quasi-politica! terms. 'Systems theory', ':"hich h~s been thro_wn up by the.
crisis, tries to bandage the wounds of soc1al confilet by showmg that confhct
is not 'real': that it is only this 'subsystem' against that 'subsystem', the two
comprising an allegedly unifted, integrated and systematic whole (see
Pearson, 1974b). All that is left is the chatter of encounter groups. No
compelling paradigm has emerged which can or~aniz~ the sent,iments of
professional social work: this is the first element m soctal work s unhappy
consciousness.
The second feature of social work's current crisis concerns the developing
organization of the welfare state. In Great Britain the. Seebohm repo~t was
seen as the glorious culmination of social progress whtch would provtde the
organizational grounds for the practice of'generic' social work. lt was
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associated, of course, with the unification of social work's scattered
professional bodies: here again was another thread in the movement towards
social work's promised land, and it has proved to be another bad promise.
Whether it is seen as a deterioration of professional standards, or as the
progressive bureaucratization of the welfare state, the observable results are
the same. As RonBaker (1974) has put it: 'Those of us who fought for years
to establish, maintain, and enhance sound casework practice see a marked
deterioration in the service clients receive and are appalled by what can be
peddled out in the name of casework nowadays.' Baker wishes to defend
casework against its critics. 'Radicals', on the other hand, take the
circumstances which Baker describes as a further reason to bash casework,
for casework is judged to be a con.
Buthere what passes for radicalism is misguided. lt is not radical criticism
which is destroying casework, but a day-to-day onslaught in social service
departments that appear to he governed by nothing more than managerial
efficiency and the puzzle of the inequitable distri bution of short resources. If
radicalism, in short, continues to bash casework, then it does no more than
join forces with the dehumanizing spirit within the welfare state which
presses for organizational efficiency at the expense of the individual.
However, there are good omensin these developments: principally that
what radicals criticize in organized social work, and what those committed
to traditional methods criticize in organized social work, might be
con verging. Social work's in dustrial deviance is not committed solely by the
radicals. The vast majority of the social workers I have talked with could not
he described as 'radicals' in any useful sense. They were critica! of socialwork organizations and of the impoverished welfare state, but their
criticisms were only very rarely couched in any recognizable tradition of
radical politics-other than that of primitive banditry.
If these omens are not false, then we can anticipate a reduction in the futile
squabbles between radicals and liberals, and a growth of collective awareness
within social work. I suggest that there is much more shared ground than the
two sides may realize between 'radical' emphases in social work and those
provided by liberalism and Christianity. But these convergences wil! not
come about automatically. The links must he found and nurtured in order to
further social work's programme of social justice. These will not he the links
that soothe and suggest there is really no problem in social work, but those
which can tease out and blow apart the false humanisms of social welfare. It
wili require a defence of what is right in sociàl work_.:_rather than a blanket
condemnation of all social work as a con-tagether with an unswerving
criticism of what is wrong. Above all, it wili require that in social-work
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education there is a commitment to the politica! education of the recruits of a
profession which in politica! terms may be sametimes a rebel but is also
sarnething of a dunce.

Conclusion: a warning, a rumour and ajester'sjoke
This essay begins with a critique of social-work ideology whi~h rescues the
reeruit's choice of workout of the clutches of a psychodynam1c
interpretation ofhis motives, and places his ~~tive.to help (and tb~ helping
process itself) in the world of moral and ~olltlcal d1sc?urse. But th1s should
not tempt the reader to imagine that t~ere 1~ no s.uc~ thmg as ~ psyc~ology of
motivation, or that there are no relat1onsh1p sk1lh mvolved m soc1al-work
practice. Immature radical and political movements in social.work have
often suggested as much. In their revolt they. have ma~e a feush out of
reversing the mainstream assumptions of soe1al-~ork 1deology. If the latter
emphasized work with individuals the former ~uected t~emselves .to
community work. If social work stressed the sk1ll ~f relatmg to ~ ch~r.t, then
radicalism insisted that there was no more skill to 1t than knowmg how to
get on with people'. If social work said that. clients :wer~ emotionally brok en,
radicalism countered by diagnosing matenal depnvat1on. And so on.
However, to reverse an assumption is not to overcome it. It m.ay he true
that casework skilis have fallen into a blind allegiance to somethmg called
'normality' and 'conformity' without enquiring what it is that the ~orm~l
man is conforming to; but it does not follow that there are no relat10nsh1p
skilis in social work. A social worker may become irritated by the fact that
when he is doing work with individuals and families, the braader problems
of community, class, material hardship and social ~nequality c~~standy .
intrude. But ifhe abandons casework for work w1th commun1t1es, he wlll
fmd there that the irritating factor is the individual and that he is faced with
the problems ofhow to manage relationship difficulties effectively and of
what to do about troublesome memhers ofthe community. Social workers
urgently need an education in how to place themselves in the w.orld of
polities. But they still require an education in how to relate to chents whose
lives have come unstuck. When social work does not do that, and only
mouths slogans about 'clients in general', it is no long er doin~ s~ci.al ':'ork.
The question ofhow to conneet a general awareness of.soc1al InJUStlce
with a specific instanee of practice constantly reap~eare~ m .my
.
conversations with social workers. It becomes cruc1ally s1gmficant at a pomt
in the development of capitalism where anoth~r econo~ic recession see~s
very likely. Under such conditions the advancmg coaht1on between soc1al
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work and the state might bear its full fruit, and under such conditions the
pra~tice of ~he soci~l worker could easily atrophy into that of a high-status
soc1al secunty offic1al. So-called radicalisms which reduce social-work
practice to an abstract formula of welfare rights and material provisions, and
which forget the human dimension of the problem, are no defence against
such encroachments. Radical bandwagons such as 'welfare rights' might
even be a premonition of things to come in social work: helping dients to get
their rights when they have no rights.
The future of social work is clearly at issue. But the future of social work
has a personal as well as a collective dimension. Many social workers talked
to me of the problem of personal survival in the hurly-burly of social-work
departments. One survival strategy was to aim for promotion to senior
positions and management posts, to lift clear of the 'ftring line'. Another
possibility was simply to get out of social work because the job was too
demanding, too stressful and too hopeless. There is even a rumour
circulating that social workers are already deserting the job at an alarming
ra te. I was told that social workers were only staying in the job for an
average oftwo years. I do not know where the ftgure comes from, but I was
told the same story on more than twenty occasions in different parts of the
country and I have also heard it from students on a number of training
courses. I suspect that it is just a rumour, but the fact that there is a rumour
indicates and enhances an inner hopelessness in the world of social work. If
there is an inner hopelessness then it must ftnd its origins in social work's
world and in its education.
One story I picked up is particularly illuminating. It described a socialwo~k teach.er who was ~aced w_ith a group of students who were troubled by
the1r expenences ofsoc1al-serv1cedepartments and wanting to knowhow to
change them. The teacher's reply is quite intriguing in its refusal to take the
question se~iously: 'Weil, you can vote every ftve years, I suppose.' This
~tory w~s g1ven to me as the truth, I accepted it as gossip, and I pass it on as a
jester's JOke. The function of a jester's joke is to make the ruling sovereign
laugh at his own pomposity.It tickies him, and it causes him to reflect on the
precarious nature ofhis power.lt exaggerates the truth in order to make the
truth plain. For the truth is that social work is dastic enough to contain
students who would ask that question, and a teacher who might give that
reply (or say nothing at all). But a jester'sjokeisalso intended to indicate the
tru~h either ,directly or ironically, and in this way it can puncture a !ie in
soc1al work s self-awareness. According to this particular lie, social-work
apprentices are all radical activists, whereas their master tradesmen are all
downright conservatives and psychoanalytica! bullies. In this essay I have

documented something of the malaise among social-work practitioners, and
said something about the hope among social-work recruits, but I have said
nothing about confusion among social-work educators. lt would be wrong
to assume that it does not exist. The government training councils can
change theirnames as often as they like, gather reports to gather dust, raise
the dust (and then complain that they cannot see), and turn somersaults in the
air: but the test of social-work education is going to be whether it can own
up to its own confusion and make a critica! contri bution to the defence of the
weak. Meanwhile, we can only wonder whether it is making, or breaking,
social workers.
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of a distinction between description and prescriptiol'). has been an important
s~urce of confusion in the traditional formulations of social work.
Many radical social workers, especially those engaged in community
action, have little taste for theory and are deeply suspicious of the mystifying
and divisive effects of theorizing. As an activity theorizing can become
debased into mere verbalism in which radical rhetoric accompanies
oppressive practice. However, if dominant and influenti;ll theory in social
work is to he combated and radical activity to become more than mere
unreflective activism, then developments in theory and practice must go side
by side in accordance with Lenin's proposition: 'Without a revolutionary
1
theory there can he no revolutionary movement. ' The goal must he the
emergence of a radiéal praxis, where theory and practice are unified through
the binding tagether of reileetion on the world and action to transfarm it.
Only by struggling to evereome the dichotomy between theory and
practice can we hope to develop radical social work (Gouldner, 1974).
This paper will attempt to sketch some of the features of a paradigm for
radical social work based upon three elements--a radical social-systems
theory; a unified approach to work with individuals, families, groups,
communities, residential institutions and organizations; and an approach to
the development of critica! consciousness.

Social-systems theory
The development of systems theory generally in thd West in recent years (see
Bertalanffy,1971) and the work ofTalcott Parsons (1951) and his successors
in sociology in particular are having a substantial effect on thinking about
social work, especially in the United States. Such systems approaches and the
conceptions of social work which spring from them are generally founded
on conservative consensus-orientated ideologies. Much emphasis is placed
on the interdependence of variables in social systems, and'in..the analysis of
social institutions it is either asserted that the variables are indeterminate, that
no one factor is of greater importance than ethers, or that the value elements
are marginally the most significant. In either case, the intention is to avoid
too much stress on economie v~riables and, in line with the reliance on
value-consensus as the rationale for the particular features of a system, to
emphasize the importance of normative elements in social structure rather
than material ones. Gouldner (1971) has provided a penetrating analysis of
Parsons as a systems analyst which shows the way in which his theoretica!
development was both a speciftc reaction against Marxism and a general
defence ofNorth American capitalism.
1 V.

I. Lenin: What is to bedone? Oxford: Ciarendon Press,1963.
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I~ is because syst~~s theory has been recently so tied to the defence and

mamt~nanc~ of ext~tmg systems that radical social workers have given little

Fragmented approaches to social work

attentton to tts posstble uses. lt would he more profitable, however, to rescue

Social work in Britain has grown primarily as one element in social-welfare
and educational institutions that were developed in substantial measure to
ameliorate the harsbest consequences of capitalist production and to ensure
the delivery to the market of an effective and disciplined Iabour force. The
role of social workin this has been to identify, respond to and control the
individual casualties of the economie structure and of the material, physical
and emotional pressures which living in a competitive society produces. But
if we are to avoid an over-simple view of the growth of social work, we
must take account of other, contrary, even conflicting, purposes which
revealed themselves. Even the theoretica! reliance of social work on a
psychoanalytic model has carried with it a certain ambiguity, for the model
itselfhas potential as both an oppressive and a liberating perspective on
individual development (Laing, 1967). Concern with individual needs and
problems, however arbitrarily and sometimès oppressively defined, carried
with it, in many instances of social-work practice, a commitment to
increasing the individual's ability to overcome the darnaging effects ofintrapsychic family and other social determinants. To see social workers, in short,
simply as the willing henchmen of the ruling class in its exercise of social
control is to take an undialectic view. It overestimates the rationality and
monolithic nature of the capitalist state in its ability todetermine in detail the
·
activities of an occupation: elementsof social work have always
demonstrated a degree of ambivalence to the bourgeois values to which it is
especi~Ily exposed by its class position. This ambivalence is one souree from
which a radical practice can develop.
The contradictions and ambiguities of traditional social work not
withstanding, the overall result of capitalist ideological influences has been
to produce a perspective on practice which is highly individualistic. This
perspective, based on a model of individual and family pathology, still
dominates social-work practice and education, in spite of the growth
alongside casework of group, community and, more recently, residential
work, which has not substantially altered the pathology model of practice.
Community work, for example, is still usually seen as a means of tackling the
problems which exist within a community, its pathology, and gives a less
systematic account of the 'pathology' of the wider economie and politica!
structures. Even so, the newer developments have proved difficult to
incorporate into the classical paradigm of social casework. Given the early
reliance on psychoanalytic models of treatment with their emphasis on
technique, we can understand how conceptualizations of social work have

syst~ms theory from the grasp of the apologists of existing institutions and to
use tt f?r the purposes of understanding and changing these institutions.

T~er~ ts n~ doubt that radical social work needs an overall framework
w~thm w~tch to grapple with an enormous range of individual, group and
wtde: envt.ronmental variables, and a revised form of systems theory could
provtde th.ts. To begin with, it is important to stress that viewing social
structures m termsof systems is not necessarily a means ofjustifying them.
G~uldner, for example, argues that ' ... it is unmistakably clear that Marx did
thmk of societies as social systems whose elements mutually influence one
another. Marx did, after all, in vent the concept of the "capitalist system" '

(1971, 230.)

.

A generally Marxist approach to systems which is the background to this
paper.• ackno"':ledg~s the mutual interc.onnectedness of social systems,
asserttng the dta~ecttcal relationship between a range of varia bles, including
~he fact that the superstructure' of politica! and social institutions and the
tdeologies which justify them interact with the 'infrastructure' of economie
pr~ductio~. This interaction, although a mutually influencing one, is
wetghted m f~vour of the econo~ic infrastructure. Thus in any social.
systems ~nalys.'s basedon a Marxtst perspective we would expect to find that
economtc var~a.bles have a preponderant influence on the system. Whereas
the m~r.e tradt:lOnal systems model begs the question as to which are the
determrmng vartables because they are all seen as mutually interactive, a radical
syste~s model atte~pts a precise identification of caUse and effect and thus
provtdes a better gmde to the action which the social worker must take.
The pres~nt approach to systems identifiès the differential distribution of
power and mterests within social systems of various kinds-families
c~mmun.iti~s, organizations, societies-and the consequences of this 'type of
dtfferen~tatton for the whole system and for its parts. Thus instead of the
as~umptton that consensus normally governs the life of social institutions, it
wtl! he assumed that the differentiation ofpower and interests within most
soctal systems lea~ to various kin~s of conflict. This in turn implies that
~yste~s are often m a ~tate of contmuous strain caused by the striving for
functtonal autonomy of elements within the system and the cantrolling
coercive and legitimating efforts of the more powerful 'managerial' eleme~ts
(Gouldner, 1971, 231).

...,.
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grown around the idea of separate methods--casework, group work and
community work. Distinctive methods were what bound a group of
activities tagether, and ultimately more attention was given to methods than
to purposes. The striving for professional status in social work reinforeed this
trend, for what was seen as professionally acceptable practice centred more
on the appropriate means than on the ends.
The outcome of the attempt to develop discrete methods in social work
has been to fragment further social-work perceptions of the links between
the individual, the collectivity and the wider social context. In practice the
separation of methods has been difficult to maintain and social workers have
found themselves responding more flexibly to situations than the methodsfetishism of traditional theory allows. The boundaries between work with
individuals, families, groups and community organizations have been
impossible to demarcate, especially since the development of newer socialwork strategies concerned with advocacy, welfare rights and the promotion
of consumer groups. In social-work education, the dominanee oftbe
methods-typology has meant that the primary focus of courses has remained
firmly on social casework, with teaching and practice in group, community
and residential work, added to an already overweighted curriculum.
The failure to reconceptualize social work from the ground up and the
continua} addition of further elementsof practice toa fundamentally
casework base, have had a peculiarly similar effect on both the traditionalists
in social work and on some of their radical cri tics. Among hoth groups a
simplistic notion has developed that social work with individuals and
families must operate within a frameworkof acceptance of the status quo,
while community work is essentially equated with radical action for social
change. Many radical critics, while acknowledging that community-work
activities can he as oppressive as any form of individual work, fall into the
trap of assuming there can he no radical individual practice outside the ""'
provision ofinformation about welfare rights, and that radical action must
he centred on collectivities of various kinds. To accept such an assumption is
to accept the dominant definitions of social work with individuals and
families which centre on the goals of adjustment and resocialization, rather
than confronting such definitions and struggling to change them.
Social-welfare organizations encounter individuals and familieswhoare
suffering severely from the effects of an oppressive social.system. These
effects are experienced at a personallevel; they involve people's feelings
about themselves and others. Many people are badly damaged individually
by their experiences, often both physically and emotionally, as, for example,
some of those who are physically ill and handicapped. Although the
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oppressive and dehumanizing elements i.n the capita~ist syst?m affect every
facet of our lives, some experiences of pam and suffenng are mseparable from
human life, including those associated with loss, bereavement, ageing a~d
death. A radical perspective which ignores or argues away the psychologtcal
effects of experience and the need at time~ to res.pond to the~e e~ects .
individually, as wel! as through group, commumty or orgamzattonal a~tlo~,
is in danger of failing to consider others as whole persons, of perpetuatm~ m
another form, a fragmented, dehumanized view of men and women. Radtcal
social work must therefore encompass direct work with individuals and
families as well as with the wider groups and collectivities to which they
belang, and must seek to relate organizational and individual action.
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Integrated approach to social work
Those who wish to develop radical social work must formulate a model of
practice which both includes a wide range of social-w.or.k a~tivity and avoids
the fragmentation that the traditional adherence to dtstmcttve methodscasework, group work and community work-was bound to enc~urage.
Justas we can use a revised systems approach to map ~ut th~ vartables
within which social workers operate, so we can also bU1ld an mtegrated
model of radical social workon the basis of a critica! evaluation and
reformuiadon of some of the current work being undertaken by non-radical
social-work writers. In particular, the recent efforts ofPincus and Minahan
(1973) and Goldstein (1973) to develop integrated approaches may he se~n as
paving the way for more holistic conception.s of.social work, and are hkely
to he extensively used in social-work educat1on m the fut~re. As l~ng a~
radical social workers are critically a ware of the dangers mvolved m usmg,
albeit in changed form, the work of non-radical writers, there is no reason
why they should not do so.
.
..
.
We shall begin with an overall cnttque of th1s current work and then
move on to sketch -some elementsof a radical paradigm for social work based
. .
on this critique and on the work ofPaulo Friere.
Although the approaches ofPincus and Minahan and of Goldstem dtffer
from each other in a number of respects, including their degrees of
theoretica! sophistication and empirica! relevance, they both :est upon a
systems model that is governed by unacknowledged assumpttons ab.out the
nature of society. Thus Goldstein reve~ls his reified and consensus-or~en~ated ·
view of' society' when he asserts that the final measure of a profess10n .s
identity lies in the explicit character of what it does in fulfilment of a s~te~al
need.' (1973, 3.) Likewise, Pincus and Minahan demonstratea combmat1on
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~f sociolo_gical naivety and conservative ideology when they argue that
so~e soetetal systems have been granted the authority toserve as agentsof
soctal control for people whose hehaviour deviates from societallaws and
norms ~nd to proteet people who may he harmed by th<: behaviour of
others. (1973, 32.) None of these writers seriously questions the use ofthe
term 's~cietal' in this monoli.thic way: their lack of a class analysis of society
reveals tt.self throughout thetr work and accounts for the poverty of their
explanauons at the macro-sociologiealleveL
However, in spite of these writers' rather limited views of social
systems generally, we can use their more detailed work on social-work
fun~tio~s a~d processes in the context of the radical systems model outlined
earlier m thts paper. The usefulness of the approach ofPincus and Minahan
lies in its emphasis on the focus of social-work practice as 'the interactions
?etw~en people and t?eir social environment' (1973, 9). This enables them to
tdenttfy a .number o~ resource systems' with which people interact in order
to c~pe w~th the envtr?nment. These are informal resource systems, ineluding
famtly, fn?nds and.net?hbours,forma/ resource systems, including
membershtp orgamzattons, associations and trade unions, and societal
resource systems, ineluding schools, hospitals and social-welfare
organizations. Although the stratification and power distribution within and
between these sy~tems and their often controlling and oppressive role is
largely unrecogmzed, attention is given to prohlems of interaction with
resource systems, ineluding schools, hospitals and social-welfare. Socialwork.activity is designed to enable people to use their own capacity for
effectmg change, to establish linkages hetween people and resource systems
to enable change to take place in the systems themselves, and to enable
'
people to carry out roles within the system. While the socialization and
:pattern-maintena~ce' function~ of some of these activities is clear, they also
melude the potenttal for more radical activity designed to confront or resist
resource systems .
. Within the .limitations imposed by its overall ideological perspective, the
Pmcu~ and Mt~ah~n.approach achieves some successin shifting the focus of
~ttentton ~rom mdtvtdual or group pathology to that of interaction. Thus
problems , they assert, are not attributes of people, but of social situations:
therefo~e a pro~lem .involves a social situation, the people who are
evaluatmg the sttuatton as prohlematic, and the reasons for their evaluation
~gain, in identifying the four basic systems with which social workers
.
mterac~--change age~t, elient system, target system and action systemthey wtden t~e potenttal focus for social-work activity. The target
system-that ts, the people or structures which have to he influenced or
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changedinorder to achieve specific social work goals-may he the elients of
welfare services, or other groups, or may he the social worker's employing
organization (the change agent) or other organizations. The action system
camprises the social worker and the people he works with in order to effect
change, ineluding the elient system or other individuals or groups of people.
Much of this conceptualization of practice, inadequately sketched here,
involves a somewhat simplistic view of the nature of social control and of
the power of the social worker, especially in its discussion of the need to
establish 'contracts' between social workers and elients. However, once
again the positives of this approach are also evident-the emphasis on the
organizational context of social workas a potential target for change, and on
the cooperative effort which is needed in the action system if change is to
take place. Finally, discussion of the concept of relationship, that dreaded idol
of traditional social work, involves consideration of a wide range of
interactions with a wide range of systems, ineluding collaboration,
bargaining and conflict.
Goldstein 's approach, similarly basedon a systems analysis, is interesting in
that it emphasizes the provision of a context for sociallearning as the major
objective of social work. In Goldstein 's work, sociallearning is seen
primarily as socialization and adaptation, but it could equally he seen as
learning about the oppressive nature of the social structures which define and
produce 'problems', and about the strategies needed to combat them
individually and collectively. Onderstanding as a basis for action and change
must he at the root of radical social work, with change emerging from
changes in both elients' and social workers' consciousness. Within a radical
persp~ctive, Goldstein 's view of the enabling function of social work, with
its emphasis on learning in relation to change, has much to recommend it. He
writes that 'although interim purposes may he directed towards emotional,
attitudinal and perceptual factors, social work is essentially concerned with
how persons actively deal with their relationships and environment within
their social existence ... social work provides a way ... that persons may use
to find a salution to or alternatives for a disruptive condition ... social work
does not solve problems or change conditions [it J is a means, not an end in
itself.' (1973, 6.)

Conscientization in social work
Before we try to make use of an integrated approach to social work for the
purposes of radical practice, we will turn briefly to the work ofPaulo Friere
(1972a; 1972b) in the field of education and its possible applications to social
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work. Friere has been concerned to develop a form of education for the
masses in Latin America which is essentially liberating. It is an educational
process which ~s designe~ to develop praxis, critica! reflection on reality and
subsequent actlon upon tt. The development of critica! consciousness is
essential to his educational scheme, for this is what wil! enable the masses to
transferm reality. This liberating education, conscientization, confronts
existing traditional education which is based u pon what Friere calls a banking
model, a model t~at reflects an op~ressive social structure: 'In the banking
concept of educatton, knowledge ts a gift bestewed by those who consider
the~selves k~o":'ledgeable upon those whom they consider to know
?othmg. ProJectmg an absolute ignorance into ethers, a characteristic of the
~deol.og~ of oppression, negates education and knowledge as processes of
mqutry. (1972b, 46.) The development of critica! consciousnesscannot take
place where the oppressed are treated as merely empty vessels to he filled
with a 'liberating' ideology: critica! consciousness develops from an
ackn.o':"l~dgement of the existing consc_iousness of the oppressed, however
fatahstlc tt may he, and from mutual dialogue between all those concerned
with the task ofliberation.
In Latin A~erica the co~cept of conscientization is ha ving a profound
elfeet on soctal-work practlce and education (Alfero, 1972). A
re~oncept~alization of social work is taking place. At the ideological and
phtlosophtcal level conceptionsof the relationship of man to the world have
~een c~anged to allow social workers to he fully involved in Latin American
~tberatlon movements. Such a change in social-work objectives can he
tl!ustrated by an extract from a 1971 report of a seminar ofLatin American
Schools of Social W ork in Ecuador:
_
Social work will he able to contribute to the tr;msformation of the present situation
only so long as it commits itself to man and society in the social change process.
Social work implies talking in terms of a reflexive, horizontal, dynamic,
communication which will dialectically feed back into action.
~n spite ~f the fact that reality conditions man, we conclude that he is capable of
mfluencmg and transforming his reality. Even ~nder conditions of oppression, man is
capable of seeking his own liberation.

Social work should place itelf within an ideology ofliberation. This should get its
start from the deepest causes that have subjected men to oppression and
underdevelopment.
The so~ial worke~ will c~ntribute to form this free man, preferably through an
educat10nal funct10n wh1ch will he enabling and conscientizing. (Alfero, 1972, 80.)
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From overall objectives such as these, social workers in Latin America are
trying to develop techniques to operationalize conscientization in the
specific circumstances that confront social work in these countries. In general
social-work techniques within the conscientization approach mustencourage
the development of awareness in the human being, both the people with
whom social workers are involved and social workers themselves. 'Once
conscientization becomes incorporated into social work,' Alfere writes, 'we
must keep in mind that we, as professionals, cannot conscientize ethers if we
have not reached a specific degree of conscientization ourselves.' (1972, 81.)
The operationalizing of conscientization for radical social work in Western
capitalist countries is a major task for the future.

Elements in a paradigm for radical practice
Having identified some possible conceptual bases for radical social-work
practice--systems analysis, integrated methods approaches and
conscientization-we can now proceed, finally, to identify some of the
elementsof a framewerk within which radical practice can he located. At this
stage, such a framewerk can he no more than a partial agenda to he
developed by social workers in education and practice: it needs, particularly,
a mass of recorded practice in order eventually to provide a substantial basis
ofknowledge and skilis to which social workers canturn in order to develop
radical practice. The framewerk takes the form of a number of propositions,
some descriptive, and some prescriptive, concerning the context, aims and
methods of radical practice in social work.

The context of radical practice
1 Contradiefion In capitalist society, social work operates as part of a
social-welfare system which is located at the centre of the contradictions
arising from the dehumanizing consequences of capitalist economie
production. Social werkers, although situated in a largely oppressive
organizational and professional context, have the potential for recognizing
these contradictions and, through werking at the point of interaction
between people and their social environment, of helping to increase the
control by people over economie and politica! structures.
2 Dialeetic ofpeople and systems The relationship between people and the
various systems which cernprise their social environment is a dialectica! one.
'It is as transforming and creative beings that men, În their permanent
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relations with reality, produce not only material goods-tangible objects-but also social institutions, ideas and concepts. Through their continuing
praxis, men simultaneously create history and become historical-sodal
beings.' (Friere, 1972b, 73.) Although it is true to say that men both create
and are created by their social world, the context of social work provides an
opportunity for enhancing the creative, determining, potential of people.
3 Systems: oppressive and supportive The social environment with whieh
people interact and which is the focus of social-work intervention, can he
seen as consisring of a number of systems whieh are the souree ofboth
oppression and support. In capitalist society these systems-the family, the
neighbourhood, the trade union, the school, the factory, the hospita!, the
sodai-welfare agency and others-all carry to greater or lesser degree the
marks of economie exploitation and the cultural hegemony of the ruling
class. The oppression of women in the family, the fatalismof people in a
neighbourhood when faced with planned cultural elimination, the
socialization of children in school to the demands cf the Iabour market, the
alienation of factory workers, the elitism and exclusiveness of trade unions,
and the bureaucratie, controlling and dehumanizing features ofhospitals and
sodai-welfare organizations, are all examples of this oppression. At the same
time, these very systems can also he the souree of support for people in order
to maintain their identity, secure material resources, and at times resist the
consequences of oppression. Social work has the potenrial of enhancing the
supportive features of some of these systems in the interests of people.
4 Individual consciousness The understanding of the interaction between
people and systems in the social environment must include a recognition of
the individual's own consciousness, of what social situations mean to him,
and ofhis pain and suffering, hope and despair. In social work an
understanding of the effects of past and current experiences on the
consciousness, intentions and behaviour of individuals is crucial.
Appreciation of these effects on the social worker himself, as wellas on other
people, is of vita! importance to the development of radieal practiee.
:Discovering bimself to he an oppressor may cause considerable anguish, but
lt does necessarily lead to solidarity with the oppressed . .Rationalizing his
guilt through paternalistie treatment of the oppressed, all the while holding
them fast in a position of dependence, will not do. Solidarity requires that one
enter into the situation of those with whom one is identifying; it is a radieal
posture.' (Friere, 1972b, 26.)
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The aims of radical practice
1 Education While in general terms the aim of radieal social work in
capitalist society is both to mitigate individual suffering caused substantially
by the consequences of economie production and to engage with others in
the struggle to resist and overcome an oppressive social system, the key taskof
radieal practice is an educational one. This role aims at contributing to the
development in people--especially those suffering most profoundly, such as
the clients of sodai-welfare systems--of a critica! consciousness of their
oppression, and oftheir potential, withothers, of combating this oppression.
In Chile before the military coup, a school of social work saw one of the
objectives of social work as being: 'To raise the level of consciousness of the
deprived classes and to promote in man a critica! and reflexive consciousness
so that in fulfilling his ontologieal vocation, man can overcome the
contradictions operaring in our society 'and assume an effective role in the
structural transformations that it is imperative to achieve.' (Alfero, 1972, 79.)
Of course, such an objective was formulated when a socialist government,
committed to structural transformation, existed in Chile; the strategy
involved in pursuing such an objective needs to he developed speciflcally for
each concrete situation.
2 Linking people with systems In focusing on the interaction between
people and various systems in their environment, radieal practice aims to
facilitate the linkage between individuals and those systems which might
serve their interests. In some situations this involves joinirig with consumer
or co~munity action groups, and in others support and advocacy for
individuals attempting to secure their welfare rights from official
organizations. Such linkages cannot, however, he simplya matter of'flxing'
things. The radieal social worker often strives to accompany these
conneering operations with action directe<! towards the secial relations
involved in interaction. This activity aims at developing among those
involved, including himself, ari increased awareness of the unstated
assumptions behind these social relations--dependence or interdependence,
hierarchy or equality, indoctrination or dialogue. In the often limiting
context of residential institutions it is especially important that this reflection
takes place. In his work in linking people with their own families, for
example, in situations where conflict, pain and despair have characterized
their human relationships, the radieal social worker aims to encourage each
memher to reflect on the distribution of power in the family system, who
gains and who loses from this distribution and the extent to whieh the
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family's internal structure reflects the imperatives of the external economie
structure.
3 Building counter-systems Facilitating linkages between people and
various informal and formal systems, even if accompanied by conscious
reflection on the relationships involved, is frequently not enough. One aim
of radical practice will be to help in the building of counter-systems either
within or outside the existing systems. Such system-building aims to develop
a power-base from which some changes in existing systems can be achieved,
or from which in the short or long term such systems can be radically
transformed or abolished. Within the farnily, for example, a counter-system
may be established consisting of the social worker and an adolescent son or
daughter where the aim is to shift the balance of power in the family or to
provide a supportive system while the adolescent separates from the family.
In residential institutions, it may be necessary to build counter-systems in
order to ameliorate the effects of and ultimately to change an authoritarian
regime. At organizational and community levels, the building of countersystems may involve trade-union or pressure-group activity, or the
establishment of facilities-counter-information services, or community
workshops designed to encourage neighbourhood opposition to official
planning policies, for example-which require continuing maintenance and
the input of specific expertise by the social worker.
4 Individual and structural responses Radical social workers in capitalist
sociery experience intense pressures similar to those experienced by other
radicals in professional or semi-professional occupations. These arise from
being part of the 'managerial' and cantrolling elements of the wider social
system. What should be the aim of radical social work within existing sodaiwelfare systems? The aims of education, systems linking and counter-systems
building account for much of the activity of the radical worker, but we must
also identify the aims involved in providing those direct services-material,
psychological and sametimes coercive--for which the official welfare
system was developed. In providing some of these services, especially those
concerned with material and psychological support, the radical social
worker must acknowledge that his activity is at best short-term ameliorative
intervention which tacitly supports existing structures. :Pven though human
pain and suffering demands an immediate individual response from the
radical worker, his main ideological justification for this work of adaptation
is that it is accompanied by activities designed to further the critica!
consciousness of the recipients of these welfare services and to build power
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bases from which to achieve changes in the services themselves. Professional
workin the state services-health, education, social welfare--involves
varying degrees of participation in coercive and centrolling structures;
while capitalism remains the radical worker has few feasible alternatives to
working both within and against these structures.

Methods in radical practice
1 Dialogical relationships If the key task of radical practice is education,
then the method by which it must be achieved is through the process of
conscientization by dialogue between the worker and other people. Pa ulo
Friere has written extensively on the problems involved indeveloping
dialogical relationships to replace the authoritarian and oppressive
relationships which characterize the cantacts existing befween most
professionals in education and social welfare and their 'clients'. While the
oppressive nature of traditional educational and social-work transaction can
beseen fairly clearly, we have to recognize that the cultural domination of
'banking' approaches to education and cantrolling approaches to social
work infects also those who attempt more radical interventions. Radical
change can only come from consciousness developed as a result of exchange
rather than imposition. Mao Tse-tung (1971) writes: 'There are two
grindpies here: one is the actual needs of the masses rather than what we
fancy they need, and the other is the wishes of the masses, whomust make up
their own minds instead of our making up their minds for them.' Some
radicals, however, seem to imagine that they can achieve liberation by using
the methods of oppression. 'Unfortunately,' Friere writes, 'those who
espouse the cause ofliberation are themselves surrounded and influenced by
the elimate which generates the "banking" concept, and often do not
perceive its true significanee or its dehumanizing power .... Those truly
committed to the cause ofliberation can accept neither the mechanistic
concept of consciousness as an empty vessel to be filled, nor the use of
banking methods of domination (propaganda, slogans-deposits) in the
name of liberation.' (Friere, 1972b, 52.) For the radical social wot:ker the
struggle to develop dialogical relationships is often made especially difficult
by the official power which he holds in relation to the 'dient'. Nevertheless,
work on phenomenology in the study of deviance and mental illness (see
Phillipson and Roche, 1974) enables us to pay increasing attention to the
subjective meanings which people attach to their social world. Exchanging
our perceptions of the social world with others can be the beginning of
dialogue.
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2 Group conscientization Working with people ('clients' and others) in an
'action system' to achieve change will, for the radical social worker, he a
major method by which critica} consciousness can develop. The group is
central to such work, for conscientization cannot he undertaken by one
individual on his own. Group support helps to carry the tensions and
anxieties which a developing critica} consciousness and the liberating action
that must follow are bound to create. The development of a critica}
consciousness, by which the demystification of politica} structures and
economie relations takes place, enables a group and the individuals within it
to assert their own humanity and to confront dehumanization systems. By
working in group situations, the radical social worker has available a range
of strategies which he shares with the group. The strategies of campaigns,
collaboration, and confrontation are to he used by the action system in
relation to the target of intervention, according to a careful politica}
assessment of concrete situations, and a calculation of the consequences for
the action system and others of any particular strategy. The radical worker
needs a range of skilis to enable him to make such assessments and to use
flexibly a wide repertoire of interventions designed to promote change. The
radical worker is not so limited in the methods available to him that the
action accompanying and following group conscientization must always he,
for example, dramatic confrontation. The radical worker may he relatively
protected from the consequences of any particular action (for example, a
rent strike) compared with the other memhers of the action system, and must
take this into account.

3 Organization and planning If radical social workers are to work
effectively, whether with individuals, families, groups, 1n residential
institutions or with large organizations, then they must develop a range of
organizational, administrative and planning skills. Building and maintaining
viabie counter-systems, for example, demands working with others in the
systematic analysis of problem-definitions, the assessment of available
resources, the formulation of feasible goals within specific time limits, the
monitoring ofsubsequent activity and the evaluation of the results. Wh ether
the radical worker is working with individuals or groups of any kind he
must he able to collect relevant data, negotiate working agreements with
those involved in the action, use his expertise appropriately, and plan and
carry out, in a way most beneficia} to the people with whom he is working,
the terminadon ofhis contact. Radical ideology does not replace the need for
a range of skilis in the effective organization and planning of the work.

Condusion
I have attempted to highlight some of the problems involved in developing
an overall analytic and prescriptive framework for radical practice in social
work. It will he clear that radical social work is a long way from being able
to formulate a coherent paradigm of theory and practice which could assist
its development in the .field and in social-work education. Ho wever, in
identifying some of the possible elements in such a future paradigm, I have
aimed to contribute to the promotion of critica! discussion so that the work
of building a paradigm can involve as many radical social workers in the
field and in education as possible, and through them the oppressed and
exploited on whom we depend for our livelihood.
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4
How Misunderstanding Occurs

Clients' orientation

Stuort Rees

Knowledge and belieft

This chapter 1 is not concerned with aspects of client-social worker
exchanges in long-term relationships but, for the most part, with the
potential for misunderstanding which exists even before the parties meetand
in initial meetings. For example, social workers are employed to provide
personal assistance to memhers of the public who seek help or who are
referred tothem by other laymen and professionals. But social worker and
potential elient probably live and have 1ived in different worlds. They may
have different interpretations of resources, objectives and the means to attain
them. What is a routine matter to one may be an unusual and intolerable
experience to the other.
To focus on misunderstanding does not imply that shared points of view
about problems and the service required are a prerequisite to obtaining help.
People may share one another's points of view yet do nothing about each
other's problems. Misunderstanding may be associated with what each party
eventually considers to have been a useful outcome. Y et some people who
might benefit from a social worker's help never seek it; some whoare referred
never become clients; some 'drop out' after initial meetings, and others are
enteredas clients on agency records but arenota ware of this fact and seldom
if ever meet the social worker concerned. These are some possible outcomes
of misunderstanding, the product of dient's and social worker's orientations
to problem solving, such astheir different assumptions about people's
predicaments and about the social worker's role, and the differences intheir
power to conduct and control the content of interviews.
-

1
Some of the data used in this chapter are derived from my research into
client/social worker perspectives, a project sponsored by the Social Science Research
Council. In_so~e instances the.data have been included in unpublished papers and
a reference IS giVen. Where th1s research material has notbeen used previously,
and is published here for the first time, no numbered reference is given.

The general public and new clients' knowledge about social work includes a
range of ideas and expectations stretching from confessed ignorance to a
certain amount of infÇ>rmed guessing. Social workers may he clear about
their terms of reference but such clarity is matched by public confusion.
The British public, including potential clients and those who might refer
others, know little about the recent reorganization of social work, or about
the functions of the personnel who staff the new agencies. In a sample of 65
Scottish clients newly referred toa voluntary and local authority agency, no
one knew about the amalgamation into one department of the previously
separate child care, probation, health and welfare departments, even though
the reorganization had occurred four years earlier. Only one of these clients
said they had ever heard ofthe legislation, the Social Work (Scotland) Act
1968, which brought these changes into effect (Rees, 1973). This one person, a
widow of77, said, 'I think it's another form of allowance like security. Ijust
thought I' d get to hear ofit if it was something for me.' A similar picture of
public ignorance following the reorganization of social work services in
England and Wales has been reported by Glastonbury et al. (1973~ 194).
Ignorance about social work seems partly derived from confusio~ ~b?ut
the all-purpose label. Recently, and in the past, there has been famthartty
with some forms of social work but not with others. In a survey of the
perceptions of a random sample of 385 families in south Wales, respondents
were found to have wholly or partly correct knowledge of the functions of
the probation service, the NSPCC and Citizens' Advice Bureau, but less than
half were able to give even abrief and incomplete description of the work of
the three new components of the new social service departments
(Glastonbury et al. 1973, 19.3-4). Twelve years previously Timms's fmdings
were similar. In a pilotstudy ofknowledge about social workers held by
people of different age, sex, marital status and occupation, the best-known
social worker was found to be the probation officer, of whom only 2 per cent
had not heard, whereas three-quarters of the sample knew nothing of
psychiatrie social work and little more than halfhad heard of a child care
officer (Timms, 1962).
In Britain and elsewhere, the social worker has no clear image. He tends to
be associated with income-maintenance, with charity, with general notions
of officials in positions of authority. Glastonbury (1973, 201) reported that in
contrast to clear-cut references to social security and to doctors, the public
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have difficulty in relating problems to social-work agencies. In a study of the
expectations of 141 mothers closely resembling the population of married
women who might make use of a multidisciplinary casework centre,
Maclean (1973) gave a similar picture oflimited knowlèdge about the social
worker's job when compared with that of more familiar figures such as
doctors, health visitors and the police. Similar accounts of the imprecise
image of social workers and of the vague assumptions about their roles may
be seen in studies of the perceptions of the clients ofUnited States family
service agencies (Bolton and Kammeyer, 1968) and of a random sample of
the general public in Holland (see Mayer and Timms, 1970, 181-2).
The public image of agencies often persists long after the personnel have
changed their functions. A voluntary agency in which the staff prided
themselves on providing casework services was widely regarcled by people
who had recently been referred to it and to other agencies as a place oflast
resort to be used only when entitlements to social security and other benefits
had been exhausted. It was also regarcled as a place where only women
sought help (Rees, 1973, 4). Those respondentsin this sample whohad net
been dependent on supplementary benefits confused the local authority
social-work department with the income-maintenance functions of central
government agencies. Many people, in particular those over so, referred
to social workas the UAB, even though the income maintenance agency
which existed under that name ceased to exist in 1940 (Rees, 1973, 5). There
is reason for such confusion: social workers have some financial resources
and providing money is an easily understood and explained form of help.
Maclean (1973, 5) reported mothers' beliefs that alocal casework centre was
a souree of money and that such beliefs were bolstered by experience of its
workings.
In the minds of prospective clients, social workis also associated with
officialdom. In one instanee where social workers were in a new
multipurpose office block along with almost every other local authority
employee, clients assumed that they were something to do with the council,
and that their job was to check on standards of care related to age group.
Old people thought social workers would see if the aged were being cared
for, mothers that they would ensure children were not maltreated.
The all-purpose label 'social work' may reflect a professional concern with
almost any social problem but it also blurs separate tasks and reinforees the
expectation that all officials work together, sharing information and
purposes ofcon trol. People with housing difficulties have said that they were
reluctant to go to 'the welfare' (social work) because they thought that such
people worked with the council (the housing department), an authority to he
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avoided if possible and appeased when necessary (Rees, 1973). Young people
have been found to have a tendency to lump together indiscriminately the
functions of various agencies-such as police, health visitors, probation
officers-irrespective of their own experience of such personnel: each
official is regarcled as likely to tell all the others whatever he knows, so that
clients asking for help from one would risk putting themselves in bad hooks
with the others (Goetschius and Tash, 1967, 127).

Stigma
Even though knowledge is imprecise, there is a pattem in the assumptions
and feelings associated with social work. The most widely held belief is that
it means 'welfare'. Welfare has deep-seated bistorical connotations. It reawakens beliefs about the Poor Law, about 'something for nothing', about
places where the feckless receive handouts. In order to avoid the stigma of
these associations, prospective clients endeavour either simply to avoid
contact with 'officials', or to defend their moral worthiness by emphasizing
the value of independenee and the distinction between the deserving and
undeserving.
Several authors have shown that one of the greatest deterrents to seeking
help is that past experiences of receiving aid-in particular financial
entitlements-have been unpleasant {Gould and Kenyon, 1972; Marsden,
1969). Although such unpleasantness is notpart of a general policy, it is in
some respects inevitable because of the values which society attaches to
'success', 'independence' and 'work' (Land, 1969). Social work involves the
acknowledgement of dependence: it is confused with social security and
charity, with being in trouble with officials and also bears connotadons of
stigma.
Studies ofthe public's perceptions of social work and attitudes to defining
and solving problems show an underlying theme of distinguishing between
the deserving and undeserving (Glastonbuty et al., 1973, 197; Morris et al.,
1973). Those whohave feithumbied by being dependent on supplementary
benefits in Great Britain and on welfare in the United States are keen to
define themselves as 'deserving' in relation to undeserving welfare recipients
(Rees, 1973, 9-11; Briar, 1966). Until and unless they receive different
treatmem from 'social workers', some prospective clients believe that to ask
for help is to risk being turned down, to risk being regarcled as undeserving,
whilethereal undeservers, the 'winos', the 'dropouts' andotherdeviants,
are 'known' to be always seeking help, and getting it. In my own research
(1973), the only respondents who denied feelingsome sense of shame or guilt
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at being referred to a social worker were either those few who had been in
co~tac.t wi~h social security officials for years and had resigned themselves to
thetr sttuat1on, or those who had sought advice or help with difficulties
-such as applîcations to become adoptive parents, or for aids for the
disabled-which did notreileet on their position in the social structure.
They were people who had other sourees for self-respect, such as their jobs
or the support ?f famîl~ a?d friends, whîch more than compensated for any
temporary feehngs of d1shke or shame at meeting a socîal worker (Rees,
1973, 7-8). But people without such sourees of self-respect have to make
other a~justments in situations that may appear as potentially stigmatizing
and as hkely to underinine their feelings. They may avoid seeking help, such
as th.e thousands who do not take up means-tested benefits. They may delay
seekmg help until there is no alternative. When they eventually meet a social
worker, they may, initially at least, slant their presentation of need tomeet
their p~rception of the agency' s termsof reference. This may often notmatch
the soc1al worker s assumptions.
One purpose of the reorganization ofBritish socîal-work services was to
produce ~mbrella agencies to reileet the interdependence of family and
~o~m~mty ?eeds a~d resources. In the publîc's mind, however, social work
IS sttllm~xtncably lmked wîth the history of the socîal services in generaL
The feelmgs of stigma associated with socîal work are an obstacle to the
implementation of new philosophies and strategies and to the development
of n.ew resources: although 'less elîgibîlity' and 'deterrence' have officially
vamshed from the statute book, their ghosts still haunt the consciousness of
the British people (Pinker, 1971). From whatever frame of reference these
ass.umptio~s .derive, whether or not people have had personal experience of
~emg hu~mhated, the au:hentic facts of their subjective feelings are more
hkely to mlluence behavwur than the officially defmed aims and traditions of
service (see Pinker, 1971, chapter 4).

Responses to authority
The us~ people make of their own authority and their response to that of
others IS a feature of their life style, partly a reileetion of their personal
resour~es and the degree to whîch they are dependent on certain officials or
professionals. Prospective clients' responses to the authority of others are
features of their general orientation towards defining problems and seeking
help.
Social werkers' clients are aften referred tothem precisely because they
have few resources such as money, accommodation, the advice or support of
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relatives and friends, health, or knowledge of their rights and entitlements, or
of ways to use the services of experts. The absence of such personal resources,
writes Davies (1968, chapter 1), is aften more lîkely to force people toseek
local authority help than are bad social conditîons. The manner in which
people are referred to socîal work agencîes illustrates their lack of personal
resources and samething too of the manner in which they are treated by and
may perceive people in positions of authority. In a sample of65 British
clients (Rees, 1973), who were under na farm of statutory or compulsory
supervision, only between 8 and 12 per cent were self-referred whereas
19-29 per cent were referred by other professionals or officials without their
prior consultatien or consent, including four who were referred by
neighbours or relatives. These people first knew of the social worker's
involvement when they received a letter from him or when he arrived on
their doorstep. In the United Statesthese referred to social workers are not
always told why: 'doctors most aften recommend the Family Service in
much the same way they do a medica! prescription. The patient is simply
told that the service would be good for him and sarnething may be said about
fees.' (Bolton and Kammeyer, 1968, 52.) Past treatment by officials
perceived as having various farms of power and inlluence will colour future
expectations. A characteristic response to authority is submissiveness. This
may be particularly true of people whoare poor, whoare dependent, who
have things done to them. They have, says Coser (1962), an essentially
passive trait whîch is bath a characteristic of them and their social structure.
Ofpoor people in an area ofNottingham, Coates and Sîlburn (1970, 149)
wrote t~at cheerfulness and optimism found an almast exclusively private
expression, that the overwhelming majority faîled to have any braad socîal
expectations almast as though they had learned that such expectations were
beyond their reach or controL Morris et al. (1973) showed that aften people
did not seek help from the legal services because they feit that nothing
positive could be achieved by taking action of any kind and that, with regard
to socîal security benefits and the Department ofEmployment, people
approached their problems with a feeling of acquiescence and resignation.
Passive traits in social werkers' clients have also been reported although not
labelled as such. McKay et al. (1973) expressed surprise that even people with
particular expectations of the help they wanted regarded themselves as
satisf1ed even if their requests were not met. Old people in partienlar were
submissive and easy to please.
If people have only vague expectations about the help they might need,
and if previously they have been treated by other officials with indifference
or perhaps with rudeness and hostilîty, they are likely to be easîly consoled
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and 'cooled out' by social workers' civility, their willingness to listen
without interrupting, although such treatment may not be accompanied by
any other form of service. People suffering a variety of personal and social
prohlems are seldom their own best advocates, neither do they use very
demanding criteria by which to assess a social worker's performance. In a
study (Rees, 1974a) ofthe exchanges between 60 elients and their social
workers over six months, there was only one recorded instanee of a elient
complaining about the nature ofthe service from a social worker. In this case
a complaint was made to a senior ahout the reception into care of a mentally
handicapped daughter, although two families had written letters to the
newspapers about their general circumstances and in two cases a letter to the
Queen and Prime Minister respectively. Of relationships between clients
and their respective caseworkers in the United States, Macarov (1974)
reports that it seems to be a rare elient who 'breaks cover' and indicates
disagreement with the worker's leads, saying something like, 'Let's nottalk
about my kid anymore. Let's talk dollars and cents.'
In commenting on prospective clients' submissiveness to authority one
must avoid giving the impression that people merely do what they are told, or
tnat they are and always have been treated in an authoritarian way by
officials. Ho wever, there is evidence that certain of the population, in
particular lower-working elass groups, have a marked tendency to expect
authority to be used in a directive manner and in some circumstances
consider prescription as both appropriate and useful (Lipset, 1963). These
expectations are in direct opposition to traditional assumptions of socialwork practice. Clients who sought social worker's advice and direction
regarding the behaviour of others have been described as confused by the
social worker's neutral stance, his non-interventionist approach (Mayer and
Timms, 1970, 65-80). Clients of probation officers and other correction
workers and the clients offamily service agencies, both in the United States
and Great Britain, have wanted their social workers to give direct advice
and opinion, and the frustration of these expectations is reported to he the
feature of the service which they most disliked (Gottesfeld, 1965; Reid and
Shapiro, 1969). Sometimes those with 'authority' are characterized as
people who may have a quick solution. Morris (et al., 1973) suggests that
quick solutions may often he needed because the seeking of help has been
left until matters have reached crisis proportions, and that when people are
then faced with refusals, referrals elsewhere or delays while action is taken
on their behalf, they form a negative view of the helping process.
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Social workers' orientation
Oecision-making procedures in the social services are seldom visible and
potential elients may have to guess at what the social worker does. But in
many respects there will he grounds for their assumptions, and their guesses
may he accurate. The procedures by which social workers distinguish certain
groups as more worthy of attention than others, and the circumstances under
which they exercise authority, matchaspectsof potential elients'
expectations.
In various agencies, professionals are involved in selecting from a large
'eligible population' a smaller number of' appropriate' clients. Of young
people referred to United States juvenile courts, only a proportion were
processed as delinquents (Emerson, 1970). Although blind welfare services
are available for all sightless persons in the United States, Scott found them
to he concentrated on blind children who were educable and the non-aged
person thought to be employable (Scott, 1969b). The sameselection
process occurs in social workin Great Britain. In spite of social workers'
official and utopian terms of reference in the promotion of social welfare,
only a small number of people referred may get beyond intake interviews to
be allocated as cases and of these even fewer may receive the social worker' s
sustained attention, as not only eligible but also as capable ofbeing helped.
As a result of training, experience and association with colleagues,
professionals of all kinds adapt to the demands of their jobs by the application
of abstract systems of ideas-ideologies-which influence both their
manner of interpreting societal demands and elient needs. For example,
Zimnierman (1971) has described how in the United States welfare
receptionists tried to satisfy themselves with what was reasonable
compliance with 'rules' in order to avoid difficulties and to get on with their
work. Attempts to introduce patient government in psychiatrie hospitals are
regarcled as dependent on the prevailing ideologies of professional groups at
any one place or time (Strauss et al., 1964). Smith and Harris (1972) argue that
in order to understand the organizational procedures of social-work
departments, it is important to pay particular attention to the sets of
meanings which social workers assign to their work and to the organization
of which they are a part; they found that procedures for allocating cases were
attempts, varying in degrees of success, to implement a number of needideologies at the operationallevel. These trends can be illustrated by
examining how social workers determine priorities.
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Establishing priorities
Time is a resource. One way fora social worker to use it carefully is toselect
by a system of priorities those cases he will take on at allocation and those to
which he will pay most attention once they have become part of a caseload.
The sense of priority will be expressed through preferences and interests,
sometimes by a sense of moral concern and sometimes in terms of
expediency.
Interest potential becomes a resource for the dient. The social worker is
more likely to find time and facilities for cases in which he is interested. Some
cas_es are less interesting than others. A survey (Neill et a/.,1973) ofthe
attitudes of 69 area-based social workers in a new English Social Service
Dep~rtme.nt showed a marke~ pr~ference for working with cases involving
relauonshtp problems and chtldren, least preferenee being expressed for
work with the physically disabled and the elderly even though these latter
made up the highest proportion (62 per cent) ofthe department's dientele. A
voluntary agency, with more apparent control than alocal authority over
the people it selected as dients, specialized in work with single-parent
families, although it was often only by accident that dients or referral agents
could discover this policy. The agency had established a weekly social
gatbering for the mothers of single parent families. A social worker
expressed how her interest matched agency policy: 'I take on a lot of these
one-parent families. I have an interest in them because I think they have all
sorts of problems which we can try to cope with and help in different sorts of
ways apart from the social-work relationship.'
Often, the particular case in which the social worker is interested reflects
the type of case he would like to be known by. It represents the most
desirabie label ofhis occupation, his preferred professional image. A social
worker in alocal authority, interested in the case of a recently separated
mother referred for support with financial and other difficulties, illustrates
~he point: 'I think it's a case people are interested in. Most people I find are
mterest~d i~ ;vork with families where there are children. Not everybody,
but I thmk 1t s the type of case I could discuss with my colleagues.'
Priority is also established by a sense of moral concern. Decisions are taken
to prevent other situations occurring. Those who can project themselves or
their situations as having a certain moral character, says Golfman (1969, 24),
place a moral demand on others, obliging them to take certain kinds of
cooperative action. When social workers perceive cases as 'crises', situations
of this order are likely to occur. A senior social worker expressed her point of
view regarding crises: 'I think a lot of clients are very demanding and
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manipulators and you need to watch this. Some of them would have you
running every minute of the day and you have to makesure you don't fall
into this trap. While others, ifthey 'phoned me and said, "Look, would you
come out"-there's one woman, I had only seen her once and I knew there
was a real crisis when she 'phoned and I would go.'
Certain cases, such as those involving unmarried mothers, are often
re~arded a priori as having crisis characteristics, whereas cases which appear
to_mv?lve applications for old people's homes or 'straightforward aidtype
tht~gs , may be ;egarded as something which can wait, 'because they are
easter, they don t demand so much, you are not going to get the samecrisis
with them.'
Some priorities are determined by matters of expediency. Social workis
sometimes visible and public in volving the scrutiny of outsiders. Cases
involving compulsory supervision, sometimes referred to as 'the statutory
work' are of this nature. So too are those cases in which other agencies and
professionals seek the social worker's cooperation-housing departments
threat~ning to evict, courts expecting reports, doctors wanting a follow-up
of pattents they've referred. Although occasionally resenting such pressures,·
the soci~l ~orker ~.ay feel obliged to respond. The sense ofhaving to give
some pnonty to vlSlble work affects the social worker's rationing of time,
and time given to such cases will not be available to others.

Jl1j
jli'l

The injluence of theories
Social workers may have to trimtheir timetomeet the pressures of outsiders.
But they may also tailor their theories to match particular expressions of
need. Ideas and theories derived from training provide a basis for ideologies,
aqd a means of communicating, often in a taken-for granted way, with
immediate colleagues and interested outsiders, such as doctors, psychiatrists,
health visitors and other social workers induding the staff of residential
institutions. Two theoretica! assumptions are inherent features of social
workers' training and seem likely to affect their orientation totheir job, ftrst
that social work is part of a process, and secondly that problems may be
~nderstood and perhaps resolved through establishing and understanding
mterpersonal relationships.
The assumption that social-work help is a process is derived from
casework theories which stress the value of making relationships, of
establishing some interdependence between social worker and dient, and of
shared but different activities aimed at the attainment of a common goal. In
some circumstances this may be a relevant and useful notion. But the dient,
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argues Kuhn (1962), may see an interview as a single act whereas the social
work?r defines it as a process in volving a sequence of interviews, the
estabhshment of a relationship and the controlled termination of that
:eiati~nship. Differen~ assumptions about the significanee of any one
m.tervtew often contnbute to misunderstanding between social worker and
che~t about subse~uent arrangements to meet. Many prospective elients-in
parttcular those wtth few personal resources or those who have lived with
so~e irrevocable difficulty, such as the parentsof a mentally handicapped
chdd-may have become used toa series of regular ifbrief meetings with a
variety of'caretakers', such as health visitors, educational welfare officers,
the represe~tative~ ofhousing departments and supplementary benefit
o~c~s, credtt a~~ msurance collectors, gas and dectricity men, doctors,
mtmsters of rehg10n, other social workers and perhaps even researchers.
~hese meetings have been described as 'contacts' which sustain a pattern of
hfe ra~her than change it, which are brief and taken for granted, which
so~ettm?s cr;at? more problems than they solve, which frequently deal, not
wtth a cl~e~t s dtfficulty or feelings, but with an official's needs to carry out
some acttvtty (Rees, .1974b). To many clients the social worker's identity is
blurred by such prevtous encounters. Initial meetings with social workers are
not ~ecessari!y perceiv~d as different from those with other passer-byoffictals, the. caretakers who are part of urban life, whose task is also to give
s~me a~ent10n, h.owever cursory, to various aspects of families' needs, their
dtfficulttes or obhgations.
The uninitiated will not know that in first.discussions about their
situations, in which they are often not present, they are being assessed, not
only as to whether they can he helped, but also whether they should become
part of a caselaad and perh~ps too whether they should he considered long or
short term cases. Even havmg become clients, it is often not known who is to
take an initiative for further action, if any, and whether or nota case has been
closed. In some departments and forsome social workers it is policy that once
a dient, always a dient. People are kept on the hooks, partly as a mark of
~oneer? and partly on the assumption that the process of problem solving is
m~ermmable (~ees, 1974a; W.aldron, 1961). Clients may not know ifthey
wtll see the soctal worker agam and often assume that the matter is over.
McKay and her colleagues (1973, 490) reported, 'A number of consumers
we:e not cle~r as t~ whether they were in contact with the department and
thetr perceptlans dtd not always coincide with recordeci information. Ten
per cent of the consumers who thought they were in contact with a social
worker were in fact sampledas "closed cases". In contrast two thirds of those
who thought they were closed were in fact active cases.'

Ho wever simple or complex a case may appear, whatever someone's prior
knowledge or the route of referral, the social worker will he involved in
interpreting the problem, the service required and the resources available.
On some occasions his response may he routine, relatively automatic. On
other occasions he may feel that he has neither the knowledge nor experience
to cope, or he may be faced with a conflict ofinterests, or he is expected to do
x and y when he only has resources a and b. In each of these situations the
social worker is likely to rely on those modelsof explanation with which he
is familiar. In this respect theories become a souree ofinfluence; they raise
certain questions in the minds of practitioners and make it difficult to raise
other questions, toseek other answers (Rees and Edwards, 1973).
In view of the recent attention given to the welfare rights movement, to
community work, to de-clienting social work, it is perhaps ·becoming
hackneyed to repeat the criticisms of Wootton (1959) and Sinfield (1969)
that social workers have concentrated too much on theories ofinterpersonal
relationships instead of examining the social, economie and politica! sourees
of problems and developing alternative, relevant strategies and ideologies.
But the theories attributing certain forms of social pathology are still a
feature of many social workers' education and may contribute
disproportionately to their subsequent sense of professional identity and
general orientation.
For these reasons it should he helpful to underline that the manne~ in
which problems are defined may he a causal factor as well as an outcome of
behaviour. In a study (Taber, 1970) involving 35 Canadian social-work
agencies, teachers, parents and social workers disagreed considerably in
identifying problem children. The very process of discussing with the
respective parties who were 'the problems'lead to changed interpretations,
or the disappearance or stimulation of the behaviour that had caused
.
complaint. A similar study (Shepherd et al., 1966) invalving child guidance
clinics iri Great Britain found that many so-called disturbances ofbehaviour
were no more than temporary exaggerations of widely distributed reaction
patterns.

The pressures of outsiders
Intheir concern to understand behaviour, social workers may often fall back
~" "'. on a trained tendency to consider family dynamics as causal explanations.
But the social worker is nota free agent. Heisnot always able to choose with
whom he will work and how. He has been and is being used increasingly by
other agencies to control circumstances and behaviour, as a regulator of
conflict. He will he under pressure from various agents-such as elected
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councillors and courts, housing departments, schools and police--to take
certain farms of action, toencourage repayment of rents or the acceptance of
a transfer of accommodation, to find money in order to avoid gas or
dectricity being cut off, to encourage children to attend schools or adults to
accept a 'need' for support or supervision. In allocation meetings, at least, the
social worker's notion of social need may merely reflect the way in which it
is utilized by other professional groups (Smith, 1973). In his assumptions
about what is possible and desirable, the social worker may he partly
influenced by his and his colleagues' theories and their interpretations of
rules and resources. But he is deflected or even directed towards many
clients, not by the people themselves, but by the representatives of other
established and aften powerful institutions and professions.
The first meeting between social worker and elient is an inherently
unequal bargaining situation because the farmer, like other professionals in
similar contexts, can control the agenda by giving or withholding
information and by deciding which resOurces are available and relevant
(Schelf, 1969). Such influence is compounded, both by clients' probable
submissiveness and because in many situations people are referred precisely
because they are already in conflict with the considered authority of other
agencies. The latter may significantly influence social workers' termsof
reference and their interpretation of problems.
Milier and Paul described such a tendency in the United States. Their
warning is worth repeating. When defining the social problems of the lower
class, they wrote, it is vital to distinguish between what really are problems
in the lower-class community and what appear to he problems because of an
impHeit comparison with features of middle-class culture. They concluded
that there was perhaps not so much pathology in lower-class life as had been
commonly supposed, and that social workers therefore needed to clarify the
cultural sourees of'pathology' and to indicate more directly the nature of
feasible treatment goals (Miller, 1959; Paul and Miller, 1965). Such
clarification in the present circumstances would involve examining the
relationship between characteristics of clients' assumptions and social
workers' activities. In the immediate future and in individual cases the social
worker may find that his allegiance is not with farms of'local authority' but
with those whoare advancing different ways ofinterpreting behaviour, who
are trying to develop other resources to represent less powerful people. He
may wish to support and make use of community and tenant groups, the
national pressure groups representing the interestsof categodes of dependent
people and, in certain areas and situations, the neighbourhood law firms and
the free schools.

Condoding comment
The discussion above suggests three ways and areas in which social workers
might he enabled to clarify their identity, to assert some independenee and to
reduce present features of misunderstanding. The~ c?ncern the con~ent of
social-work education, some redirection of agenc1es resources and tnterests
and, in the light of this, some attempt to change public h:~iefs ..
In education and training, students should become fam1har w1th what has
been referred to collectively as the clients' orientation, their knowledge and
beliefs, their possible feelings of stigma and responses to auth?rity and also
with the aften unwitting manner in which social-work praenee feeds some
people 's suspicions and assumptions, even thoug~ s?cial ":'orkers ~igh~
consider them 'incorrect'. Unless this is done, trammg w1ll he an 1deahzed
form of experience, the notions of the classroom hearing little relevanee to
the exigencies of the job.
.
.
. .
.
The new managers of social-work serv1ces, perhaps 1n assoc1at10n w1th
those who sit on the boards of the private agencies, or the elected persounel
on social-work committees, must clarify their alliances and say in what ways
they will act independently to influence the objectives oflocal social policy ·
For example, front-line social workers aften ~esent t~at the~ a.re asked to
intervene by housing departments in cases of 1mpendmg ev1ct1on. But t~ey
find little evidence that senior persounel either wish to change such a pohcy
or are aware ofits implications-namely that what appears to different localauthority employees as reasanabie cooperation on a family's hebalflooks like
collusion to certain sections of the public.
· Somè general education is required to increase and to clarify public
knowledge so that there are fewer mysteries, less fear. and confusion about
the social worker's job. Unless attention is paid to th1s and to the other
proposals, then a policy of employing more socia~ workers to ~eal with
social problems may merely increase the volume 1f not the vanety of the
present potential for misunderstanding. It will do little to disturb the
bistorical momenturn ofbeliefs that social work means a place oflast resort,
or is just another arm in the alliance of officials, despite the ~act ~hat neither
assumption matches the intentions of recent social-work leg1slauon, ~or
some social workers' redefini ti ons of their rol es, nor any newly acqmred
radical stance.
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lt's All Right for You to Talk: Politica!
and Sociological Manifestos

for Socio! Work Action
Stanley Cohen
I would like in this essay to deal with certain aspects of the relationship
between sociology (the sociology of deviance in particular) and social-work
practice. The aspects I have chosen have been suggested quite specifically by
my personal experience and that of my colleagues in our cantacts with
various groups of social workers, especially those in probation, community
work, youth work and residential institutions. In these contacts-as we trail
around the country, serving on study groups, examining on training courses,
or simply talking to captive audiences at the inevitable weekend conference
by the sea-the most familiar reaction we encounter is encapsulated in the
phrase (often quite explicitly used): 'it's allright for you to talk.' The
impHeation is that, however interesting, amusing, correct and even rnarally
uplifting our message might be, it is ultimately a self-indulgent intellectual
e:x'ercise, a luxury which cannot be afforded by anyone tied down by the
day-to-day demands of a social-work job. This reaction is especially
pronounced when our message is supposed to be 'radical' and our audience
includes self-professed 'radical social workers'.
I am still surprised, even on occasions hurt, by this reaction because I
continue to think that those areas of sociology which interest me should be
relevant to social workers and also because I selfconsciously avoid presenting
ideas in a style that could be pejoratively termed 'academie'. Yet the
negative reaction still comes up, either in an extreme form which is
accompanied by manifest hostility and defensiveness ('we've got to do your
dirty work', 'what right have you got tostand up there andjudge us?',
'you've got no idea about our problems'), or in a weaker version which
allows the validity of the sociologist's claims but is genuinely perplexed
about their practical implications.
Our responses to such attacks or queries are invariably feeble. We
either resort to a simple-minded role theory-poor social workers are
trapped in their professional roles and cannot detach themselves enough to
see what is to be done--or else the only slightly less simple-minded politica!
variants of this theory couched in the rhetoric of' working in the system',
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'tools ofthe state', 'bourgeois individualism'. Such responses are not only
patronizing, not only intellectually inadequate bu~ also downr~ght useles~~~
most social workers. Theyonly serve as self-fulfilhng prophec1es for the lts
allright for you to talk' position and further reinforce the social worker's
feeling that we don't take their problems sedously.
I want here to take the social worker's reaction to us at its face value and to
examine some of the models for action which we appear to be offering. For
present purposes, this means taking for granted the familiar sociological ~nd
politica! critiques about the limitations of social work as an agent for rad1eal
social change. I would not want to question the validity of such critiques
-dealt with elsewhere in this volume--which continue to stress the
macrosocietal contexts of race, class, inequality and power in which
soëial-work practice in contemporary industrial societies must be located.
But such critiques-as social workers correctly perceive--might have
marginal, contradictory or ambiguous implications for day-to-èay work. In
this sense social workers are correct in saying that it's allright for us to talk,
we don't have to do the dirty work.
And this perception is becoming increasingly urgent as social w~rkers .
themselves become swept along intheir own self-generated rhetonc (that 1s,
unaided by the platitudes of sociological tracts) which demands ra~ical
changes in the professional rol~. This revolt from the 'a~~nts of soc1a~
control' or 'morality enforcers (to use the by now fam1har lab~ls) m1~~t of
coursecome from a right- rather than the more obviously left-wmg pohncal
position. Witness the power, for example, o~prison guards -;vho refuse t~ go
along with liberalizing changes in penal pohcy. But more 1mportantly lt
comes from the whole cohort of radicalized social workers who are
increasingly resisting definitions of themselv~s as fu~ctio~aries ?f the soc~al
control apparatus. Such definitions are espec1ally pamfulm settmgs not hke
.
the prison or the courtroom but in mental h~spi~als •. commu~ity
organizations, child-care agencies and other ~nstltlltlons offtclally des1gned
to further well being but increasingly perce1ved by workers and
clients alike as.disguised forms of punishment or repression. As Lee
Rainwater (1974, 335) nicely puts it 'The dirty workers are increasingly
caught between the silent middle class which wants them to do the v.:ork and
keèp quiet about it and the objtcts of that work who refuse to contmue to
.
take it lying down.'
These new cohorts of dirty workers are now looking for some theoretica!
reference point outside their immediate work situation which would
.
legitimate the sense of activism and commitment they have brought to the1r
profession (see Pearson, 1973; 1974a). IfFreudianism is the god that has to be
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seen to have failed, then Marxism became the correct and only god, but
unfortunately it seemed a god a little too far away and a little too harsh in its
judgements. It was bad enough for an ordinary bourgeois individualist to
flght the good flght, but it was so much worse if one were actually employed
as an agent of social con trol, a tooi of the welfare state, a weapon of
paciflcation. What was needed was a middle-range theory which would
make these judgements less severe, which would bridge the gap from
mundane work to a revolutionary theory of society and allow one not to sell
out. This need was metinsome perfectly justiflable but also insome perverse
ways by the new deviancy theory. This, and the more orthodox Marxism,
are the major radical models being offered.

The promise of deviancy theory
In the last decade or so a liberal view of deviancy percolated through into
social workunder such rubrics as interactionism or labelling theory. The
basic premises of this perspective are simple enough and involve little more
than recognizing the deviants' right to present their own defmition of the
situation, a humanization of their supposed process ofbecoming deviant and
a sensitivity to the undesirable and stigmatizing effects of intervention by
control agents. Much heavy weather has been made by some sociologists
about the higher theoretica! intricacies ofthis view (see especially Taylor,
et al., 1973) and these critics have been particularly insistent in pressing the
charge that interactionism presents a picture of the deviant as an innocuous
creature clumsily mismanaged by middle-level caretakers. The
deviant-this by now familiar critique argues-is portrayed as a passive
victim of circumstances beyond his con trol, a creation not of the old
pathologies of positivist criminology but of intervention by control agents.
This tends to deny intentionality and consciousness, particularly of a politica!
variety.
This is not the placetoengage with these critiques which, to say the least, are
overstated. The main point is that in pushing their particular politica! and
epistomologicalline, they had to downgrade the possible implications of
deviancy theory. They have argued correctly that the endless series of
ethnographies of deviant groups and control agencies are dead-ends in
themselves, but surely social workers can~and have--derived considerable
benefit from this sort of work in simply sensitizing them to such matters as
the deviant's own account ofthe world. And if one doesnottake too
doctrinaire a line a bout the desirability of short-scale reform (an issue I will
return to) then the policy implications arealso not to be dismissed too easily.
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lt is of course true that labelling theory doesn't get directly at the roots of
inequality and human misery, but it seems absurd to write off all the many
reforms that are èonsequent on its position. We flnd the following in Case
Con, 1 the 'revolutionary magazine for social workers' which has enjoyed
such a wide success and which I will take as representing the radical position
in the United Kingdom: 'This means that labelling theory really goes no
further than being able to reform the ways we deal with deviance, so that we
don't create deviant "careers" and don't amplify social problems.' (Cánnan,
1970.) As radicals we would obviously want to go much further, but would
it really not be a significant social change if we could reform our 'ways of
dealing with deviance'? The iudietment oflabelling theory is not so much
that it goes 'no further' than this, but that it hasn't been too clear about how
to get this far.
Later in the same article, Cannan talks about how the rapid absorption of
labelling theory into. radical social workers' critique of the welfare state
will only change the state's methods and not the whole power structure. No
doubt. But where, flve years after this artiele was written, are the signs of
this rapid absorption? And again, the self-styled radical social workers (and
the sociologists and criminologists who feed them their theories) need to be
reminded that there are some clients, deviants and dependants who are
indeed victims. They have, objectively, been exploited and victimized,
railroadéd and stigmatized, punished and excluded-and they see
themselves like this. Most of them would prefer the 'methods' with which
they were handled to be changed and would presumably not want to hang
around until the power structure shifts for this to happen. More later about
the revolutionary solution.
To repeat: the indictment is not that the solutions have been only at the
middle level, without an explicitly politica! prograriime, but that these
changes have not been made clear enough. The worker in a residential
institution who reads Golfman wants to know how institutionalization can
be de'à1t with; the community worker hearing about deviancy ampliflcation
is interested in how this spiral can be checked; the caseworker wants to
operate without further stigmatizing his clients. The reason why these
matters havenotbeen spelt out (and here I agree with the radical critique of
interactionism) is because of the laissez-faire, hands-off attitude behind the
new theories. As Young (1975) correctly states. 'New deviancy theorists
have been stridently non-interventionist.' They have often done little more
than ask the middle-level managers of the control apparatus to leave deviants
alone.
1 The Case Con manifeste is printed as an appendi~ to this volume.
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That this defect is not simply an oversight which will eventually be dealt
with, is shown by the recent attempt by Edwin Schur (1973), a successful
apologist for the theory, to dignify non-interventionism as a preferred
salution to certain policy matters. I want to consider in some detail his
recommendation of non-interventionism in the deliquency field, because
this salution points to both the appeal and some of the weaknesses of this
particular strategy.

Radical non-intervention: the liberal answer?
What Schur does is construct three ideal types to cover the dominant societal
reactions to the deliquency problem. These are: individual treatment, liberal
reform and radical non-intervention, the first two accounting betweenthem for
most current research and policy in delinquency. The individual treatment
model is based on psychological theories assuming the differentness of
offenders: deliquency is attributable to the special personal characteristics of
delinquents. It favours clinical types of research and treatment, directspreventive measure towards identifying 'pre-delinquents' or at
individualized casework and counselling programmes and favours the
individualized justice approach to the juvenile court. The orthodox stream
of casework and social reform in this country would probably lean towards
this model, directing efforts, for example as it has in recent years, towards a
welfare type of juvenile court and the introduetion of more school
counselling services. The liberal reform model is the more sociolog!5al variant
on the treatment theme focusing as it does on factors at the social class and
community level. It sees the immediate sourees of delinquency in structural
or subcultural terms, uses such theories as anomie and status frustration,
directs prevention to the street gang or community level, advocates
piecemeal social reform such as the increase of educational opportunities for
the underprivileged and directs juvenile courts and correctional institutions
to be more socially a ware. One could identify this model here with the more
sociologically rather than psychologically trained generation of probation
officers and with such movements as group work and community work.
Schur then proceeds-plausibly enough for the most part-to show the
many problems which have arisen in implementing both the treatment and
reform models. The treatment modellacks anything Hke a sound empirica!
basis in the demonstratien that deliquency can be accounted for by
psychological differences: its favoured methods of intervention, such as
predierion and early treatment, are theoretically and empirically suspect; the
results of various traditional counselling and community treatment
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programmes have been uniformly disappointing while new ones such as
behaviour modification raise uncomfortable ethical problems. Juvenile
institutions-yet to resolve the conflict between treatment and custody
-have not been notably successful.
Schur's critique of the reform model is somewhat less convincing. It is no
argument against class-based theories such as anomie, status-frustration and
blocked opportunity, toshow that a few neighbourhood street projects,
community organization schemes and programmes to widen educational
and employment opportunities haven't worked particularly well in actually
reducing delinquency rates. Nor are the theories necessarily undermined by
the ritualistic repetition of the unrecorded delinquency studies which suggest
that rates are more widespread through the class structure than the official
stadstics suggest. There is no way ofknowing that the liberal prescriptions
for reduction of socio-economie inequality and racism are 'correct' or
not-simply because they have not really been implemented in the
American context. Where the rgument against the liberal reform model is
most telling is in showing the relative failure of the reformed juvenile court,
and probation and juvenile correctional institutions in materially affecting
the delinquency problem.
Schur then spelis out the third alternative: radical non-intervention. lts
assumptions are clearly basedon the new deviancy theory, incorporating
concepts derived from labelling and interactionism. The stress is on stigma,
stereotyping and societal reaction, tagether with a somewhat more radical
reformist positiori than in the older liberal version. Delinquents are seen not
as having special personality characteristics nor even being subject to
socio-economie constraints. They suffer, rather, from contingencies: they
are the ones who have been processed by the juvenile justice system.
Delinquency is widespread throughout society: some juveniles drift into
clearly disapproved behaviour and are processed. This drift allows slightly
· more free choice than the constrained picture of the first two models, a ·
position termed clumsily by Schur as 'neo-antideterminist'.
The focal point of attention thus switches from the individual delinquent
to his interaction with the social-eontrol system, and policy is directed
towards ch~nging the system: there should be voluntary treatment,
decriminalization (particularly in regard to crimes without victims), a
narrowing of the scope of juvenile court jurisdiction and its increased
formalization rather than relaxation towards'a welfare model. There should
also be an unmasking of euphemism: an end to the use of rhetoric of
treatment and rehabilitation in juvenile courts and correctional institutions
to negate or disguise the reality of punishment. The differences between the
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roodels can heseen in the. example of the school: the treatment model might
advocate early identification of the delinquency prone and suitable
counselling programmes; the reform model would suggest the widening of
educational opportunity for schoolleavers; the non-intervention model
would advocate an end to policies which label and stream trouble-makers.
~ehind such.spedfic reforms, the non-intervention model implies a policy
to mcrease soetetal accommodation to youthful diversity, with the basic
injunction: leave the kids alone wherever possible. Even further in the
background, lies a vague commitment to radical sodal change in structure
and values rather than piecemeal sodal reform. lt must he said that the model
is very appealing, even without Schur's concession that heisnot completely
rejecting some polides stemming from the other two. Sodal workers should
endorse any programme which would take them away from the seductive
powers of the treatment model. They would also he well advised to support
non-interventionist tactics particularly in those areas where the legal system
has extended too far and conversely where the legal model has been eroded
by moralistic busybodies under the banner of welfare. They should certainly
take up Schur's call for an end to euphemism and should stop trying to
resolve the contradictions between their dual commitment to welfare and
control by pretending that the control element does not exist. But beyond
this, the non-interventionist argument peters out: it is painfully weak
theoretically and it offers very few prescriptions to resolve day-to-day
problems. Specifically:
·
1

Schur correctly notes how the sodological model has undermined the
notion of individual pathology, but he suggests an alternative which
, rejects all notions of constraint. He complains, for example, that ' ...
the reform outlook to a large extent rests on the notion of structured
variati ons in the freedom of individuals to shape their own destinies.'
(1973, 83.) Now no social worker can get through an hour ofhis round
without being a ware of precisely such 'structured variations' and it
would he absurd to expect him to be convineed of a policy which
sugges~s otherwise. This applies to probieros of mental health, housing
and chlld care as much as to delinquency. But again the defect of'neoantideterminism' is not so much that it is incorrect-it has been a
crudal antidote to the over-determinist legacy of positivist
criminology-but that its implications for practice have not been spelt
out. lt matters a great deal theoretically to show, say, that a female
shoplifter acted intentionally and with some degree of choice rather
than from some obscure condition called kleptomania or menopausal

depression, but how this may matter to the probation officer dealing
with her is not at all apparent.
2

3

When it comes to the argument about the over-reach of criminallaw 2
the non-interventionist case rests primarily on the pragmatic grounds
of the la w's sheer inefftdency in centrolling certain are as of undesirable
behaviour. When prindples are dted, they tend to be little more than a .
restatement of traditional Welfenden-report rhetoric about the
existence of realms of private morality which are not the business of the
law. Now both pragmatic and principled arguments are all very well
in areas of normative dissensus and crime without victims. It is clearly
desirabie for any selfrespecting radical sodal worker to devote
energy-through pressure-group politics and campaigns-to change
certain laws in such areasas drugs, abortion, homosexuality,
prostitution rather than simply to mop up the casualties ofthe law. But
there are two inbuilt limitations to the decriminalization argument: the
first is a self-admitted one that only a small proportion of effences are
suitable candidates for this treatment. The vast bulk of offencesproperty crime--plus other obvious areas such as personal violence
will remain crimina!. This is not to say anything of the other areas of
sodal-work activity-in regard to poverty, homelessness, mental
health-where the criminallaw has little significance.
The second limitation is less often admitted. Once an area of
deviance stops being criminalized, it still has to he polieed by some
other form of sodal controL And more often than not, this form
de~ives from the individual treatment or the liberal reform model.
Now it might he preferabie for all sorts of reasens to treat, say, drugtaking within a medica! or welfare rather than a criminal model, but
someone still has to man the control machine.
This leads to the third problem with non-interventionism from a sodal
worker 's point of view. The stress on the control system-how the ra w
material of rule-breaking is fed into the machine, processed and
recycled-is valuable. It may be quite in ordertotalk of organizations
produdng deviants and to say that 'from an organizational standpoint
the problem of delinquency is tosome extent one of management'
(Schur, 1973, 130). Statements such as these mightjustifiably give rise to
sodologists' concern that the deviant is forgotten as the whole problem
is transformed into one of mismanagement. But for the moment my

2 Fora more comprehensive·but not particularly radical argument about this overreach of criminallaw, see Morris and Hawkins (1970) and Schur (1965).
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concern is that the preferred system of management-and as long as
social workers exist, management is where they will be--remains
obscure.

4

Finally, there is a more disturbing aspect ofthe non-interventionist case
to be considered: its argument against treatment and reform rests quite
correctly on a fundamental questioning of the taken-for-granted
assumption that delinquency is a problem about which sarnething must
be done. But to combine this question with the actual evidence that
current delinquent policies are unworkable and even harmful, in order
to justify a theory of accommodation to diversity, is empty without
some guidelines for establishingjust how this accommodation is to take
place. Moreover, although some aspectsof delinquency probiem-and
indeed many other social probieros as defmed by the powerful for
social workers to deàl with--can wither away, the structural features
of society which both create real.problems for certain memhers and
then exacerbate these probieros by dealing with them unfairly, will
not. Non-intervention can become a euphemism for benign neglect,
for simply doing nothing.
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those of us in the United Kingdom associated with the National Deviancy
Conference--started (and some have never stopped) celebrating such
deviance and claiming it as evidence of a new found politica! consciousness.
Virtually any anti-social activity became elevated in this way. Young (1975)
correctly detects the con tradietion in this version of the theory: 'Now
the message of the deviancy theorist to official society was "hands off you '11
only make matters worse" but at the same time the impHeit ideology was
"believe and hope that the new deviant constituencies do represent a genuine
threat to the social order." '
Those like Y oung who became disenchanted with this position-because
of the idealism which advocated alliances with deviant groups and the
unmasking of conservative control ideologists as the only tactics to
adopt-moved in a position somewhat different to mine. They argued for a
social base--specifically in Marxism-which would somehow resolve the
weakness of the idealist ~osition. But when their salution appears as a set of
guidelines for social wor~ers, it looks either notably ambiguous itself, or else
suspiciously like the romanticism from which they are so eager to dissociate
themselves.

Client co-option: a revolutionary manifesto?
At this point we can return to the critiques of the new deviancy theory itself.
For some of the probieros in non-interventionism can indeed be traeed back
to the peculiar mixture ofliberalism and romanticism inherent in the
original theory. For what was sametimes implied-although not perhaps as
unambiguously as some critics suggest-was an image of the naturally good
man who was interfered with by state busybodies. Ifhe was left alone, his
problems would disappear. Leaving philosophical speculations about the
nature of man aside ( where they should be left by sociologists) clearly this
picture cannot be held against the day-to-day experience of social workers.
The man threatening to drop his baby from a window ledge, the alcoholic
suffering from withdrawal symptoms, the pregnant schoolgirl kicked out of
her home, are all doing things which call for help. The help (or con trol)
hasn 't yet co me to interfere with them or change their natures. This of course
has always been recognized by the more sophisticated deviancy theorists,
most notably Matza (1969) in his warnings against romanticism and
sentimentality: he is quite clear about the deviant being sarnething mme
than the product of the control apparatus.
,
But another type of romanticism was to emerge. With the rise of militant
and aggressive deviant groups, some of the new theorists-particularly

Social workers themselves were correct in suspecting that uncomfortably
mixed up with the liberalism of deviancy theory was a degree of
romanticism. They saw the deviant co-opted as hero in a series of
revoluti~:mary struggles as deviancy theorists rushed around to find in the
actions and-with greater difftculty-the words of foethall hooligans,
vandals, rapists, bank robbers and kidnappers signs of militancy and class
consciousness. In some quarters prisoners wère seen as being in the vanguard
of the revolutionary struggle, homosexuals as precursors of the destruction
of the bourgeois capitalist family, and schizophrenics as vi~ionary prophets
of man' s alienation. In retrospect it is not difftcult to see why such
attributions were made: from the middle of the nineteen sixties onwards,
various of the previously despised and pathetic groups among the deprived
and the deviant, did become more organized, vocal and likely to build up
collective defences to the stigmatized positions that the powerful had cast
them in. Gay liberation, ideological drug users, tenants' associations,
squatters, prisoners' unipns and more recently mental patients' unions, were
calling the tunes. In a real sense these groups were becoming politicized and
it was (and still is) impossible for any sociologist to avoid trying to make
sense of these developments.
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Equally impossible, however, is it to accept the way in which the brand ~f
deviancy theory evolved by contemporary 'hip Marxists' seized upon these
groups and elevated them to the status of politica! without any clear thought
about the conceptual problems involved. 8 Having rejected the legacy of
positivism, having conveniently (so they thought) disposed of the notion of
deviant as victim, they now urged sociologists to join hands with their
subjects and social workers with their clients in a joyous storming of the
Bastille of social con trol. The hip Marxists could sit in their universities and
conferences while the social workers (and the occasional activist involved in
a tenants' association) would spread tlie message to the people. Deviantsof
the world unite, you have nothing to lose but your stigmas.
Unfortunately not only was this approach excessively romantic in
conception but-like the radical non-intervention model--carried
remarkably few prescriptions that could actually he followed by social
workers in any practical sense. Indeed this supposed radical alternative to
traditional social work was often extremely evasive about what sort of gains
the clients could expect from their new workers. I rely again on joumals such
as Case Con and personal contacts over the last five years with many of these
social workers and sociologists to try to analyse what alternative models of
action were actually being offered.
In examining the programmes of movements, such as Case Con, I am
interested less in matters of internal consistency or ideological 'correctness'
than in what sort of help the radical social worker might get from absorbing
the message. The Case Con type of programme seems to consist of three
separate strands which I wil! call theory, se IJ-help and elient co-option. The first
strand stresses the need fora total socio-politica! theory (obviously Marxism.,
butsome are a little coy about the label) which would inform action. It is
continually emphasized that part ofbeing a radical social worker is to have
such an ongoing analysis to provide a critique of the welfare state and a
guard against not being conned by the system. To quote an early statement
of aims, ' ... We believe that the first step to the solution of many of the
problems facing social workers' clients-such as poverty, inadequate
housing, inadequate welfare services, isolation and alienation-lies in the
replacement throughworking-class struggle of capitalism by socialism.' This
strand of the programme--in the Case Con version at least-is backed up by
the standard polemics about a world in which international capitalism is
always on the edge of a crisis and in which every gove~nment measure,
down to obscure clauses in the Mental Hèalth or Childrens Acts, is an attack
on the working class.
3

For acritique ofthis brand oftheory see Cohen and L. Taylor (forthcoming).

\

The second strand in the programme stresses the social workers' own
internal organization. In order to he radical, one's training course and the
profession itself must he democratically organized, which-in this
version-is taken to mean the forging of alliances with the relevant unions,
rank-and-file involvement in NALGO, militancy about pay and conditions,
protecting victimized colleagues.
The third strand-the one most relevant to this discussion-is to fmd a
work role for the social.worker as something other than an agent of control,
buttressing up the system. A Case Con statement of aims arrives at this
alternative: 'We support the attempts of social workers to engage in
community action and encourage the activities of grass roots organizations
such as claimants' unions and tenants' associations.' This forging of links
with various militant groups of deviants and dependants, together with
general support for anything identified as the 'working-class struggle' is the
main basis of radical social-work activity.
Given acceptance of the Marxist model, each of these elements makes some
sense. Working outwards' from what most social workers actually do,
though, they represent something less than a guideline for action. Not only
do they leave out those very groups which because of their lack of
organization, grass roots activity, and militancy make up the bulk of social
workers clients but, in the case of the first and last strands (the second is
largely irrelevant to the discussion), they can he incompatible. Before going
on to this let me take a case from personal experience which was
instrumental in leading me away from a careerin psychiatrie social work
into the safe world of sociology.
·
Mrs X was the mother of a five-year-old boy who had been referred for
gross 'behaviour problems' to the child guidance clinic in which I was
working. The child was clearly unmanageable at home and school. The
mother was a middle-aged Cypriot woman. She'd married the father ofthe
child, a British soldier, and he'd left her soon after the child was born. She
followed him to England but could not persuade him to return to her. She
was now living with the child in one room in Kilburn, and had been joined
there by her blind mother, a semi-invalid who could not speak any English.
It was a nightmare situation: the poor woman, her blind mother and a
hyperactive five-year-old locked in one room:. On reporting my first socalled 'diagnostic' interview to my supervisor, I concluded that there was
nothing the clinic could do until we badgered the housing department to get
somewhere for the family to live. My supervisor thought otherwise and I
was queried about whether I' d gone into the psychodynamics of the
woman's relationship with her ex-husband (was she perhaps punishing
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herselffor something?) and had I noticed the obsessional way she had btn
holding her handbag?
Then, as now, one couldn't but see the [utility of a purely individualistic
casework approach. But then, as now, one could also see some role for the
social worker to help the distressed, the powerless, the helpless. Now while
it would be wholly unfair to argue that revolutionaries are inhuman
monsters wholly obsessed with Marxist dogma, it seems to me an inescapable
condusion from all their writings, that in cases like these (or perhaps ones a
little less obvious) the radical social worker will not only be able to derive
very little from his theory, but in fact will alsoencounter a line of argument
that mere practical help is in fact undesirable. He will end up--like the
Freudian caseworker-doing very little in the way of immedia te help or
more long-term community action. Such help by improving the dient's
material condition is seen as dangerous because it blunts the contradictions in
the system. In practice, of course, most revolutionary or any otber social
workers would probably have helped Mrs X in the obvious ways, but it must
be remembered that her plight is notmade any more helpfully
understandable to her by reference to contradictions in the system and the
crisis in late capitalism than it is by talking about masochistic personality traits
and identity crises.
Let me deal more fully with these practical and theoretica! problems. On
the practicallevel it must be said that with the two notabie exceptions of
housing and welfare rights-through tenants' associations and daimants'
unions respectively-there is very little indication in Case Con circles of
how the revolutionary social worker would operate very differently from
his .non-revolutionary colleagues. Having satisfied oneself that one 's clients
struggles are actually part of the working-class movement-and this is
somewhat unlikely in most cases of the disabled, the old, the unhappy, the
sick-wbat would support for this struggle actually look like? As in the nonintervention model, there is very little attempt to spell out what the
alternative support or control system would look like, unless of course one is
sustained by the thought that, come tbe revolution, there will be no
casualties, miseries or distress. There are only rare attempts in the pages of
Case Con itself actually to recognize what social werkers, radical or
otherwise, are really doing-that is, such tasks as mopping up casualties and
offering patronage to clients unable to get resources themselves. I found only
one brave attempt (Taylor, 1972) to spell out a concrete alternative
strategy, one which makes no bonesabout transforming elient help into elient
co-option.
Wbat Taylor suggests (1972, 5) is tbat tbe social worker sbould refuse to
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accept the dient as a elient-in terms of a symptom, or a case--but rather
' ... sbould accept the new "cases" continually being thrown up by the
crisis in tbe system as politica! allies "in needof proteetion and care" only in
tbe sense tbat the system bas tbem pinpointed for processing througb the
courts, through the SS, througb the hands of City Halland so on.' The
notion that the social werkers' clients-Taylor gives such examples as the
unemployed, the mother on probation for stealing children's dothes-are
'thrown up by the crisis in the system' (whatever this may mean) leads onto
the suggestion that social workers must look after their clients' politicalas
well as other interests. The argument is that the social worker should defend
bis dient by acting as lawyer, organizer and information-provider in
helping him fight the system which has created his problem. In this defender
role he refuses to accept the dient as a dient but rather sees him as an ally
against the system. Th us-on an analogous ground to my refusal to deal with
Mrs X in casework terms-one refuses to spend hours with a soccer hooligan
discussing his emotional problems and rather ensures that he receivesthe
right material help. But you must demonstra te that this is all being done on
politica! grounds. This will expose the division that exists between the
master institutions (the probation officeris not always in league with the
policeman) and this knowledge will eventually politicize the street corner
kids. Taylor sees 'striking alliances' developing out ofthe politicization of
the social-work relationship and suggests that his various defence strategies
(for example, seeing not just the delinquent but the whole of working-class
culture on trial in the courtroom) ' ... throws up for question the very
ideological basis of social control under capitalism. If such a strategy were to
mushroom, at a time when courts are full to bursting at any case, tbe
werking of the machinery itself could also he thrown into doubt.' (1972, 9.)
This attempt to spell out an alternative strategy is, as I've said, a brave one,
because it is nothing if not explicit. Much of it makes sociological and
political sense and styles of work such as defender, organizer, and
information-provider are the ones which the best social workers-for
example, in experimental youth work-bave spontaneously evolved for
themselves anyway. But beyond this, the policy becomes somewhat
unrealisdc.
Leaving aside scepticism about whether most or even many clients are
'thrown up by the crisis in the system' and are likely allies in any workingclass struggle, real or potential, what if these clients refuse to see themselves
in this way? What Taylor implies is that if the elient refuses to accept the
social worker's refusal to accept him as dient, then he should get nohelp at
all. Indeed Taylor is quite explicit about this in noting-in passing-tbat the
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client-refusal strategy provides the radical social worker for a basis of
discriminating within his case load! N ot only are we back to the elitism of
the psychoanalytically derived casework-whatever you say, we really
know best what your problem is-but we end up with another form of nonintervention or benign neglect: only this time, one reserved for the
unfortunate few who refuse to see themselves as the social worker's politica}
allies. What if the elient actually wants sernething looking like casework? A
case of false consciousness, no doubt. One can only hope that social workers
whotake this strategy literally will also respect a dient's refusal to have
anything to do with them.
To return to the more theoretica} obstacle--the existence insome Marxist
social-work theory of a strand of thought suspicious of any attempt (and this
presumably includes the client-refusal strategy) to support clients. The first
problem is one that most activists are well a ware of: that socïal workers and
their clients might he, because of their respective class positions, quite
marginal to the working-class struggle. Social workers themselves are part
of the welfare state apparatus which protects ruling-class interests while the
clients are the powerless, being unemployed, old, disabled, ill,
institutionalized. Typically this paradox is avoided in revolutionary socialwork circles and, aftersome rather diffuse talkabout repression and the crisis
in late capitalism, eventually the elient (or consumer) organization is often
completely rejected in the belief that such groups cannot after all he slotted
into the history of the working-class movement. (Some groups such as Gay
Liberation, hippies and druggies have always been an embarrassment to the
organized left, whohave yet to decide whether to disown them or to co-opt
them.)
.
A problem less clearly recognized by outsiders-because it depends on an
extremely orthodox adherence indeed to the doctrine--is that even the
li~eliest candidates for co-option can he refused support on the grounds that
thts would he counter revolutionary. The argument is that the working class
are not yet equipped to lead a radical movementand although they ·should he
given guidance, simply 'erganizing people around poverty, although
effective in terms of improving the material existence of the poor, is
generally not in the interests of the total working class' (Hague, 1973).
W orking with tenants and claimants (and one shudders to think what this
orthodoxy makes of the freaks, the lonely, the misfits), so the line goes, is
alienated from the needs of the genuine working class. Are there any genuine
community organizations which can he co-opted into the struggle? Yes,
those which have 'a solid theoretica! framework, an on-going socialist
analysis and an in-depth understanding of the working class situation'
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(Hague, 1973). Otherwise, and it is worth quoting the catechism at length:
Issues concerning consumer community services are essendally peripheral to the basic
contradiedons in capitalist society, to the class struggle between the working and
ruling classes. Organizing around such issues is therefore very much secondary to
organizing around productive reladons in the work place and can he misleading and
diversionary, siphoning off radical energy and obscuring the real nature of
capitalism .. : . On a simple level, community action aims to imprave the material
condition of the working class and hence tends to blunt the basic contradiedons in our
society. lts value as a revoludonary tooi is therefore doubtful to say the least. (Hague,

1973, 7)

This is not the place to discuss this particular view of society. All I am
concerned to show is that it has some very peculiar implications indeed for
social-work practice. These implications differ depending on whether one is
dealing with this orthodox view, which virtually negates all social work, or
with the revisionist view (clearly the one influenced by the new deviancy
theory) which is selective about which clients or organizations to co-opt. In
either case--and I use this extreme judgement with great reluctance--the
social. worker is asked to develop an exploitative relationship towards his
clients. Their problems are not interesting in themselves, but as signs of
something else, such as the crisis in the system: the solutions arenotimportant
in themselves unless they help sernething else, that is, the working-cla:ss
struggle.
In a highly schematic way, which is not meant to depiet any one
individua!'s position that I know of, but to distil the message that might he
received by a social-work audience, let me summarize the problems so far
before consiclering briefly a more positive strategy. A social worker is
involved in running an imaginative adventure playground in a deprived
working-class area. What do our models tell him?
1

Weak deviancy theory/non-interventionism
Be careful of possible stigmatizing and stereotyping.

2

Strong deviancy theory/non-interventionism
Perhaps you shouldn't he doing this at all: there is no hard evidence that
adventure playgrounds decrease delinquency rates.

3

Revisionist Marxism/revolutionary social work
Politicize the kids: they are your allies in the struggle.

4

Orthodox Marxism/revolutionary social work
Perhaps you shouldn't he doing this at all: it simp)y prevents the kids
and their parents from realizing how the system)éxploits them.
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'The unfinished'
The least that one can say for the first as opposed to the other three solutions
is that it doesn't ignore.the present problem and that it doesn 't premature!~
~lose the deb.a~e. What lt ofcourse does lack, compared with the other three,
ts a clear posttlve strategy and not just a set of recommendations about what
to ~void. It shoul~ he appar~nt ~hat the strategy I want to suggest is one
wh~ch does not (h~e authontanan Marxism) make people expendable and
whtc~ doe~ no~ :vnte off all short-scale intervention. The long versus shortt~rm Issue ts c:ttl~al, because to support (as I did at the outset), the radical
vtew of ex~l01tat1on, power a~d inequality should notcarry the prescription
of abandonmg ~ll else .. A po.sstble way out ofthis impasse has been suggested
by the Norwegtan socwlogtst Thomas Mathiesen (1974), and I want to take
his ~ccount o~his involvement with the prisoners' union there and its fight
agamst the pnson system, as a paradigm for change insome other partsof the
welfare and control system.
'The unfinished' is a programme bas ed. on what does not yet exist. From the
beginning Mat~iesen is quite clear about the dangers of going forshort-term
goals only: takmg up reformist positions in the system-as a humane prison
governor, an advocate of inmate councils---cannot but lead to absorption
and an aban~onment ofthe long-range goals of changing the system totally.
As every soctal worker well knows, absorption eventually takes place
through all sorts of subtie ways of incorporation, initiation into the agency's
secret~, compromising f~r ~~~ long. ?n the other hand there are some very
effectlve short-term posstbthttes, not JUSt through humanitarian work but in
~ons~ious policie~ of raiding the establishment for resources, contributing to
tts cnses, u~maskmg and embarrassing its ideologies and pretensions. Any
such effecttveness can he lost by finishing. One must he able to live with
ambiguity and refuse to accept what the others, the authorities, demand-a
choice between revolution and reform.
It was correct, Mathiesen suggests, for the Norwegian prison union, KROM,
after.a long struggle abo~t going to either extreme, to have kept open the
relat10n hetween revolutwn and reform. To make this choice is really ~the
choice between being "defined out" as irrelevant and "defined in" as
undangerous'' (1974, 23). Only an authoritarian politica! programme cannot
tol~rate this ambiguity and is constantly looking (like the revolutionary
soctal-~ork movement here) for clarity about 'the way ahead'. The point is
to remam open and capable of growth, to see some ambiguities as irrelevant,
never to let oneselfbe placed: KROM realized that to he revolutionary was to
lose the power of competition, but that to he exclusively reformist it would
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lose its character of contradicting the establishment. In either case, it would
he neutralized. The old system is not threatened by a counter-organization
that becomes incorporated, but it is threatened by counter-organizing. As
long as one is in transition, there are no normative expectations to define
your behaviour: 'The adversary does not know where you are heading. The
only thing that he knows is that you are heading somewhere, because you are
organizing. At this moment, the power ofthe system is threatened, because
you are yourself neither powerless nor fully incorporated in a fully
developed positive contributing relationship.' (1974, 199.)
If someone defines himself as revolutionary it becomes illicit to adopt
near-at-hand pressing changes (as we saw in the Case Con line) and this must
separate him from those he wants to work for. Ifhe defmes himself as
reformist, the danger is that anything really radical is seen as inadmissible,
wild, irresponsible. The choice is not to let yourselfbe forced to make the
choice--let the clients takeastheir points of departure reforms which are
dosest tothem and will change their Jives now. Only then can one move on
to wider politica! questions when the group become dissatisfied. This is nota
simple plea for humanitarian work, for although Mathiesen is aware that
there are greater pulls in this direction because results are more visible, this
can lead to politically unsound short-term choices and to expedient changes
which leave the overall structure intact·. There are clear and welldocumented examples of this in the prison reform area, where short-term
humanizing reforms, particularly those which accepted the rhetoric of
rehabilitation and the help of psychiatrists, have arguably led to changes
which have made the system even more repressive (Cohen, 1974).
Mathiesen sustains the idea of 'the unfinished' throughout a complex
analysis ofhow one may change the system and organize from below. To
avoid working forshort-term goals is politically impossible and paralyses
action, but reform alone wiJl corrupt long-term work; to work within the
sy,stem is to risk legitimating it, but to stay out would he wrong: 'we did not
.J,ish to sacriftce the short-term interests of the prisoners on the altar of
general system abolition.' (Mathiesen, 1974, 115.)
There is one other strand in his argument that provides a guide to which
reforms to work for: this is the notion of the politics of abolition. One must
always workat what is close at hand and always in the direction of abolition.
Concentrate first on ahalishing whatever gives legitimacy to a system
one regards as wrong, whatever masks it uses to disguise its true nature.
Again 'the unfinished' applies: abolition cannot wait until the alternatives
are established. Mathiesen uses the examples of the campaign to get rid of the
Norwegian Vagrancy Act. An example I would cite from my own workis
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the attempt to abolish the forcible use of psychotropic drugs in prisons.
When the establishment demands 'alternatives' befare contemplating any
changes, they know in advance that they can already lay down the
framework for the discussion. The conservative aims re!lJ.ain taken for
granted-in the one case to get rid of vagrants, in the other to control
prisoners' behaviour-and only the means are debated. The demand for
alternatives, then, has a conserving effect. Real opposition-values because of
their nature must be long-term and uncertain. So when the opponent is
presented with the choice of specifying alternatives he finds it difficult to
avoid coming close to the prevailing order in what he suggests (reform) or
emphasizing completely different values and thereby being defined away as
irresponsible or unrealistic. The answer is to always go for abolition and
actually to resist the pressure to make positive refoms.
I've suggested this as a paradigm for social-work action. This is not to say
it will fit every case, but it seems to me that the notion of'the unfmished' is
the most appropriate one for radical social workers to adopt in welfare-state
or social-democratic systems. It has the critica! advantage of not exploiting
or selling out one's clients. As a footnote to Mathiesen's strategy, I would
also commend the notion of'the unfinished' as relevant to the image we
transmit of our 'subjects'. Clients and deviants should not be too easily
placed on suchcontinua as 'sick' and 'normal', 'militant' or 'passive'. The new
deviancy theory has, quite rightly, been systematically hacking away('at the
positivist picture of the deviant as pathologically constrained by forc6s
beyond his controL And the treatment ideology which follows from this is
correctly seen as the most insidious enemy to radical social change. But
alternative images of the deviant~ither in the feebie version of the
unconstrained delinquent in Schur's 'neo-antideterminism' or the
excessively romantic version in the new-criminology-hip-Marxist-radicalsocial-work version ofthe rebel against the system-are beyond credibility.
I believe that they must discredit in advance any radical policy.
Here, cryptically, would besome of my suggestions for a radical social
work programme:
1

Teil those wciologists who urge you to be theoretically more
sophisticated to get off your backs. (They are the same sociologists who
want to turn their own subject into matters of epistèmology and
philosophy.)

2

Refuse the ideology of casework, but always think of cases: your
constituency is not just claimants' uni ons, tenants' associations, but also

mothers of autisitic children, suicidal housewives in council tower
blocks, derelict old vagrants .... You don 't have to be sentimental
about these people l.mt neither should you write them off.
3

Take the insights of deviancy theory-however low level they may
sound to your superior academie sages-seriously. Think very
concretely about how to avoid stigmatizing your clients, unwittingly
facilitating their drift into further troubles, trapping them in cycles of
rejection.

4

Stayin your agency or organization, but don't let it seduce you. Take
every opportunity to unmask its pretensions and euphemisms, use its
resources in a defensive way for your clients, work for abolition.

5

In practice and in theory, stay 'unfmished'. Don't beashamed of
working forshort-term humanitarian or libertarian goals, but always
keep in mind the long-term politica! prospects. This might mean living
with the uncomfortable ambiguity that your most radical work will be
outside your day-to-day job.

6

Most importan.t: don't sell out your clients' interests for the sake of
ideological purity or theoretica! neatness.

And keep telling sociologists and politica! theorists 'it's all right for you to
talk.'

6
Homosexuality: Sexual Needs
and Socio! Problems
Don Milligon

There is no doubt that the people who are distressed or in trouble because
they are homosexual need help. But what kind of helpand who should
provide it? The help provided by Gay Liberation and the Campaign for
Homosexual Equality is not enough. Both individual and group counsellors
must value homosexual erotic experience, and understand what it feels like
to he gay. They must proceed from a feit rejection of the ideas of
heterosexual superiority th'at permeate our culture.
People become aware Ü their homosex~ality at different times. Some
during childhood or adolescence and others not until they are adult.
However, individual awareness ofhomosexuality and personal
acknowledgement that you are homosexual are distinct experiences.
Awareness ofhomosexual desires and fantasies, even of actual homosexual
behaviour during childhood or adolescence, is often not suflident to evince a
personal understanding that you are homosexual. Generally it has to he
spoken about to a close friend-a confidant-or written about in letters or a
diary. This 'confession' is often very difficult and always confusing. But it is
crucial because the awareness that one feels withall its physical urgency and
emotionallonging has to cease being cerebral. It has to break out of your
private thoughts and seek some response in the world outside your head.
Once this a wareness of insubstantial sensations, of vague fantasies and of
theoretic significanee of people of your own sex is talked about or written
about it is transformed into a selfconscious knowledge that you are
homosexual. But this does not necessarily rriean acceptante of one's gayness.
The contempt, disgust and hostility meted out to lesbians and 'poufs' cannot
escape anyone's notice, least of all those who experience intense homosexual
feelings. For many the time when homosexuality is acknowledged is the
time when psychiatrie treatment is applied for, family doctors are consulted
and desperate marriages are contracted. A time of nervou; breakdowns,
overdoses and terror, or simply of numbness,
Heterosexuality is the result of a 'healthy' childhood: it is 'natura!'. It is
with this belief, finely taught and deeply ingrained, that homosexuals
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discover the implications of their emotional attachments and sexual
longings. They discover their sexuality alone and unsupported by any
positive social assumptions. This isolation frequently robs homosexual
people of their self-esteem and confidence, renderingthem vulnerable to the
idea that their sexuality is sick and degraded.
Most people grow up sharing the basic sexual assumptions of their
relatives and friends. It is assumed that they find, and will continue to fmd,
memhers of the opposite sex physically attractive. The behaviour
appropriate for the male and female gender is le~rned very earl~ indee~ and
it is understood that gender must correspond wtth the appropnate gemtals.
Girls in the fourth form know the penalties ofbeing suspected ofbeing a 'les'
as much as little boys fear the label 'sissy'. All homosexuals are brought up as
heterosexuals in a heterosexual world. The 'rightness' ofheterosexuality is
confirmed in every classroom, game, street, park, pub, cinema, dance hall,
daily paper, and on every juke-box, radio, television ;md advertising poster.
Homosexuality is quite simply the desire and ability to relate sexually and
emotionally to memhers of your own sex. But heterosexual domination
ensures that it is seen as an incapacity to form what are called normal sexual
relationships. 'Normal' sexual activity must involve intercourse and 'the
essential criterion of normal intercourse is that it is one that tends to fertilize
the women' (Allen, 1962). Wilhelm Reich (1931) argued that 'it can he
established that sexual satisfaction for a healthy heterosexual is more intense
than sexual satisfaction for a homosexual.' One wondershow he found out!
The desire to deny the value of forms of sexuality other than heterosexual
ones is urgent and insistent. Arthur Janov (1972, 322) echoes Reich's
patronizing sympathy: 'The homosexual act is nota sexual one. It is basedon
the denial of real sexuality and the acting out symbolically through sex of a
need for love.' Ho wever absurd such formulations appear, they are the
intellectual expression of ideas thoroughly taught and commonly held by
heterosexual people throughout our society. Matey psychologists at
conferences, hoilest jazz musicians and arts writers for the Guardian who
shrink from calling a 'spade a nigger' are never so coy about 'queers'. What
passes for the intelligentsia in Great Britain simply articulates the
prejudices of working people without their honesty.
So, the sexuality of gay people is denied in many ways. And the spurious
sympathy of concerned thinking-people is the most disarming andin~idious
form of denial. Gay sexuality is seen as inferior and masturbatory. It ts a
substitute for real sex: 'a grown-up must not masturbate because it is, or
should he, in his power to do the real thing' (Schwartz, 1949, 32). The term
'wanker' is commonly used as an insult to indicate complete contempt. To he
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a 'wanker' is to be ineffectual and unproductive. It is obvious that because it
is theoretically possible for us all to do the real thing-by engaging in
heterosexual coitus-that persistent mutual masturbation between people of
the samesex must be pathological: 'Pathological masturbants usually link
this act with fantasies that are not realizable in normal intercourse, and are
mostly people with a sadistic or masochistic disposition or perverts of
another kind.' (Hurschfield, no date, 127.) Gay people are, of course, all
'pathological masturbants'.
As gay people stumble from awareness ofthe erotic attraction of their own
sex tow~rds selfconscious understanding that they are homosexual, the first
painful confrontation with anti-gay values is experienced. By the time that
most gay people know that they are homosexual they have already
internalized heterosexual values. Many believe that they are inadequate or
obscene. The spirited defence of a gay boy to reactions of passengers on a
Bradford bus makes it clear! 'Don't worry, dear! It could happen tothebest
of us!' Full of camp irony and courage he defended bimself with his own
sense of affiiction. Fighting back with blunt weapons.
The internalization by gay people ofthe belief in heterosexual superiority
forms the roots of self-oppression. Heterosexuality is 'normal'. It is not
simply the most common form of sexual expression, it is dominant; and
society admits no legitimate alternatives. Moreover, heterosexuality is
essenrial for marriage. And marriage is the passport to children, !ega!
recognition, social approval and consequently to self-respect. It is also
important because it is believed that the penalty for remaining unmarried is
loneliness. The best response to these feelings has been given in With
Downcast Gays (Hodges and Hutter, 1974):
It is a basic mistake to accept heterosexual convendons as God-given criteria by
which gay people may be judged. Instead we should use the insights that we have
gainedas homosexuals to cridcize a sexist and hypocritical society. An example of the
failure to do this can beseen when the fact that gay couples are childless is pleaded as
an excuse for their relationships ending; and our spokesmen fail to point out that, if
married couples stay tagether only for what they imagine to be the benefit of thèir
children, they are not models of permanence but of thwarted impermanence. Instead
of camparing our freedom unfavourably with such unions, homosexuals should feel
pity for heterosexuals who find themselves trapped in an unhappy marriage and
rejoice in the liberty their own homosexuality bestows. (pp. 7-8.)
Apparently marriage is biologically natura!, emotionally fulftlling and
socially mature. Isolated homosexuals are as vulnerable as most heterosexual
people to the apparent advantages and securities affered by marriage.
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Heterosexuality is not only considered natura!; in its monogamous form it is
the hallmark of maturity: 'the sexual association in its ·mature and perfect
form, which is marriage, is meant to be enduring.' This is the key to the sense
ofloss and deprivation cultivated in most homosexual people. The
heterosexual act is not valued simply because ofits supposed superiority-it
is the social dimensions ofheterosexuality that are valued. But homosexual
people can have alternative values-alternatives that the counsellor must
present to the so-called 'dient':
Gay people have no reasou to envy the institutionalized sexuality available to
heterosexuals, duttered as it is with ceremonies of courtship and ma'rriage and further
poisoned by a division of roles which condemns the man to dominate and the wo man
to submit. A heterosexual piek-up is fraught with implications of the man conquering
and the woman surrendering; it is unlikely to enjoy the sense of mutual agreement
enjoyed by gay people. Por this rea~on it is easier for homosexuals to make sexual
contacts, and once made there is no tedious process of persuasion-no rituàlized
escalation of intimacy to be carried out before sexual pleasure is reached. (Hodges
and Hutter. 1974, 8.)
Because the sexuality of gay people is dismissed as, at best, a perversion and,
at worst, as a sign of inadequacy, homosexuality is not supported by any
positive cultural expression and has no institutional protection. The response
of many gay people to this negation of their sexuality and the denial of its
social expression is to marry, while many more remain hopelessly
unmarried. Family life is difficult enough for heterosexuals, but for gay
people it is impossible without major concessions to heterosexual norms,
which in turn intensify the contradictions.
Most homosexual people are living with their busbands or wives, or their
parents, or quietly alone w:ith little s~cia1 contact withother gay people.
Only a minority of gay people live a more or less openly gay life in the
conventional gay social ghetto or on its politica! periphery. This means that
çounselling will inevitably be concerned with helping people trapped in a
web ofheterosexual social relationships which are probably far from
supportive. In order to be of any assistance a counsellor must be aware that
the feelings of social inadequacy ,. and the sense of their own obscurity are the
most important obstacles to overcome for gay people seeking help.
While desperately wanting homosexual friends and lovers, gay people
who come to see a counsellor often have a real desire to dissociate themselves
from other homosexuals. The stereotypes of'queers' held in society as butch
lesbians, screaming queens and effeminate pansies revolt many isolated gay
people. This revulsion disarms them and leads them to ape heterosexual
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no~ms ofbehaviour in a desperate attempt to appear 'straight'. Ho wever, the
potnt about most stereotypes is that they are true. Many gay people who live
~ore_ o~ less openly are 'butch' lesbians, screaming 'queens' and effeminate
pans1es . The scene of revulsion feit by the isolated homosexual must be
transformed into a sense of pride. Because prevailing concepts of dignity are
?ete~osexual, anyone whosteps outside these patterns ofbehaviour is
mev1tably thought of as absurd and contemptible: 'Occasionally one comes
across a ... boy who ~ants t~ be a girl and, if this desire is strong enough,
adopts a female mentahty whtch may lead to all sorts of absurdities in later
life, such as homosexuality, dressing as a woman, or even the wish to be
transrormed ~nto a woman bymeans of operations.' (Schwarz, 1949, 48-9.)
One s be~~v.wur must correspond with the behaviour appropriate to the
gen~er d1v1s1ons of the society. If your genitals are female you have no
choiCe; your gender is automa_tically asc_ribed-you must he feminine. A gay
woman whatever her mannensm or soCial behaviour breaks the cardinal rule
o~ f~mininity-she does not desire to be sexually subordinate to a man.
S~m1larly the h~ter_osexual Women's Liberationist who may be severe and
hitter wtll be dtsmtssed by most men as 'in needof a good poke'.
G_ay_people whose mannerisms are stereotyped are implicitly rejecting the
ascnptton of gender rol es and asserting their right to be feminine or
m~sculine irrespective of their genitals. Their 'crime' is simply that they
reJect heterosexual s~ereotypes. They are homosexual and they are not afraid
to acknowledge thet~ g~yness-they flaunt their sexuality. In this, openly
~ay people are very s1m1lar t~ heterosexuals who flaunt their sexuality all the
time. But oste.ntattous weddmgs, walking hand in hand, and the myriad
other ~ffirmatwns of~eter~sexuality are not thought of as 'flaunting'
sexuahty. These mamfestatwns ofheterosexuality are part of the normallife
of 'normal' peop~e. While ,virtuallf everybody knows the meaning of the
word homosexualrty, many normal people simply do not know what the
w_o~d heterosexual means. Why should they? They havenoneed to use
chmcal term~ for themselves-they are just people. Heterosexual people can
be ~mused, d1sturbed or annoyed by openly gay behaviour. But that really is
the1r problem. Stereotypedor not, gay people have a need and a right to live
openly and a counsellor whodoes not understand this can be of no assistance
to a closeted or isolated homosexual.
. It has _bee~ said (Righton, 1973, 21) that 'full integration ofthe homosexual
mto society 1s, of course, the end towards which to work.' But ho wever well
~eant, this object can only weaken gay people. Integration, whatever is
hterally meant by it, in practice al ways means cultural submission of the
minority to the majority. Por ethnic minorities integration means
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assimilation. It means the destruction of their culture. That's what all ethnic
groups in Great Britain, irrespective of colour, resist so te~ac~ously. If you
want to be integrated you mustseek approval from the maJonty. At present
that means being 'English'. It also means being heterosexual. And if you are
not heterosexual you must pass for one, because you must not offend the
sensibilities ofheterosexual society by flaunting your gayness. Lord Arran
(quoted in Hyde, 1972, 303) welcoming the passage ofthe Sexual Offences
Act in 1967 made the position clear when he both threatened and asked
those who have, as it were, been in bondage and for whom the prison doors are now
open to showtheir thanks by comporting themselves quietly with digni~y. This ~s no
occasion for jubilation; certainly not for celebration. Any form of pubhc flauntmg,
would he utterly distasteful and would, I believe, make the sponsors of the Bill regret
that they have done what they have done.

The internalization by openly gay people of particular forms ofbehaviour is
both an assertion and a defence of their homosexuality. Stereotyped
behaviour in the gay community says simply, 'I don't give a damn what y~u
think of me-I am what I am!' By whistling in the dark people narrow theu
fear and broaden their courage. Isolated homosexual people hate stereotyped
and camp behaviour mainly because they fear public acknowledgement of
homosexuality. They identify with heterosexual values and heterosexual
stereotypes. By chopping theirlives up in bits they seek a~proval fro~
straight society saying-what I want to do in bed has no~hmg to do wtth_the
rest of my life or my general social interaction. This attitude merely pomts
·
up the contradictions and makes things worse.
Of~ourse there are apparently good reasans for concealment. One's
children mi~ht betaken into care or access denied because one is ·~orally
unfit'. Jobs and flats are also put in jeopardy if it is kno_wn that one ts
homosexual. But the security affered by concealment 1s vulnerable to
discovery at any time, while the inevitable lies and furtiveness strengthen the
suspicion that perhaps, after all, there really is somethin_g rather nasty about
homosexuality. The security achie:ed by, conceal_ment 1s more tha_n an
illusion it undermines confidence m one s sexuahty and erades pnde and
self-res;ect. Concealment cripples many gay people's lives both so:ially and
sexually: it also makes participation in any struggle to_defend a~d !~prove
our situation impossible. Concealment intensifies landmess and tsolatton a~d
keepsus in our place-which for gay women is nowhere-and for men ts
the cottage (public lavatory) and the comedy show.
Coming out and living openly in a limited sense within the gay .
.
community or in a slightly wider sense within radical gay orgamzatwns ts
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difficult. The gay community.is not ~ true community. Composed simply of
bars an.d clu~s, the gay scene IS a soctal ghetto with specific limitations. It is
not restdenttally ~oncentrated and it has no class, racial, occupational or
sexual homogenetty. The position oflesbians is tenuous within the clubs and
bars. Gay women experience the same problems as their heterosexual sisters
because it is very difficult for women to go into pubs, dance halls or clubs
alone. A_ wom~n as~ ~ule c~nnotjust drop into a bar. She is much more likely
~o go wtth her affatr. or wtth a group of friends. Consequently lesbians find
tt h~rder to develop mformal and casual social relationships in gay bars
~htch are used largely by men. The gay community in many areasis cleaved
m t.wo .and women are very restricted in all their social options, ha ving to
mamtam a network of supportive relationships and contacts in a more
~ersona~ and priva:e manner. As aresult the sociallife of gay women is
ma:cesstble to the tsolated lesbian, and loneliness and the sense ofbeing cutoff ts more difficult for women to overcome.
However, criticisms ofthe gay ghetto, of social relations within it, and of
campand stereoty~ed behaviour are not very relevant when they come from
heterosexuals and ~so~ate.d gays. ~he social ghetto inhabited by many gay
people has severe hmttattons, but 1t exists because homosexuals who have to
deal with a hostile society need it. The implications of camp humour and
stereotyped. behaviour cannot he the concern ofheterosexual social workers
nor. can ~octal relat~~ns within .the. gay community. Only gay people and
thetr soctal and polmcal orgamzatlons can identify the problems or begin to
tackle them. Social workers and counsellors who are concerned to criticize
the forms ofbehaviour adopted by bay people only strengthen the 'value' of
heterosexual stereotypes and impair the confidence of the isolated
hom~sexual who comes to them for help.
lt.ls true that social relations in gay bars and clubs-shellacked with
senttme~t-are ~ften competitive and brittle. However, the gay ghetto is
supporttve to qmte a large minority of gay men and to not a few women.
The world of gay bars and clubs must not he romanticized; neither should it
be attack~d from the outside because to many isolated gay people it offers the
only av~dab.le chance o~ sex, support and friendship. The object of
couns~lhng ~~ torender m~ivid~al~ capable ofliving, loving and workingin
a hostd~ e~vtro~ment. Thts obJe~tlve can only he achieved by helping gay
people m tsolatiOn overcome thetr fear and hatred of their openly
homosexual sisters and brothers.
·
The context in which people are aware and become conscious of their
gayness~ t~e denial of their sexuality and its social expression, and the
contradtctwn between their heterosexual values and homosexual desires,

creates many specific problems. These problems have no easy solutions.
Isolated gay people cannot simply he directed to the nearest gay bar. People
do not learn to swim by being thrown in at the deep end. If you're not
careful they drown. Glib solutions are useless because the aim of counselling
and other supportive workis of course to increase confidence and.selfrespect, while i:he presenta:tion of alternative courses of action whtch are all
extremely difficult as being 'a piece of cake' always makes things worse.
Of course a counsellor must never teil a person outright what to do, but
the idea of almost neutralso-called 'client-centred' counselling is equally
dangerous. This arises most critically with gay people who desire to he
'cured' ofhomosexuality. Homosexuality is nota disease, illness or
behavioura:l disorder; all that the available forms of'treatment' achieve is
great confusion-a confusion which often befuddles and sometimes destroys
an individual 's sexuality rendering them incapable of forming sexual
relationships of any kind. A person whowants to he 'cured' must be
dissuaded by a presentation of these facts.
The Family Doctor pamphlet Homosexuality (Kenyon, 1973) publisbed by
the British Medica! Association is a good example of the insidious
propaganda both counsellors and isolated gay people need to guard against.
It starts off well:
Public attitudes are more enlightened these days and homosexuality has come to be
accepted as a 'variatien from normal' rather than sernething abnormal, to.be sneered
at or condemned. And yet there is still a lot of prejudice, misunderstanding and even
fear surroundirtg the subject. This booklet, which is factual and non-moralizing, is
intended to disperse the many false impressions and put the subject into proper
perspective. (p. 2.)

Apart from word-games like 'variation from the normal' one could
.
reasonably suppose that it would reject anti-gay ideas. In fact the superfiCial
impression created by the pamphlet led a number of Campaign for
Homosexual Equality groups to recommend and distribute it.
The pamphlet is fairly representative of the attitudes of' enlightened' social
workers, doctors and psychiatrists. For this reason it is not non-moralizing,
factual or intended to disperse false impressions. lts object is to allay the fears
ofheterosexuals, while its effect is to disarm and demoralize homosexual
people. For example: 'The more aggressive type (oflesbian) may seek direct competition with rnales and go for the managerial executive-type jobs.' But
don't worry, 'not all "bossy" rnanaging types of women are lesbians, nor are
all Scout Leaders and such-like homosexuals. lt is easy to blacken and
denigrate any movement which seems a potential threat to the established
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order by insinuating sexual deviancy.' (Kenyon, 1973, 14.) Well, if nothing
else, it co mes as arelief to know that the Boy Scouts are not going to threaten
the established order!
The author ofthe pamphlet, F. E. Kenyon, treats us to three personal
stories. The first concerns Ann ( aged 18) who 'thought she was turning into a
lesbian. She hadreadan artiele about lesbianism in a woman's magazine
when she was sixteen.' She 'fancied herselffalling in love with a well-known
female singer who often appeared on TV.' But Ann 'was a late developer.'
And, 'her mother was in her late forties and herself a very anxious and
emotional person, particularly since the death of her first husband.' Kenyon
saw Ann on six visits, 'during this period she was treated with a minor
tranquillizer and reassurance. She was encouraged to pay attention to her
diet, and was given treatment for her facial acne and hair on her face.' This
story ended 'happily' because apparently Ann 'realîzed that her attraction to
the female pop star was not really a sexual one but at the time she stood for all
the things that she most envied-i.e. good looks, sophistication, popularity.
She fully accepted, too, that she was a normal girl and that she had been
temporarily overwhelmed by a rather late but rapid adolescent phase.' (pp.
16-17.)
Lesley (aged 27) married with two children. 'Lesley had been following
her (female doctor) about, came with obviously trumped-up symptoms,
culminating in a terrible scene in the surgery when Lesley put her arms
around her (doctor) and said she loved her.' Kenyon gathered that this
'terrible' behaviour resulted from depression that 'had come on shortly after
the birth ofher last child, and then made worse by her father's death.' Lesley
had had a couple ofhomosexual relationships in the army but she was
'accepted for out-patient treatment and had twenty-five one-hour
psychotherapy sessions spread over two years, as well as three months'
treatment with anti-depressant drugs. She made very good progress, lost all
her lesbian inclinations, and coped with her mother much better. Gradually
her relationship with her husband improved, she began to enjoy sexual
intercourse, and allround became a much happier wife and mother.' (p. 17.)
The last of the three cases cited concerns Barry (aged 25), a postgraduate
student. 'The main aim of treatment here was to help .Barry to come to terhls
with his homosexuality. As a start, and because ofhis religious background,
he was advised to read Norman Pittenger's hook Time for consent: a christian's
approach to homosexuality. At the same time, the medica! aspects were
discussed with him. He rapidly becan:ie less depressed, began to regain his
self-esteem and feit less like a freak.' Barry 'faced up to his parents' not,
however, by saying he was gay but 'by saying that he preferred to remain a

bachelor for the foreseeable future.' After six sessions Barry was relaxed and
'He had met another student for whom he feit "a great natura!
h
ap~yt
·" . they had now decided to share a flat and at last Barry could
b f
·
'
a tmy .. ·
accept himself as a perfectly ordinary, well-integrated mem er o soc1ety.

fli

(pp. 18-19.)
.
.
dh' '
t'
These thnie cases are very instructtve. Th1s doctor an 1s treat~en
worked on a set of entirely negative assumptio~s about homosexuahty. Ann
was immature, had acrie, facial hair and an anx10us mu~. She also had a
crush on a woman TV star whom she envied. Her sexuahty was presented to
her as immature and her love was disposedof as envy. Lesley suffere~ fr~~
post-natal depression, the death of her father, an unloving mum anddt e a
influence of some gay women when she was in the army. ~arry ha a
sheltered u -bringing, was shy with women, had a possess~ve ~urn and a
'fussy,
unemotional' dad. What is more his younger S1S.ter could
keep a boyfriend for long as she was a rather moo~y, unso~1a~le sort,o _a
person and not particularly attractive as she was pamfully thm. Barry s~1st~
was obviously nota social success while he 'reacted poorly to,the roug an
t ble (of school).' And 'hated all forms of games and sport (p. 18).
u;eople such as Kenyon have to ask why individuals are gay
they
see homosexuality as a behavioural disorder. The~ n~ver once quest10n what
causes heterosexuality and the inability of the maJo,nty ~f people to form
homosexual relationships. This is because they don t beheve that ·
.
homosexuality is a rewarding form of sexual expression. At _best gayness ~s
seen as a temporary Iapse from grace and at worst as somethmg that can e
concealed from the world as a 'great natura! affinity' with a memher of your
own sex-plus a desire to stay single.
.
Frightened and bewildered homosexuals do com~o~ly go to see the1r
family doctor and a minority are referred for psych1atnc treatment.
Invariably they will he harmed not help~d. T~ey will ?e injured by actual
physical ill-treatment masquerading as a cur~ -av~mon t~erapy-or
simply by verbal and authoritative confirmatlon of 1deas of madequacy
learned throughout childhood and adolescence. The defence offere? by ,
doctors, psychologists and psychiatrists that homosexuals have to he treated
because they ask for it is in reality no defence. When l?nely, _devout:
heterosexual Methodists go to the doctor because they re afH1cted w1~h
sexual fantasies and generalized randyness it does not enter the doctor s head
to prescribe repressive therapy. They are ~eas.sured_and encour~ged to
participate insocial activities that will o~Je~tlvely ~ncrease the1r sexual
opportunities. Lonely gay people need slmdar adv1ce.
Counsellors must aim to replace doctors. And doctors must learn to refer

stric~

~ever

bec~use

.,,
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distrtessed hohmoslexuals to counselling and befdending agencies Most
d oe ors are ope essl i
·
.
y gnorant ab out homosexuality and the probl
con firontmg gaY peop 1e. Th ere ts. no reason wh
b d
· h ems
training should be considered u l'fi d
y slome o y wtt a medica}
q a 1 te to counse peopl
·1
pro blem, particularly one which results from
. e on.any socta
. oppresston whtch the medica}
profession is actively involved in P
that a doctor ha
··
erpetuatmg. Even on the odd occasion
that you go t s a p~sltlve approach to gayness, she or he is still the person
sickness and ~::o:x::Ir;yut~raet sdick. Ithis this cohntinual association between
oes t e most arm.
~ost general practitioners if they are not openly hostile w 11
a~tttude ofbre~zy acceptance or indifference towards the p'ati~nt:~sume an
tstress-assunng them th t h h
h.
like having one leg re:ll;;
about. 'It's

d

~st

~othi:~ ~~tb:n!~:;dt~f~~rj

ap~~:!~~ (1974) has perhaps a more typical and more sy~pa:h::ces

There are about the same number of I
bi: d
W ell, you shouldn 't really fee! guilty~oo;~:ha~:d ~:oppulet-ads thereb are homos:xuals.
col
bi' d
· h
own ecause you re
our- m 'youjust appen to be colour-blind Wel! t'fyo , h
I
re 11
d •c I
·
•
u re omoseJrua you
a y nee n t ree any more deviant than a colour-blind person.

Such reassurance does not tak
· · [;
is to be disabled. Hemming a~ ~~~t.ttvke hormh. lts assumption is .that to be gay
10
fc l
.
s
s t at eterosexual marrtage is
long as.th(ehy 'talk it through' with their
r ) I
on t expect tt omo
~ecaus~ y~u get married.: Quite apart from his impl:~~tu;e~tiess:~~n::: up
lmmmg s rather bland trresponsibility is astonishing People h
?n y a war~ ofhomosexual feelings but know that ho~osexuali~ i~ :~e not
tmdportant ~~ not exclusive aspect of their sexuality should not ge~
. d
un er any ctrcumstances.
marrte

Ä:~;~:syb:~~~eb::~::g~apnedopdle, ~s

Pat Suilivan of Friend, a counselling organization talks about th
fi
'
e
consequences (1974)· 'Ik
met- h - h
.
now rom personal experience-people I've
h
w ere t e women got
. d 17 h
their life is absolute heli. And %arn,e . at ' ave ad tw? or three kids and
cases, suicide. But even then th er,e s JUst no escape from tt except, in a lot of
because of the kids If she's got ey ~el gfi~t pdresslureds not to commit suicide
·
a gtr - nen a rea y h '
d
.
.
wtthher OK Ifshehasn't h '
h'
w o s.prepare to 1tve
·
s e s got not mg to t0 s0 h 11 h
,
'
got to stickwithit F'
· ll h ,
go · s e te s erselfshe s
h
' : mancta y s es not secure. And there's reall nothin
y ff d g
s e can do. She s etther got to decide to stay with th c 'l
.
e ramt y or go 0 an be
1
Pnvate letter, received February, 1973 .

.

by hersel( Even if she has got somebody to go with very often the man will
want the child. She doesn't want to leave the child.'
Pat Suilivan goes on to talk about a particular case of a woman who
wanted to leave her husband and go to live with her girlfriend in Liverpool.
'But she couldn't take the kids with her, because they couldn 't afford tolook
after the kids. And she didn't want to lose the kids. What could she do? She
was stuck. She had to stay with her husband and the kids. There wasnoother
way out for her. Also in a lot of divorce cases if they fmd out the
correspondent's a woman-you know with the wife--the judge is quite
likely to give custody of the children to the man.'
This is the real situation for gay people who are married. The situation for
men is better than for women. Men are likely to be financially better
off-even paying maintenance. But the social, legal and emotional pressures
against breaking up a family are still enormous. Alternatively if a gay man
stays with his heterosexual wife her oppression will merely be intensified by
his. While her husband cruises cottages, parks and bars in search of sexual
satisfaction, her chances ofbeing leftin front of the telly, baby-sitting night in
and night out are greatly increased. In this situation a full sexual relationship
is impossible for him. Either way the woman remains sexually unfulfilled
and trapped.
The question ofbisexuality in this situation does not seriously arise. If
somebody is sufficiently concerned about their homosexuality to fmd their
way in front of a doctor or a counsellorthen the problems they have are the
same as those who see themselves as homosexual. Bisexuality is often a
defens.ive description used by people who are afraid of the label homosexual.
However, bisexual people who are married are simply people whose
'infidelity' is complicated by the fact that their lover is of the same sex. If they
accept their bisexuality a conventional marriage cannotbe a rational
arrangement, but merely an insurance against the insecurities ofbeing single
and a defence against being thought of as 'queer'. For both the bisexual and
the homosexual mardage is a glaringly stupid and oppressive social
arrangement. Ho wever, as long as homosexuality is despised and penalized,
many homosexuals and bisexuals will contract marriages with all the
confusion and much misery sewn in. Faced with married gay people,
particularly those with children, a counsellor can do little but draw out the
inconsistencies and contradictions of the individual 's situation and present
the person with possible alternatives. One thing is unavoidable--somebody,
and often every body, will get hurt whether the marriage is stuck together or
pulled apart.
Once a gay person is married and has children the problems become truly
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intraetabie This is h th
··
.
l . ·.
w Y e postttve counse11mg of adolescent and young a
peop eIS so Important. It is often thought that girls of16 and 17 cannot
sure they are really homosexual. They ran 't know their own mind Th·
b~ so. By the s~me to~en they can't besure they are heterosexaal eithe~~:y
Y ~ng person IS worned about their homosexual feelings it is irresponsible
a~ cruel to ar~ue them into 'feeling' hererosexual. On the contrary the
nghtness of the1r sexual feelings needs to be confirmed and supported. Too
often the response young people receive is like this:

1,;

Dear Jim,
I know what yo~ are doing is not right. y ou are a man in every sense of the word and
fully deve~oped m that wa'!. The first thing I did was to get some hooks on the suh'ect
and there Is plenty of medica! treatment availahle with horrnanes and h
. ~ I
know th t t th
d
ypnos1s etc.
a a e moment you on't want to know hut I h p b fc .
a h ld
.
•
o e e ore lt gets too great
o on you, you Wl 11 . I read that it mostly sterns from a bad exper·
.h .I
·
]
b
d
1ence Wit a g1r
m ear y pu erty an when that is overcome in the mind everythl'
. h I
b k
h
ng comes ng t. t
ro e my eart to see you looking so obviously what you say you are which hasn 't
h~e~ 1parent ;ef~re. I hope and pray you will find strength to remave yourselffrom
~ e m uence o .thls person and come home and we will find the absolute best man in
ond~n to help you no matter what it casts. It is ohvious that those that practice this
are gomg to persuade you that there is nothing shameful or wrong in this and I h
you:re not,toho w~ak to realize this. Same people are not developed and have a m:~:
up t .at.can .t elp lt but I am convineed it is not so with you.
Wtlham Is coming home for the weekend with a girl friend He ph d
h'
·
pj
h·
·
one me t 1s
mornmg. ease t mk ahout this letter and write soon.

Your laving
Mother 2

F?rtun~tely jim '.was just 21. He did not go home--he joined the Ga
Llberatton Front mstead. But many young homosexuals faced with su~h a
response seek help only to be told by doctors and even counsellorss that the
are P.~obably not real.l~ homosexual. It is not the business of the counsellor
ques.ton the authentlctty of a person's homosexuall'ty h
h
h
- owever young
t ey are. T e legal problems of men under 21 are considerable and a
c~unsellor needs to warn sympathetically individuals of this, and to help
t. em .feel con~dent enough to meet other homosexual men in social
stt~at~ons. Wtth the advice and companionship of other gay people the boy
Pn':'ate letter, dated5 April, 1974, receivedin May 1974
8
. An. mstance of this occurred at the Bradford CHE Sym ~si urn 9 M h
d1scusswn workshop reports
d h .
P
•
are , 1974. A
counselling should he encour~gg~ds:~ a!te~p~~hmot st cases, yloulng _Peop!e who co me for
e erosexua re attonshtps.

t:

will hopefully explore his sexuality. The legal problems are obvious, and
inevitably involve the counsellor in taking sides. If the counsellor is to be
supportive and encouraging the law must be condemned and evaded.
The attitude of the counsellor to the law is particularly important. The
Sexual Offences Act (1967) is essential reading. It legalized homosexual acts
between two men who are willing and over 21. The law does not apply to
memhers of the Armed Forces or to relationships between crew memhers
· aboard British merchant ships throughout the world. Nor does it apply to
anybody in Scotland and occupied Ireland where homosexual relations
between men remain entirely illegal. In 1971 Lord Reid ruled that there is 'a
material difference between merely exempting certain conduct from
criminal penalties and making it lawful in the full sense. ' 4 In other words,
two homosexual men over 21 may have sexual rdations in private without
fear of penalty, but it is not fully lawful. There is no legal way in which gay
men can get into bed with each other, because this usually involves a
suggestion or a request that can only be defmed as 'importuning'.
Many gay men do spend their time looking for sexual centacts by
'cottaging' in public lavatories or strolling the parks. These activities are
illegal, but social workers and counsellors will not assist anybody by
condem-ning them. Cottaging is practised and enjoyed because of the social
situatïon of gay men. The reasons for cottaging are complex and cannot be
explained away astheresult of people 'having nowehere else to go'. Sexual
contact in a public lavatory enables gay men to have sex that is exciting and
erotic without emotional entanglements. The risks are calculated and often
thought worth it. Cottaging is strengthened by the difficulties experienced by
a gay man having social as well as sexual relations with another man.
A social as well as an erotic relationship between two men inevitably
involves being seen in the pub and at the cinema together. It means being
seen in cafés or restaurants and perhaps going on holiday together. A social
relationship between two men who are lovers involves risks far greater than
being caught cottaging. Cottaging presents less of a threat to your marriage,
your job, or your painfully constructed emotional independence. The
moralizing of people who condemn cottaging does more harm than good.
Gay men who cottage are victims not villains and deserve our solidarity
against police harassment and intimidation. There is no way that people
whobelieve in obeying the Sexual Offences Actor the relevantpartsof
Common Law can help gay men.
The relationship between the specif1c oppression ofhomosexual people
and major social and legal institutions in our society gives homosexual
4
See Gay News 2.
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counselling a politica! signiftcance. It is through politica! struggle that
homosexual people have taken control of who they are. In the same way that
'niggers' are Beautiful and Black, 'queers' are Glad to he Gay. Many
oppressed people are heartily sick ofbeing told who they are and what they
are by those with power. Oppressed people need to defme themselves.
A necessary part of this process is the open organization of homosexual
doctors, psychiatrists, teachers, probation officers and social werkers.
Heterosexual people who work in these ftelds can best help us by making it
clear both in the work situation and through their tra,des' unions and
associations that they will actively defend the job security of gay people. In
this way it will he possible to ensure that distressed and isolated gay people
who seek help will he counselled by fellow homosexuals. Of course, there is
a need for both individual and group counselling. The form that these should
take is detailed in Counselling homosexuals, compiled by Peter Righton and
publisbed by The National Council ofSocial Service. Apart from the
assumption and acceptance that individual counsellors will he heterosexual
(Righton, 1973, 25-8) the speciftc suggestions made in this pamphlet could
hardly he bettered.
Although counselling homosexuals and gay politica! action are distinct
activities they are interdependent.'The purpose of politica! action is to
defend and extend the freedom ofhomosexual people to enjoy their
sexuality. On theether hand, the object of counselling must betorender
individuals capable of living, laving and werking in a hostile environment.
Politica! struggle and counselling depend on each ether. An isolated gay
person is unlikely to develop the pride and self-confldence necessary to live
openly without the sart of individual help affered by counselling and
befdending agencies.
However, these agencies owe their existence directly to the politica!
action of gay people themselves. The counselling of gay people was not
seriously considered until homosexual people began to struggle for social as
well as legal change. Recognition of the need for counselling has grown as a
result of politica! struggle. More importantly the activity of gay people has
created new ideas and attitudes to counter our oppression. Withoutthese
alternative ideas counselling would exist only in the form of support for
repressive psychotherapy and clinical 'treatment'.

1
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Some United Kingdom contacts

Gay Switchboard
01-837-7324
Every evening.18.00 to 22.30
Complete nationalgay information service

Friend
Friend is a national coumielling and befriending agency with fifteen groups
in seven regions.
P.O. Box 427, Spring Gardens, Manchester M60 2EL
Telephone--evenings only: 061-225-0058 or 061-445-9629

Cara
Irish counselling organization
Gay Liberation Society, Students' Union, Queen's University, Belfast

Parents Enquiry
Ms Rose Robertson, 16 Honley Road, London SE6 2HZ

leebreakers
01-274-9590
19.30 to 22.30 every evening ofthe year

Further Reading
The Wel{ oJLoneliness. A t;J.ovel by Radclyffe HalLJonathan Cape, London,
1928.

A Single Man. A novel by Christopher Isherwood. Sirnon and Schuster, New
York, 1964.

Psychiatry and the Homosexual. A pamphlet (32 pp.). Pomegranate Press, 165
Cloucester Avenue, London NW1, 1973. (Price 15p.)

With Downcast Gays. A pamphlet (40 pp.) by Andrew Hodges and David
Hutter. Pomegranate Press, 165 Cloucester Avenue, London, NW1, 1974.
(Price 20p.)

. .

Politics oJHomosexuality. A pamphlet (19 pp.) by Don Mtlhgan. Pluto Press,
London, 1973. (Price 20p.)

Thejoke's Over. A pamphlet (24 pp.). Gayprin~s/Ratstudies, Box GP, 197
Kings Cross Raad, London WC1, 1973. (Pnce 15p.)

Counselling Homosexuals. A pamphlet (36 pp.) compiled b.y Peter .Righton.
Bedford Square Press ofThe National Council ofSoctal Servtce, 26
Bedford Square, London WC1, 1973. (Price 30p.)

7
Welfare Rights and Wrongs
Crescy Connon

Radicalization
The increasing militancy of social workers (including community workers
and probation officers) is part of a general rank and file militancy in
industrial, service and white collar sectors. In the United Kingdom, papers
pressing for greater democracy in the trade unions have mushroomed:

Hospita/ Worker, The Car Worker, NALGO (National and Local Government
Officers Association), Action News and Rank and File Teacher are just a few, and
community and tenants' ncwspapers are part ofthe sameconcern with
grassmots democracy and con trol. Other papers like Red Rat and Humpty
Dumpty for psychologists, or Case Con for social workers, cut across trade
union boundaries and have been concerned with critiques of traditional
ways of working and thinking, and especially the notion of the expert and
professionalism. Case Con first appeared in 1970 and has been important in
reflecting and developing the growing dissatisfaction of social workers with
the repressive elements in the work they do, and with the disparity between
the sorts of probieros they are asked to solve and the resources they are given.
For social workers, just like teachers .md nurses, are directly involved with
the consumption of their services, and their militancy has taken the form not
just of demanding better pay and conditions, but oflooking to changed
services in the consumers' interests, not those of alocal bureaueratic system,
or of capitalism as a whole.
Apart from the criticisms of the ideology of casework and the cries of the
welfare state, what have radical social workers achieved in practice? In many
London boroughs social workers have been prepared to show publicly their
solidarity with homeless families or squatters in their struggle for better
housing; some have refused to ask for contributions to the cost oftemporary
accommodation, or to help clients fill in rent re bate forms under the Housing
Finance Act. There has been work with gypsies harassed by local councils,
with battered wives, memhers ofthe Mental Patients' Union and with
claimants' unions. In many partsof the country there has been militancy over
office conditions, better conditions for residential workers, the struggle over
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standby pay for emergency duties, and strike action over the London
weighting allowance. Many social-work students have agitated for the
removal of exams and the introduetion of coursework that is more relevant
to social probieros than casework. And as well as Case Con there are socialworkers' action groups, the NAPO (National Association ofProbation
Officers) action group, Treaclestick in the Midlands, and many Case Con
groups have merged with NALGO action groups to forge links in the public
sector.
Community workers, too, are questioning the initia! assumptions of
community work which is seen traditionally as a way of mobilizing
community resources and coordinating social services to help the
'inadequate' and deprived. For instance:
... problems of multi-depri vation have to be redefmed and reinterpreted in terms
of structural constraints rather than psychological motivations, external rather than
internal factors. The (Community Development} project teams are increasingly clear ·
that the symptoms of disadvantage in their I 2 areas cannot be explained adequately
by any abnormal preponderance of individuals or families whose behaviour could be
defined as 'pathological'. Even where soda! 'malaise' is apparent, it does·not seem
best explained principally in termsof personal deficiencies, so much as the product of
external pressures in the wider environment. 1

The radical social worker is no longer willing to paper over the cracks, but
seeks ways of diverting power to elient groups so that they can challenge, if
not change, the status quo. The fact that the social services as a whole have an
ideological and repressive function does not mean that grass-roots social
workers necessarily have as well, and much ofthe workof groups like Case
Con has beentodefine carefully the repressive elementsin the job. But apart
from the left wing, there are many liberals, represented for instanee by the
professionals' British Associatiön of Social Workers (BASW), or the CPAG,
who also frankly accept poverty as an explanation for clients' problems, and
much of whose day-to-day strategies may sound little different from those of
the left-wingers.
Welfare rights is a strategy that has been enthusiastically accepted across
the liberal-left spectrum, and it is a seductive one for radicals for it can
embody a refusal to interpret the dient's view of the problem in an 'expert'
way, and it gives short-term rewards of material benefit to those in poverty.
· It is assumed to he a 'good' strategy, but we find in it very little discussion of
the nature of poverty, how it can he changed, or the role of the state.
1

Community Development Projects, Inter-Project Report to the Home Office,

paragraph 2.6.
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Welfare rights is often described as a strategy for social change, but there is
little analysis ofthe way that day-to-day struggles for individual beneftts
relate to the longer term, nor of the function of supplements and rebates in
propping up a low-wage, high-rent system. The way rights are fought for is
crucially important for social change: and because there is little discussion of
this issue, the welfare-rights strategy has a radical coat covering merely
liberal practice. Tony Lynes (1969) rightly said that 'One might perhaps
describe it as the new Fabianism, in that it seems to offer a means of achieving
gradual progress without upsetting the basic value assumptions of our
society.' Of course any radical social worker automatically and correctly
helps clients to get as much in the way ofbeneftts as possible, but to claim
that this is a processof social change is quite another matter. Anyone who is
serious about social change needs an analysis of the role of welfare in
capitalism, and of concepts of poverty.

The cycle of deprivation theory
Social policies embody the dominant conception of the nature and causes of
the social problems they seek to affect. Social workers using the casework
approach see poverty as the result of personal pathology-the elient is
considered unable to make full use of the opportunities and beneftts that are
available, and through various forms of self-defeating behaviour, conftrms
his or her position as inadequate and poor. The wide impact of the
'rediscovery of poverty' in the nineteen sixties ledtoa new conception of the
poor as victims of a rigged social structure. Pressure groups like the Child
Poverty Action Group and many social workers worked for greater access to
welfare beneftts, the rights to which exists in legislation if not always in
practice. In both the psychologieal/casework approach, and this materialistic
approach, the poor are victims, and professional intervention is considered
necessary and useful.
At the moment the vogue concept of poverty is the cycle of deprivation. lt
owes much to the idea of a culture of poverty, a subculture of the poor,
handed down from generation to generation through the family, producing
particular attitudes and personality structures, in particular a fatalistic
apathy, a resistance to change. The cycle of deprivation concept neatly
combines the psychological, materialistic, and cultural explanations of
poverty. It fits very nicely with the new family casework Seebohm social
services departments; it eneaurages welfare rights as a strategy for social
workers and as a self-help activity for clients and claimants. lt is the
underlying idea of community development programmes too. The miracle
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ingredient is the claim that all the elements in the poverty environment
interact withand exacerbate each other. Poor housing, low pay, insecure
employment, poor schooling, inadequate community institutions like
nursery schools or health facilities, all combine to reinforce the cycle.
Overlaying these are a transmitted culture of poverty, providing the apathy
to prevent self-improvement, and on the psychologicallevel, detrimental
patterns of child rearing, poor genetic endowm::nt and low ego-strength to
compound the problem. The place of casework in the generic social
worker's training is therefore secure, and the emphasis on the psychological
dynamics of the individual or family allows social workers to adopt
materialistic stances while retaining individual relationships with clients.
Because this theory deftnes poverty as something very complex, posing
many interacting causes and effects, 'experimental' anti-poverty projects are
justifled to discover the particular dynamics of special, exceptional, areas,
and what the most effective use of existing and extra resources might be. For
instance, introducing the United Kingdom urban programme in 1968, the
then Home Secretary, Mr Callaghan (see Me ach er, 1974), said, 'There remain
areasof severe social deprivation in a number of our ei ties and towns-often
scattered in relatively small pockets. They require special helptomeet their
social needs and tobringtheir physical services to an adequate level.' Clearly
environmental stress and cultural deprivation do coincide with poverty, but
all this discussion of the effects of poverty, seen also in the defmition of
educational priority areas, merely diverts the discussion from the question of
why some people earn a great dealless than others. The blots are defined as
the problem, not what produces them; the poor are the problem, not
inequality; 'immigrants', not white racialism; homelessness, not the housing
market. That positive discrimination programmes do little more than give
the government the appearance of determination to eradicate theevilsof our
society is seen in their very low tost: for 1972-3, the urban programme
represented 0·05 per cent of totalled programmed public expenditure, and
0 ·1 per cent of social services expenditure. The community development
project was even smaller by proportion. Educational priority area
expenditure was just over one per cent of the total educational budget for
1972-3 (Meacher, 1974, 5).
Miehad Meacher (1974, 7) has written about the politica! functions of
positive discrimination programmes:
The provision of selectively focused expenditure, even in minute amounts, can be
used to justify politica! claims a bout urgent concern for the poor and deprived
without in any way impugning the structure of rewards in society ordemanding any
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signif1cant sacrifices from the privileged. lt is theequivalent, on a territoria! basis, of
income support in extreme cases through means testing, and similar politica! claims
have recently been mounted regarding family income supplement and the new rent
rebates. In the case ofthe PDPs [Positive Discriminadon Programmes ], this trend has
most strikingly been demonstrared by the increasing emphasis in later phases of the
Urban Programme on projects to aid the casualties of the housing market, such as
hostels and advisory centres, at exactly the same time as wider politica! ideologies
were being brought to bear against the public sector of the housing market which
brought overall house building to the lowest pointfora decade which, tagether with
all time high prices, actively pushed up the number of casualties.

The idea of the cycle of deprivation and positive discrimi~ation goes with a
trend towards selectivity in welfare, for the assumption is that the mass of
people get along allright, and that only a few need special help. Social
services and community development programmes 'resocialize' people into
making better use of existing welfare (and educational) resources. 'Better
communication' is a phrase that crops up in the community-work lirerature
over and over again, and the Gulbenkian Report (1968) claims that people
'grow as persons' once communication is achieved, presumably a rather odd
way of saying that people develop more tolerant attitudes to the status quo.
But while community work can be criticized for concentrating on the
local, for seeking adaptation to unpleasant environmental conditions, and
for trying to cope·with bureaueratic malfunctioning (instead of changing
these things), many community projects have meant the better articulation
oflocal grievance. The way this grievance is channelled is affected by the
kind of leadership that community workers can give, many of whomare
committed radicals, if not revolutionaries. Grassroots activity can be used to
stimulate morale among people who fee! frustrated ·and who cannot see a
way out; but this may simply pre-empt militant activity-the fate of welfare
rights programmes which allow claimants to let off steam but not to change
their situations. As I describe below, this function was very much in the
policy makers' minds in the United States anti-poverty programmes. And
Marjorie Mayo in the following chapter describes how imperialist powers
use community development programmes. It is only through an analysis of
the politica! motivations bebind programmes that fieldworkers can puttheir
radical ideas into practice.
A comparison ofthe United Kingdom Labour and Conservative parties
reveals little difference intheir views of poverty. The Conservatives are
rather more concerned with genetic inheritance and socialization: Sir Keith
Joseph, for example, referred (see Meacher, 1974, 7) in 1972 to 'personal
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factors arising from illness or accident or genetic endowment. And there are
many factors which affect patterns of child rearing.' Accordingly Joseph
sought measures that would reach families with young childrenplaygroups, compensatory education, family-planning facilities-and in
doing so help to limit the size of poor families (and increase social-work
intervention in the family). Labour have been more concerned with the fact
that health, education, and employment impinge on individuals, but their
polides have not differed sîgnif1cantly from the Conservatives'. Roy Jenkins,
for instance, relies (see Holman, 1973a) on the 'generosity of all men and
women of goodwill, irrespective aftheir economie interests or class position'
in the fight toeradieare poverty. It was, after all, the 1964 Labour
Government that began to dismande the system of welfare set up in the
1940s, and their programme of cuts in public expenditure and use of wage
freezes in attempting to curb inflation have been virtually identical to the
Conservatives'. The 1966 Ministry ofSocial Security Act did nothing to
bring the Supplementary Benefits Commission under demoeratic control
and maintained its proteetion of secrecy. It was this act that contained the
repressive measures now so well known and widely criticized, for instanee
the unreasonable rent rule, the cohabitation rule and the wage stop. I shall
now look briefly at anti-poverty programmes in the United States, for it is
upon them, their experience and concepts, that so much British policy is
based.

!i

Anti-poverty programmes and welfare rights in the United States
Like the British programmes that followed them, United States anti-poverty
programmes set out to be effective in breaking the poverty cycle by tackling
the main elements-employment opportuniÜes, health facilities, education,
housing, welfare rights:
The Economie Opportunity Act defmes community action as a programme which
combines the resources of an urban or rural area in actions which promise to reduce
poverty or its causes-'through developing employment opportunities, improving
human performance, motivation and productivity, orbettering the conditions under
which people live,learn and work.' lt is to be organized by a public or private nonprofit agency, and to be 'developed, conducted, and administered with the maximum
feasible participation of the residents of the areas and memhers of the groups
served'. (Marris and Rein, 1974, 265.)

Consumer views were taken seriously, above professionaljudgements, in
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order to promote controlled institutional change, while social science
expertise was used to evaluate the programmes. These were conceived
within an experimental framework so that premature large-scale
commitment could he avoided and limited resources apparently used to fulftl
urgent, but ill-deftned, goals. In fact earlier more ambitious projects that
aimed to tackle poverty as a totality of deprivadons had been found too
expensive and smaller grants for speciftc programmes were offered in
compensation. The poverty cycle theory is not clear about the exact
interrelationship of all the elements like bad housing and poor schooling,
so that the withdrawal from intervention in all the elements is not
necessarily seen as an abandonment of the ftght. In the British positive
discrimination programmes we also see the elements being fought
piecemeal: the programmes are supposed to he complementary, but exactly
how is left vague.
As in Great Britain, a major souree of grievance to emerge in the
community eentres was the hardship and humiliation oflife dependent on
welfare. The Civil Rights' Movement earlier in the 1960s influenced the
setting up ofthe National Coordinating Committee ofWelfare Rights'
Groups in 1966, and social workers and lawyers began to use litigation as an
instrument of social change. The most celebrated use oflaw for social reform
was in the winning of the Supreme Court rulings that 'children could not he
denied welfare on the grounds that their mother was living with a man to
whom she was not married; that welfare could not he cut offbefore the
recipient had exercised her right to a fair hearing; that states could not
apply length-of-residence conditions in the granting of welfare.' (Marris
and Rein, 1974, 355.) Cases were fought to establish precedents that would
deftne and extend the right to welfare. Although a variety of different tactics
was employed, the creation of an economie and politica! crisis through the
overloading of the welfare bureaucracy was seen as a precondition for the
kind of reverberations that would secure reforms at the nationallevel.
Welfare rights groups called attention to the misuse of public expenditure in
many anti-poverty programmes that did more to ensure bureaucratie
reshaping of the various welfare services than to alleviate the day-to-day
experience of being on welfart, and they objected to the forcing of people
into low-wage work.
United States welfare rights groups have been very militant, their
mainstay usually being black unsupported mothers. They soon found that
mass claims achieved more than individual advocacy and used sit-ins and
demonstrations to advantage. In 1967 New York special grants totalled $3m.,
in 1968, $13m. (Piven and Cloward, 1972, chapter 10.) Welfare departments
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had the choice of calling the police and risking mass (possibly racial)
violence, or paying out money.
Welfare rolls increased sharply in the 1960s partly because of militant
action by claimants and would-be claimants. But the welfare rights
movement was itself given aid from federal sources: the Office of Economie
Opportunity which oversawall anti-poverty programmes gave grants to
local anti-poverty programmes, and were quite a ware that a substantial part
of the money would go to strengthening local welfare rights groups. The
federal government openly ftnanced an organization of the poor which was
militantly harassing local welfare departments. What were their motives?
The anti-poverty programmes were partly an attempt by federal
government to intervene in local alfairs over and above local politica!
interests, and the Dernocrat administration in Washington had been eager to
win black votes. Holman (1974) has shown how the poverty programme
fared under the Nixon administration; although such state interference
contiiets with aggressive Republican individualism, nevertheless the poverty
programmes had useful politica! functions:
Thus by the end ofhis fmt administration, President Nixon had a poverty
programme which, if the politica! elimate made it appropriate, could continue in its
new directions, initiating research, cooperating with local government, and running
a limited number of service programmes. It could serve as evidence that the
government was taking action against certain social problems without being the kind
of action to promote hostility amongst the government' s supporters.

While expenditure on action and initiation of projects was cut, that on
research became the largest proportion.
During the 1960s the fear ofblack militancy provided another reason for
the fmancing of welfare programmes. Wh en federal agencies 'attempted to
make gains for blacks in housing and health care and education and
employment, resistance was stiff and sometimes virulent, for other groups in
the eities hadmajor stakes in these services and resources. But there were few
other major groups in the cities with direct and immediate interests in
welfare. (Giving welfare was also cheaper, at least intheshort run, than
building housing, for example.) Consequently, relief-giving turned out to
he the most expeditious way to deal with the politica! pressures created by a
dislocated poor, just as it had been many times in the past.' (Pi ven and
Cloward, 1972, 285-6.)
Racial violence was not the only threat to the establishment-so-calied
urban renewal with the uprooting of poor families was another major, often
related, problem. A more considered slum clearance programme was not
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envisaged, instead it was to the welfare agencies that the administration
turned. The increasing numbers eligible for welfare meant that programmes
seeking to enable greater access of the poor to benefits were fostered: the
Office of Economie Development set up 'community action agencies'neighbourhood service centres. Pederal intervention established welfare
rights services, promoted litigation and nourisbed grass-roots pressure
by the poor themselves. This meant that the degradation and demoralization
of the poor and thus their hostility to the state, were largely pre-empted. A
Department of Health, Education and Welfare report suggests that
Although there is no direct evidence, CAP [ Community Action Project] programs
may have helped the poor understand their rights under existing public assistance
polides and may have lowered the amount ofpersonaf stigma recipients feit. Th ere is
evidence showing that CAP programs are associated with reduced feelings of
helplessness. CAP expenditures per 1,000 poor persons were inversely related to
powerlesmess (the more a city received CAP funds, the fewer the number of
recipients feeling helpless). (Pi~en and Cloward, 1972, 289.)
Between 1964 and 1969 the rolls in the 78 northern '.!rban counties rose by 80
per cent. As the applications rose, so did the proportion of acceptances.
Modernization, migration, urban unemployment, family breakup, and
rising grant levels, created a large pool of eligible families in the 1950s and
'60s, but the rolls did not rise until the '60s and then largely as aresult of
government programmes designed to moderate politica! unrest among the
black poor. Such concessions were largely symbolic but came at a time when
ghetto unrest was at a peak, and, when this unrest began to wane, they could
be viewed in retrospect as major liberal reforms. 2

Claimants and claimants' unions
As in the United States so in Great Britain the system of social security has
come under increasing strain in the face of structural impingements on
people's lives: for instance, redevelopment has meant the lossof much cheap
accommodation and multiplied homeless families; structural unemployment
has produced more long-term unemployed; and the greater life expectancy
of the old has increased the number of pensioners who need supplementary
beneflts, their pensions being so small. Rein and Heclo (1974) have shown
that the proportion of people on welfare in the United States rosetoseven
per cent of the population in 1972, in Sweden, after remaining at or near 4
2 For full descriptions ofAmerican anti-poverty programmes and welfare rights see
Piven and Cloward, 1972, chapter 10, and Marris and Rein, 1974, chapter 9.
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per cent for most of the post-war period, the proportion rose to 6 ·3 per cent
in 1971-higher than at any time in the preceding 23 years. In Great
Britain, the percentage rose gradually from 3·9 in 1950 to almost 5·5 in the
mid 1960s, 7·2 in 1967 (following the 1966 Ministry ofSocial Security Act)
and reaching 8·4 per cent in 1972. There are striking differences when we
look at one-parent families-the section that is fastest growing in the British
claiming population. In Great Britain these families were 16 per cent of all
welfare recipients (1971-2), inSweden 24 per cent (1968-9), and in the
United States 60 per cent (1971-2). In Great Britain in 1964 2,774,000 were
dependent on supplementary beneflt, in 1972 4,563,000-an increase of over
65 per cent (Field; 1974). Much ofthis increase is accounted for by the
diminishing real value of national insurance beneftts, so that more and more
people have hadtoturn to supplementary beneflts. And some ofthe increase
is accounted for by the proliferation of means-tested benefits like Family
Income Supplement that draw ever more people into the claiming
category, including the fully employed whoare on low wages. There
are also the local authority beneftts that affect more and more people-rentand rates rebates, rent allowances, school meals and uniform
allowances, and so on. What about claimants' unions?
In an anonymous pamphl~t called 'The Ostrich-have claimants' unions
got a future?', somecu memhers argue thatöne factor which weakenscus
is the wish tothink of claimants as an homogeneaus body. This results in a
false notion of revolutionary potential, and at worst, a belief that only
claimants have 'true' revolutionary consciousness, ha ving rejected the work
ethic. 'Claimants' is a general termfora variety of categories-unsupported
mothers, the old, the short-term unemployed, the sick, the chronic sick, the
disabled, and those who choose to claim rather than work. All they have in
common is living at subsistenee level, and facing the harassment and
in efficiency of social security officials. But even here there are differences, for
some people are seen by the officials as more deserving than others: the
'deserving' covers those like widows, the old, the disabled, in other words
those who cannot he expected to work; the 'undeserving' covers the
unemployed, the short-term sick-those whoare seen as being able to work.
Frank Field (1974) has shown that in the United Kingdom the 1974 Labour
budget improved benefits for the former group while those for the
unemployed and short-term sick havenotbeen increased equivalently (this is
not to imply of course that the 'deserving' claimants receive anything like
adequate beneflts). An important group of claimants are the low-paid
employed, who by becoming eligible for supplementation are split off from
the organized and productive sector of the working class, and whose
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functions are to depress wage levels, to provide a reserve army oflabour for
industry, and to perform low-status service jobs. Clearly this is quite a
different problem from the old or unsupported mothers, people who cannot
work.
Claimants are also atomized by the wide use of discretion in assessments
they are given:
Massive discretion provides the conditions for day-to-day struggle around which
cus formed. At one stroke, it both created the possibility ofsuccessful batties of
solidarity, and atomized the coherence of claimants as a category: since every case is a
special case, every fight is an individual fight. Collective victory over single cases, so
long as it doesn't affect the treatment ofgroups of claimants, is acceptable to the system
(ifnot to its individual members); which is why the principle of precedent has never
been accepted by the SBC [Supplementary Benefits Commission ].
This individualism in claimants, produced by a discretionary system, has been
reflected in our reactions to that system as a kind of anti-cult of the personality: the
collection of minutiae about such-and-such a supervisar's foibles, the cultivation of
hate campaigns against particularly vicious managers, etc. Unless one sees one's own
oppression as part of a collective situation, it's hard to understand that the SBC
structure is an expression of class interests.
CU action is thus often the collective form ofindividual mystifications: not, or not
only through a failure of critica! awareness on the part of revolutionaries active in
cus-but because the '66 act defines the situation in this way "(naturally enough).
('The Ostrich ', p. 13.)
cu ideology is a vague and uncritical populism. The immediate fighting of
social-security decisions can take preeedenee over long-term strategy; longterm ineffectuality tends to he obscured by an optimistic faith in 'people', not
organization. Ultra-radicalism and reformism can join hands only too easily
as 'The Ostrich' shows in the cohabitation campaign. The cus did not
prevent the media taking up the campaigu as a sob story, indeed they
encouraged them to do so: there is noharm to the system in focusing
attention on special cases, one victim, one remaining pocket of injustice.
Without a clear analysis of what they are up against, how change is
achieved, and of what the role of welfare under capitalism is, cus, like other
community groups, will he vulnerable to pre-emption by well-meaning
liberals, for example in community development projects or the media. I
bring tagether these criticisms in order the more effectively to supportcus,
and not in any way to deny them that support.
Newton Ah bot cu, composed mainly of unemployed workers wishing to
overcome the stigma oflaziness and scrounging that goes with claiming,
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started cooperative food production and distribution Oordan, 1973a,
Chapter 2). This meant that the traditional dichotomy of workermanagement was questioned by those involved, but it hardly posed any
threat to the system that produces unemployment or stigmatizes those who
are unemployed. The cu entertained romantic notionsof cooperative work,
with overtones of the revival of the craft community; when they organized a
system of voluntary work to do odd jobs, it was not surprising that the local
trades council should angrily describe it as blackleg Iabour. They worsened
relations with the very people who had the power to organize militant
industrial action about unemployment in the area. The National Pederation of
Claimants' Unions Guidebook (p. 17) state, that all cus must try to establish
links with organized workers, especially during strikes. Many cus attempt to
affiliate to the local trades council. This is important as trades councils are
representedon SBcappeals tribunals.
The tribunals are the main arena of activity for both cus and for
professional repr.esentatives such as those from the Child Poverty Action
Group, and Hilary Rose (1973) has compared the forms of representation.
She noted that a form of middle-class co-option may emerge 'whereby the
educated and the expert enter into a compassionate complicity, where the
chairman and the well-briefed middle-class representative retreat into an
expert's world, leaving the appellant no Jonger an actor in his own destiny,
but merely the object of the case at issue. 'Both cu and Child Poverty Action
Group representatives can he guilty of this distancing, but the cus try to
avoid situations in which particular people become experts, and aim for
everyone.to learn and practise relevant skills. The cus see fighl:ing an appeal
as part of a long-term strategy to raise claimants' consciousness and
confidence so that they can defend themselves; the immediate and long-term
struggles are truly part of the same process. But for the Child Poverty Action
Group, or the liberal social worker, the claimant's involvement is not crucial
(indeed it may he considered detrimental if the claimant is rather uncouth),
but just a matter of courtesy, for the immediate aim is material re lief of need.
Reform and change for liberals takes place elsewhere--by pressure group
polities, using the media and aimed at the government, and not by the power
of the mass of people. A cu appellant asks for representation by a cu memher
as a right, and expects one day to he able to represent others in return; the
Child Poverty Action Group advocate makes a decision about whether or
not to support an appeal, and as the expert he decides what the most
appropriate line of argument might he. 'The advocate model is basically that
of the expert who will use his skilis to defend the defenceless, the training
programme [of the CPAG] is mainly one of training professionals as Galahads
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rather than one of training people to defend themselves.' (Rose, 1973.) The
claimant is discussed as ifhe were not in the room, and his position as an
object confirmed. But the cu representative, whoshares a common
condition of life with the appellant and therefore a common attitude to the
trihunal, cannot thus patronize or exclude the appellant, whose position
becomes not an object but a participant.
In the Handbook forstrikers the following Golden Rules are given, which
are useful advice for social workers:
1 Don' t negotiate over a claimant's head

2 Support everyone unconditionally
3 -don 't judge

-don't try to 'weed out those whoare trying it on'
-don't look for 'special hardship cases'
4 Don't worry about lightening the Ministry's burden-it's always chaos anyway,
and your demands wil! help to change the system for the benefit of all claimants.
(p. 7.)
And direct advice is given to social workers in the Claimants' Union

Guidebook:
Refuse to discuss confidential information about a Claimant with the SS unless the
Claimant has agreed. They should not collude with loc al ss staff, or bargain over
the Claimant's head.
b They should support all Claimants unconditionally and refuse to make value
judgements about deservingness or undeservingness.
c They should refuse to administer any local authority Means Test and instead pay
Section I (Children 's Act) money to Claimants pending their appeals.
d Explain to all Claimants and fellow workers exactly what a cuis and does. They
should fight intheir own organizations, BASW, NALGO and Case Confora
Guaranteed lncome for All without a Means Test. (p. 21.)
a

Social workers and social security
The Seebohm report (1968)g was an attempt at an administrative solution to
the failure of social services' departments at the time to getto grips with the
problems of need and deprivation, and a confirmation that poverty would he
tackled not through fiscal measures, but by increased social services. In the
report, poverty was seen as a family problem, pathological socialization
5

Por a discussion see the preface to Marris and Rein, 1974.
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perpetuating the cycle of deprivation: social workers were to become family
caseworkers, seeking within the family the reasons for and the solutions to
school truancy, rent arrears, long-term dependenee on social security, and
mental illness. The report recognized that resources allocated to social
services would he far short of what was necessary to tackle deprivation
effectively, and community self-help projects were thus to become an
important part of the generic social worker's job. Contemporary criticisms
of casework, and the move towards more materialistic attitudes among social
workers, fitted in admirably with the new departments initiated after the
report. Freudianism had apparently been overthrown in favour of another
approach, but it would he quite misleading to assume that the new
materialistic ideology has in practice resulted in radical departures from the
underlying social work ideology. Issues still become cases; poverty or
housing stress are redefmed as social, not economie problems; hence social
workers proliferate. And the idea o+'self-help' should heseen for what it
is-a withdrawal from the principle of state responsibility for the poor,
disahled and disadvantage.d.
As social security offices become more inaccessihle and centralized,
social workers are increasingly involved in mediating between them
and the claimant. In contacting them on behalf of a claimant to
query an assessment, or in helping claimants to appeal, the social worker
has made an assessment of the case that the social security office has ndther
staff nor time to do. But the sorts of questions that social workers ask
about family circumstances are no doubt more surprising to claimants than
those of social security visitors. 'Radical' social workers have always assumed
that their increased involvement in material help is totheir dients'
advantage, a view that can only he maintained while social services are seen
in isolation from the system of social security and income maintenance as a
whole. The increasing complexity and inefficiency of social security offices
and the absence especially of a satisfactory emergency payment system have
hrought social workers into this area of work. One reason for this is the very
vaguenessof the generic social worker's job, so that new duties can
continuously he slipped in. Income maintenance slipped in very easily, aided
by 'radical' social workers who optimistically believed that people prefer to
be dealt with by sympathetic social workers than by mean and nasty social
security officers. But at least social security is statutorily defmed and,
however difficult to get, the rights do exist and can he checked in the
legislation. Social services never make it clear what is offered, what to do to
get it, what to do to appeal if dissatisfied. BillJordan (1973b) has argued
persuasively against the involvement of social workers in income
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maintenance, and against the suggestion now in vogue that welfare rights
officers should be employed în social services departments:
'
Radical social workers who accuse traditionalists of'creating' clients by translating
material problems into emotional terms should become equally aware of the danger
of artificially created financial problems being accepted as suitable material for socialwork intervention. Presumably a case opened under these circumstances (loss of a
pension hook in the post, or failure ofDHSS to despatch a Giro) could develop, by the
inexorable process of casework deviance amplification, into a full-fledged welfare or
child-care case.
Jordan suggests that, rather than creating welfare rights officers which would
encourage the United Kingdom Department ofHealth and Social Security
to shed yet more of its responsibilities, social workers should'demand that the
DHSS recognize its responsibilities for emergency and exceptional needs
under the 1966 Act, that it set up proper local emergency facilities, and halt
immediately its programme for centralization. I would add that just as social
workers took industrial action over their stand-by duties, social security
officers should do the same, demanding a decendy paid emergency system so
that emergencies do not get referred to duty social workers.
Those who are concerned with rights and social security often ignore the
fact that social services departments opera te one of the most discretionary
beneftts of all-payments under the 1963 Children and Young Persons Act,
often made as substitutes for social security emergency payments or
exceptional needs grants. And money from charities is used in the same way.
The sudden gift-like payment out of the blue conftrms the dependency of the
elient on the social worker, sernething that the elient is often blamed for.
W orse still, it eneaurages feelings of personal gratitude to the social worker
who has secured this 'present', for such itseems, asthereis absolutely no way
of claiming entidement to it or asking for more. Even more confusing, the
social worker sametimes reappears asking for it back, and then has to help
the elient to budget. While social workers should obviously do their best to
get as much as possible for clients, it is crucial that they explain exacdy what
the souree ofthe money is, the terms on which it is given or loaned, whether
it is discretionary or a right, and at the same time put clients in touch with
consumer groups-tenants' associations, claimants' unions, women's
groups, trades unions, squatting groups and so on-so that the judgement of
individual inadequacy cannot be conferred. Many social workers, of course,
already do this.
As far as community work is concerned, the erosion of people 's ei vil
liberties, especially over housing, and the exemption of tribunals from the
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usual safeguards that operate in courts oflaw (ineligibility of appellants to
legal aid, no rule of precedent, proceedings in camera, no right of appeal,
admissibility ofhearsay evidence, for instance) has meant that the few legal
and advice eentres that have been set up have flourished. At the Hillftelds
Information and Opinion Centre, set up under the Coventry Community
Development Programme, it was found duringJune,July and August 1972
that enquiries about social security were 29·68 per cent of callers, the highest
single category (followed by gas, 14-46 per cent and housing
10·47 per cent). Enquiries about social security had also been top throughout
the preceding 16 months. In 13·44 per cent of the social security enquiries
evidence of mismanagement was found-late Giro payments, hooks late,
beneftt calculated wrongly and so on (Bond, 1973). While it is clearly
essenrial that we have more of these eentres so that people can ftnd out their
rights and get help in their defence, it is disturbing that government
departments are setting up yet more bodies to cope with the inefficiencies of
and abuses by other departments, and of course by private operators like
property speculators and developers. We see willingness to tackle results, but
not causes.
That enthusiasts can maintain their optimism about welfare rights as a
strategy for social change is aresult of the divorce intheir discussion between
immediate strategy and pressure-group polities. Pressure after all has not
preventedthe very considerable dismanding of measures like free school
milk, free prescriptions, and the introduetion of the Housing Finance Act or
the In dustrial Relations Act. The state is nota neutral entity that can be made
better by tlw introduetion of more welfare beneftts, but acts on behalf of
well-deftned and powerful interests. Subsistenee beneftts, low pay, and the
system of income distri bution mustbeseen as parts of a whole, the function
of beneftts and supplements being to depress wage levels, while enabling
people to carry on consuming as prices and rents, and therefore proftts, rise.
Industrial discipline is a key characteristic of national insurance and social
security legislation (industrial misconduct rule, four week rule, ineligibility
of strikers to beneftt, unreasonable rent rule, voluntary unemployment rule,
persistent refusal to maintain one's family, and so on). As far as the national
insurance commissioners are concerned, hearsay evidence that would not be
admissible in a court oflaw is admissible in cases ofindustrial misconduct,
which covers dismissal for dishonesty, or negligence in work, a breach of
rules at work, absenteeismand lateness. There have been cases where refusal
to do work blacked by the union, or biding by demarcation agreements, or
refusing to work in bad conditions, have been judged as voluntary
unemployment (Kincaid, 1973, chapter 12). It is utopian to assume that
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changes can he made to eradicate poverty without a fundamental
transformation of the structure of society. Because social workers are in the
front lines in the attempt to control the effects of poverty and environmental
stress, they are subjected to particularly pernicious ideologies: only by
constant awareness of these will they he able to use that position in the fight
for real changes.
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Community development has becomC; a boom industry. Jobs have been
multiplying increasingly rapidly in new projects and job-settings, in
government projects and particularly in local authority social service
departments like the councils of social service·(see Bryers, 1972). And of
course old job descriptions are being revitalized with new names-rundown schools in deprived inner city areas are 'community schools' or, even
more euphemistically, 'children's homes'; and borstals become 'community
homes'.
So why has this notion of'community' acquired such euphoric
connotations, both with governments and local authorities of differing
politica! persuasions and with the student and young professional proponents
of community action? This chapter willattempt to analyse the implications
of community development in terms ofits own development and in relátion
to the problems to which it is supposed to provide more effective solutions
than traditional social work. It should then he clearer why the term has
appealed sp much to apparently disparate sections of society and, more
significantly, what its limitations and possibilities are as a radical alternative
to social work.

Where has the notion of community development sprung from?
Although this chapter will refer to projects which include substantial
ingredients of other aspects of community work-for example, community
organization or coordination between different welfare agencies, as in the
poverty and community development programmes-it will concentrate
primarily on the community development aspects. This is mainly because it
has beentheself-help and resident/dient participation forms of community
development which have been most attractive to those professionals in
search of an alternative to the more directly hierarchical and paternalistic
traditional approach of the 'helping professions '. As the most seductive form
of community work, community development is thus most directly in need
of critica! analysis from an alternative perspective.
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Definitions are typically abstract and generaL The standard United
Nations definition (1955), 1 for instance, states that 'community development
is a process designed to create conditions of economie and social progress for
the whole community withits active participation.' This simply begs the
question, since development, progress, community and participation are all
probiernatie terms-development and progress of what kind, for whose
benefit in what type of community, composed graphically or in class terms,
participating in what and with what degree of real power or influence? A
clearer understanding can he achieved by adding practical and specific
analysis of the concrete experience of community development as developed
by Western 'social democracies'-particularly by Great Britain in her
colonies and by the United States both in depressed inner city areas at home
and in external 'spheres of in6uence' particularly in Southeast Asia, Latin
America and the Middle East.
The British concocted the term community development out of their
attempts to develop 'basic education' later called 'mass education' and social
welfare in the colonies. 2 But why, after 30 or 40 years or so of colonial
influence or rule in Africa (and very much Jonger in India), this dramatic
increase in concern for the 'development', 'education' and 'welfare' of the
subject colonial peoples? Colonial rule had, after all, beenbasedon
principles of metropolitau self-interest as well as benevolent
paternalism-the dual mandate to 'civilize' while exploiting, which was
recognized quite explicitly by that well-known colonial administrator and
theorist, Lord Lugard (1922). 8
At the politica! level, there were clearly self-interested reasons for Great
Britaio's increasing concern for colonial social or community development.
During the interwar period, the fear of the possible implications of selfgovernment for the colonies began to he feit in earnest in the metropolis. In
India this process had begun even in the 1930s; in Africa it began later
although, before the end of the second wor ld war, there is evidence of the
first recognition of the distant but eventual possibility of successful
independenee demands in that continent, too. The Colonial Office began to
consider ways of coping with these demands by promoting the
1

(Mise. no. 523--February, 1955.) Report ofthe Ashbridge conference on social
development.
.
2 The ti ties ofColonial Office documentation bear out this parentage: Educational
policy in British politica/ Africa (1925), Mass education in African society (1944) and Social
development in the British colonial territories (1948).
s See also Margery Perharn's biography ofLugard for an account ofhis role in the
development ofthat peculiarly British ferm ofcolonial administration, indirect rule.
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'development of politica! institutions' or more generally of that most
ambiguous term 'politica! development'.
The British wanted 'to encourage democracy and local initiative', and 'to
establish solid foundations for the approaching self-government' (see
Brockensha and Hodge, 1969, 164) which, as the United Nations (1958-9)
explained, meant bringing the colonies in line with 'politica!, economie and
social standards as established in the majority of demoeratic countries.' In
other words, the colonies were to be protected from communism or from
other potentially unstable politica! regimes (which might eventually he too
weak to contain the emergence ofthat same spectre of commuriism). One of
the best known consequences ofBritish policy was the Indian community
development programme. This was developed by both British and United
States protagonists before independenee in 1947 and taken up (merged by
then with the non-violent and anti-communist ideology of Ghandi) as a
major plank ofthe CongressPartyin 1952. The whole programme was quite
explicitly an attempt to create plausibly demoeratic institutions without
serious dislocation of the vested interests of the status quo.
During the second world war the British had become increasingly
concerned about the politica! crisis with which they might have to deal at its
end. What, the colonial administrator F. L. Brayne (1944) asked, would
become of the returned soldier?-would he 'explode and become either a
fervent reformer or red-hot enemy of all government or a violent and ·
dangerous crimina!?' The answer he thought, lay in a balanced community
development and national reconstruction programme. 'A comprehensive
programm.e of economie and social betterment that kept evetyone busy,
body and mind, would do more than anything else to ease the solution ofthe
constitutional problem.'
An idealized and supposedly demoeratic version of village life, the
'Panchayat', was to be recreated, as part of this scheme to promote rural
development without offering any explicit challenge to existing property or
power and caste relationships (Brayne, 1945; Mayer, et al. 1958). Nehru
bimself (1957) made this quite clear in his own statements on the community
development programme: 'We want an integrated India, not only
politically but emotionally' (i.e., ideologically). Existing property (and
particularly land-ownership patterns) were thus to be left undisturbed;
Nehru would not give offtcial support even to 'voluntary' programmes for
land re-distribution. 'It is obvious,' he affirmed, 'that no government can
go about asking people to give up their land.'
Yet, as Barrington Moore (1966) has commented, to attempt in India 'to
democratize the villages without altering property relationships is simply
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absurd.' As the United Nations evaluation team on their visit in the late
1950s were forced to recognize, despite all the efforts of the community
development teams, the poorer peasants stilllacked incentives, while the
richer peasants and landlords were still able to appropriate their surplus, not
to mention the additional material benefits that had been available from the
community development programme. Thus social and economie divisions
have actually widened and the underdevelopment of the poorer peasants'
plots increased as a result of five years of community development. Nor was
the Indian programme alone in having such politica! and social ideological
intentions. Similar conclusions can he drawn, for instance, about British
efforts in part of Afriea and Malaya where, by 1953, there were 450 'new
community development villages' as a result of the emergency resettiement
of half a million people as part of the military operations against the
communists.
The politica! implications of community development as an attempt to
builduplocal bulwarks (and vested interests} opposed to communism, can
he traeed in the possibly even cruder polides ofBritain's successor as an
imperia! power, the United States. As Brokensha and Hodge (1969) have
explained, ' by far the greatest Ameriean expenditures on community
development occur in those countries (Vietnam, Thailand, Laos) considered
to he most threatened by communism.' Often community development is
used to disguise counter-ihsurgency activities, including perhaps those
projects as part of aid programmes to Latin America. 'The Alliance for
Progress' and all the non-government sponsored United States projects are
concentrated in politically tense, yet economically vita! areas, for instance, in
the Middle East-Jordan, Lebanon and Iran-and Greece, another critica!
sphere for politica! and military influence. Greece received community
development programmes from the United States both before and after the
second world war and the eivil war, between communists and their allies and
the right-wing groups supported by the United States and Great Britain. On
the politica! level, then, as an American critic (Erasmus, 1968) has
commented, community development clearly has been used by both
countries 'as a padfier in the hopesof avoiding disagreeable agitation'.
Underlying the politica! dimension and critically and causally linked to it,
economie motivation has also been ofkey significanee in the development of
the colonial ideology of community development. The colonies had, after
all, a crucial economie function for the metropolitan power (see Lenin,
1966). Imperialism was economically vita! fora variety of reasons, as a means
of combating falling rates of profit at home by the more profitable export of
capita! abroad, but also, for instance, to provide and guarantee the supply of
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raw'materials cheaply and to facilitate the export of metropolitan
manufactured goods on favourable terms of trade. The British preferred to
ensure that native Iabour was available to produce these raw matcrials and to
facilitate this tradeby economie pressure, for example, taxes to force peasants
into wage Iabour and the use of ideologieal pressure rather than by the
Portuguese method of naked brute force--forced Iabour. Even so there were
exceptions made to the 1933 International Labour Organization ordinance
forbidding this practice, exceptions which were inserted partly as a result of
British pressure--and these were exploited by the British up to 1956, for
example, in what wasthen Bechuanaland, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika.
Lu gard (1965) even justified forced Iabour as an Afriean tradition-the
· native ruling class having also been able to extract unpaid Iabour from their
peasants in various areas, for example, northern Nigeria.
Community development was a more subtle, potentially less troublesome
way of achieving the same ends-the extraction of'voluntary' and, of
course, still unpaid native Iabour, to build up the infrastructure for further
economie development exploitation. So the typieal colonial project
involved drilling wells to irrigate the cash crops, and road and bridge
building to facilitate their transportation to the port of embarkation.
During the second world war, the production of raw matcrials in the
colonies took on a new importance for Great Britain, because of the 'reverse
!end lease' arrangement made with the United States (Rodney, 1972). By
this agreement, Great Britain was able to repay war loans, not in dollars, but
in ra w matcrials from the British colonies. Most important of these were tin
and rubber from Malaya, foliowed by cocoa from West Afrieà. In other
words, Great Britain was bailed out of her economie difftculties at least
partly through the efforts of her colonies. As aresult British investment in
colonial development was heavily slanted towards facilitating this process:
the Colonial Development and Welfare Fund (set up in 1940 and
administering loans and grants from 1944) concentrared on the infrastructure
for this increasing export of raw materials-developing ports, railways and
electric power plants. In addition, Afriean currency had to he based on
'sterling reserves' banked in the United Kingdom and invested in British
government stock. By 1955, Africa had contributed ;(1,446 million, whieh
was over half the total gold and dollar reserves of Great Britain and the
Commonwealth combined-another way in which the former relied upon
her colonies and the earnings from the export of their ra w matcrials to
support her own econ()my when it was in difficulties. In this process, then,
community development had a certain degrec of direct economie influence,
for example, through projetts which built up the economie infrastructure
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and stimulated the production ofkey raw materials, such as the campaigns to
improve cocoa farming in Ghana in the 1950s (du Sautoy, 1958).
Community development was also significant, ideologically, in
eneauraging favourable institutions and attitudes, and in discouraging those
unfavourable ones that might lead to the development of a radical challenge.
To the economie and political establishment community development thus
represented an attempt to create a capitalist 'free market', economie
development on the cheap (development for the metropolitan interests
anyway, even if that entailed underdevelopmentfor the colonized country),
and colonized peoples sufficiently indoctrinated to participate voluntarily in
accelerating this process (see Frank, 1969, for an explanation of this term,
'underdevelopment'.)

Community development as applied in contemporary United States
and British urban situations from the Deep South during
'reconstruction' to the United States 'poverty programme' and the
British community development programme
Could such a concept as community development have been applied for
radically different goals in the very dissimilar situation of the cities of the
West? In practice, the evidence from official programmes and the
establishment community development lirerature in Great Brîtaîn and the
United States demonstrates strikîng parallels with-despite the obvious
differences from-the colonial and neocolonial experîence.
These links can be traeed particularly clearly in the programme to
'develop' the depressed black minority population in the United States.
After the Civil War, in order to oust the southern Dernocrats the Republican
party was anxious to secure the newly available votes (at least until the blacks
lost the vote again, in the subsequent period of reaction from the late 1870s
onwards when theJim Crow laws were passed and the Ku Klux Klan
developed). So various Republicans were willing to support and encourage
black self-help projects, as long as these were designed to develop
agricultural productivity and a better skilied and disciplined black industrial
Iabour force--not of course to generate black political or social demands.
Some wealthy southern conservatives were also willing to support schemes
of this nature. Probably the best known black leader of this 'self-help only'
genre was Booker T. Washington (1967; Weisberger, 1972). From 1881, he
ran a black teacher training college in Alabama, Tuskegee, which became
from the point of view of the wealthy whites the model for black selfadvancement. As Washington explained, black education for agriculture
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and factory work could produce a more docile Iabour force 'without the
strikes and Iabour wars' which were becoming endemie amongst the white
proletariat in the north; and he was quite exiJlicit in making no social or
politica! demands. 'The wisest among my race understand,' he said, during
the Alabama address which made his fame, 'that the agitation for social
equality is the extremest folly.' After this speech, Washington became more
popular with the whites and his projects enjoyed better funding than ever
before. He was invited on a trip to Europe which included tea with Queen
Victoria. As the militant black leader W. DuBois (1971) assessed him 'Mr
Washington represents in N egro thought, the old attitude of adjustment and
submission. His doctrine has tended to make the whites, north and south,
shift the burden of the negro problem to the negroes' shoulders and stand
aside as critica! and rather pessimistic spectators.'
Formally, the politically situation was reversed in the 1960s when
community action emerged as a major strand in the war on poverty. This
time it was the Democratie party which was interested in keeping the votes
of the black migrants, who had shifted to the ghettoes of the northern and ·
western cities. Alinsky (1965) has described this war on poverty as 'politica!
pornography', a 'huge politica! pork barrel' patronage in the form of jobs
and funds to be handed out to supporters-i.e., to liberal academies and
social and community workers-whereas, in terms of the real issues of the
redistribution of economie opportunities and of the redistribution of
physical resources (such as adequate housing) and of political power, the
programme represented, he considered, no more than mere tokenism. And,
as tokenism, Alinsky thought it should be resisted to the death.
Even less vehement critics have had to admit that the war on poverty was
an attempt to initiate reform in the inner cities without actually committing
any major resources (see Marris and Rein, 1971). Instead, self-help and
resident participation were to stimulate cheaper salutions-a theme which,
despite some of the negative conclusions of the American experience, has
been taken up in contemporary British attempts at community development.
· As the Home Office explained in the early papers,
The underlying general aims of all these forms of social action would he to create a
more integrated community, supported hy services more integrated in their concepts
and practices (even though some ofthem will remain separately organized); and to
take some of the load off the statutory services hy generating a fund of voluntary
social welfare activity and mutual help amongst the individuals, families and social
groups in the neighhourhood, supported hy the voluntary agencies providing
services within it .... It is not therefore to he expected that social action in an
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experimental area wi!l involve the provision offacilities which are individually, large,
expensive or wholly new in conception. The project c_annot for example, hope to
secure the provision of a new comprehensive school or the rehousing of the whole
neighbourhood; ... Nor is it its purpose to qo so. Large-scale remedies belong to the
steady evolution, as resources permit, of familiar general policies. 4
In practice, ho wever, at least in the United States, the theme of resident
participation has been one ofthe most contentious, and it has certainly had a
radical dimension. On the other hand it is equally certain that it was not
universally seen in these terms among the initiators of the war on poverty (or
of the community development programme for that matter). L. Cottrell, for
instance, an influential thinker behind OEO, was apparently interested in
community development for the development of'responsible leadership'
and the affirmation of'American values' (see Knappand Polk, 1971). This is
another striking parallel with the form of community control used in the
colonies and in the Deep South, in the reconstruction period).
The movement for the development of community self-help can also be
related to particular notions about the causation of poverty in the inner
cities, and to theories of a poverty cycle or a cycle of transmitted deprivation
or a culture of poverty (see Moyniham, 1969). Essentially, for the proponents
of these views, the absence of real opportunities is not so much the problem
as the failure of certain types of individuals and families to take advantage of
them. The remedy for families concentrated in inner city slums was
community development to overcome their current alienation. Mike Milier
and Martin Rein (in press) have criticized this interest in community
development and citizen participation as 'community psycho-therapy' as
opposed to an attack on the real structural problems underlying this
alienation.
The notions behind community development are, however, still deeply
embedded, having had a long history in western social thought. Some of
their clearest manifestations can be found in a hook which was until very
recently considered a classic in the field: Biddie and Biddie (1968) defme
C.')mmunity development as 'a group method for expediting personality
growth', i.e., another method of social work. 5 Thus, on a project in a
depressed area in the southern states they comment, 'Today there is little
evidence that the problems of the area have been solved but,. there is
abundant evidence that the people have changed their attitudes ... [for the
poor and] alienated must overcome their inner handicaps, partially through
4

Home Office, mimeo~raphed report, 'Objectives and strategy'.
Valentine (1968) fora contrary view.

5 See
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the cultivarion of their own initiative.' Lest there be any remaining doubt
about the politica! implications of such a conception, Biddie and Biddie
(1965) are even more explicit. Forthem the objectives 'are found inJudaeoChristian teaching as it emerges in the democratie tradition ... the concept
of politica! democracy being itself.an outgrowth of ~he Jud~eo~Christian.
belief in men and women as the chtldren of God . . . or agam, Commumty
action that involves conflict against someone limits the spreading
inclusiveness of the commuriity .... The all-inclusive community calls fora
multiple approach [i.e. consensus-cooperation]. The two-way division [~.e.
conflict] is more reminiscent of the Marxian class struggle than of the reahty
of American pluralism.... Whereas the community development worker
should NOT be or should nevet hecome a destroyer of the social order. By
using or endorsing the idea of revolution, he can fmd bimself disqualified to
act as a mediator between factions in controversy.'
By this time the non-radical (i.e. the reactionary and repressive) aspectsof
community development should be sufficiently obvious. As a relatively
cheap and typically ideological attempt to resolve various economie, social
and politica! problems it has clearly been attractive to govern~en~s and
voluntary agencies both national and international for use not JUSt m the
Third W orld but also among racial minorities and indigenous poor
at home.
So why has community development appealed so much to apparently
radical groups, particularly among students and young professionals? Part of
the explanation seenis to lie in the problems to which it is currently posedas a
solution. Both the United States and the British official programmes
recognize that all is not well with the present administrative and politica!
strui:tures of Western social democracies. Milier and Rein (in press) make
this quite explicit: all the attempts at improved coordination between
welfare departments and better coinmunication between departments at
central and locallevels are merely symptomatic of these basic failures of the
administrative and politica! systems. Part of this increasingly evident failure
of the state mechanisms seems to be due to the increasing scale of state
intervention. In economie terms in Great Britain this increase can be
measured in terms of public expenditure as a percentage of gross national
product-13·5 per cent before the first world war in 1913 and over 52 per
cent in 1968 (Brown, 1972). This dramatic increase, of course, has been
substantially due to nationalization. But it has also been due to the British
politica! situation and the scale of the demands of the 'welfare state'
(currently 26 per cent ofGNP) (see Wedderburn, 1965). In its attempts to
regulate contemporary capitalism the state has thus been forced to intervene

!:
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into more ánd more areas of the economy and also more deeply into an
increasing num.her and range of social, politica! and ideological institutions.
The more complex and technica! its interventions and planning processes,
the more difficult these become to oversee through the forma! politica!
processes which are increasingly seen as peripheral to the real sourees of
power and decision-making.
Meanwhile, in face of this evidently far from popular growth in official
bureaucracy, western social demoerades have been concerned to offer
official antidates in the form of citizen or public participation, community
action and community development-to name only the most popular at
present. These notions have enjoyed considerable popularity just because
they do contain in part, if in idealized form, the outlines of potential counterinstitution~. Their appeal, ho wever, has probably been strongest among the
growing numbers of young professionals and subprofessionals, themselves
employed to operate the expanding central and local government services in
question. Free schools and community schools have appealed to certain
teachers; community action has appealed most particularly to planners
(SkqJington Report, 1969). Similarly processes are evident in participation in
medica! policy for doctors and nurses and in the personal social services for
social and community workers. Beneath the apparent contradictions, such
notions do not necessarily actually cut across the professional self-interest of
the young activists concerned. For that professional self-interest is itself
contradictory, particularly at the lower end where the supposedly
professional part of the job content is clearly becoming depreciated: the
young professional is thus less clearly a professional and more obviously just
another local (or central) government employee (Mande!, 1972). These
pressures are typically compounded with the frustrations caused by the gap
between their actual job content and their professional aspirations. As a
result more and more young professionals are joining trade unions (for
example, NALGO) and professional ginger groups (for example, Case Con).
And these same pressures have also been pushing them to look for
other ways of making their jobs more satisfying; which is why the notion of
a return to the elient population, implied in community development, has
been so appealing.
But can community development he more radical than this: can it he more
than a booster for the flagging egos ofliberal students and young
professionalswhoare unwilling to accept this devaluation oftheir
professional status?
In practice, of course, any projects which dabbie in social change can and
frequently have backfired on the sponsoring agencies. The very ambiguity
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of the goals beneath the ideological rhetoric can he and has been exploited
for other, more radical objectives. Even where intheshort term official goals
have apparently been attained, such changescan trigger off other, more farreaching processes. So in the colonies, where community development led to
successful promotion of popular education, this newly acquired literacy
frequently became a souree of strength to theemerging nationalist
movements: in Ghana, for example, the mass literacy plank in the
community development programme to improve cocoa growing in the
1950s was used to considerable advantage by Nkrumah's party in the
struggle for independenee (Fitch and Oppenheimer, 1966).
Some of the most reactionary writers have also clearly been aware of the
potential danger that their ideological weapons might he used for other ends.
Biddie and Biddle, for instance, admitted that the community development
'process' could he hard to control, because once social change was on the
agenda Pandora's box would have been opened. As I have already been
suggesting, it is clear from the experience of the war on poverty that some of
the poverty warriors also saw this very early on, and planned to use the
projects for more radical ends. Richard Cloward, in particular, related his
own ideas to the considerably less radical, presidential interest in delinquency
con trol, in the early period of the Kennedy adrninistration; and he
proceeded to use the ensuing experiments as a spring board for putting into
practice his own, more radical ideas about changing notindividuals so much
as the opportunity structure.
Once citizen participation was let loose that too became part of a wider,
more radical de bate; and, despite official reaction in favour of putting
control ftr~ly back in the hands of city hall (as in the Model Cities
programme), citizen participation could not altogether he conjured away.
And of course all sorts of radical individuals and groups used Office of
Economie Opportunity resources for other, more politica! ends. The Black
Panther party grew around the North Oakland poverty programme office
which hired Bobby Searle as foreman in the summer youth work programme
in 1966!
.
.
Yet in spite of all manner of pockets of radicalism, the verdict on the
achievement of community action in the United States so far seems to he that
it did not offer any widespread or overall challenge to the established
interests of power and influence. As a whole it has been incorporated by the
status quo. 'So far from challenging established power,' Marris and Rein
(1971) concluded, 'community action turned out to he merely another
instrument of social services, essentially patronizing and conservative.'

''
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The limitations of community action
Pockets of challenge are just not enough. Local community issues are
probably the easiest to incorporate anyway: the groups can be isolated and
ignored by the very fact of their local base and their consequent lack of
wider, less fragmented support. Ortheir demands can met by shifting the
problem somewhere else. This process can be seen particularly clearly in
traffic issues, for example in contemporary community action experience
in Great Britain-closing one road or set of roads which typically
diverts the traffic into these neighbouring roads which haven't protested
loudly enough-or in housing maintenance issues, the best organized
estate getting priority from the same inadequate supply ofbuilding
resources, while the least organized suffer even longer delays as a result.
Community action can so easily become divisive in these circumstances
when the authorities can play off one group against another. lt is typically a
more effective weapon for middle-class censumer and amenity groups who
have greater access to and facility in using the media and ether pressuregroup tactics, compared with most working-class community organizations.
Of course, the very fact that community campaigns revolve around
consumption issues-as opposed to work-place campaigns around issues in
the processof production-means that they involve less potential bargaining
power for the werking class. However effectively organized it may he, a
rent strike normally lacks the bargaining power which comes from industrial
action, which is where the werking class can make an impact on their
employers where it hurts. Without reallinks with organized Iabour to back
them up, working-class community campaigns usually remain at the level of
pressure-group type politics-getting publicity through militant tacti~s,
and influencing or alarming the powerful, rather than bargaining in
situations where the werking class can really use its collective strength to full
advantage (see Binns, 1973).

The potendal role of the radical community worker
As individuals even the most radical community workers are not in a very
streng position either to resist the tendency for community action to become
a predominantly middle-class weapon for shifting various local problems ·
elsewhere, or to evereome the fragmentation and isolation of each workingclass attempt at community action both from every ether attempt and from
the mainstream of working-class organizations around the point of
production.
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On a practical level, though, there are several essential steps which they
can take to strengthen their ability to resist these difficulties. For instance,
they can become unionized themselves and take part in local imion activity,
for example in local NALGO branches. Apart from strengthening their own
vulnerable position with their employers this can help to bring them into a
meaningful practical dialogue with ether trade unionists, particularly the
militants in the area. From inside the trades council they can also be in a
better position to press for.closer links between tenants and ether community
gro'ups (for example, pensioners' unions, claimants' unions and unemployed
werkers' unions) and the trades' council itself.
Not that the community werkerper se could or should take on the
leadership oflocal working-class polities. Nor is it likely that the local
leadership would allow this to happen. Professional knowledge and skilis
clearly have their value as back-up for community action campaigns-for
instanee legal and planning expertise around a planning issue. But this is still
no argument for putting the professional provider of this information into a
position of politicalleadership which must remain dependent on politica!
rather than professional skills and on the leaders' standingintheir
community. Y et, on theether hand, even to be professionally most useful the
social worker does still need, without aspiring to politicalleadership, to
develop and think through his own politica! position, if only to avoid some
of the most obvious pitfalls of incorporation.
Explicit recognition of the national (and international) politica!
implications of comtriunity development is also essential if any real challenge
is to be offered to the ways in which governments and international bodies
have used it for their own ends, predominantly among the poor both at
h~me and in the Third W orld. But for many community workers this
involves massive shifts in their own ideological positions, so that
idealized visions of a return to the small community as a retreat from an
answer to the enemachment oflarge-scale bureauerades have to be
recognized for the cosy romanticisms they are, and more realistic analyses
substituted in their place. Similarly, sentimental faith in 'the people' has to be
replaced by an analysis of the actual potential of different sections (i.e.
classes) of'the people' given their economie, politica! social and cultural
starting-points, from within their own concrete situations.
Historically, 'back to the people', populist movements, have frequently
represented conservative reactions-attempts to retreat to an idealized past,
the nineteenth-century version of populism in the United States, for
example. On the ether hand populist movements have also fostered radical
elements. The 'Narodniks', in late nineteenth-century Russia, a
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predominantly student and intellectual middle-class movement for a return
to the people in idealized village communities (Venturi, 1960), has many
points in common with contemporary community development and action
movements (Gellner and Ionesco, 1969). Yet they also contained genuinely
radical potential. It thus seems rash and doctrinaire to conclude that despite
its official exploitation its local disadvantages in the fragmented nature of its
base and the prevalent ideelogies of many of its practitioners, community
development has absolutely no possibilities as a radical alternative to social
work.

Condusion
It would take a further chapter to do any justice to the crudal task-of spelling
out what such a radical role for the community werker might entail. This
chapter has attempted to fulfil a different function, to look at the
development of the concept of community development and to set its
contemporary manifestations in a realistic context. As I argued at the outset,
it has been essential to attempt this reappraisal to counteract the current
fashionable euphoria. Only when the co-optive and repressive aspects of
community development have been analysed, can any radical potential he
properly realized. Indeed one implication of this chapter may he that, if
radical social change is the prime objective, community development is not a
specially favourable starting poinrat all: nor does it have any automatic
advantage over social work of the casework variety-indeed in some
instauces it may he, and has been, more repressive.
On the other hand, having stressed the limitations of community workas a
radical alternative to social workIthink it would he a mistake to deny it any
radical potential whatsoever. Community erganizing can he, and has been,
used as part of a movement for radical social change. Even smalilocal
campaigns can build up local, working-class organizations and develop their
politica! capacity and understanding; and every link-up with other parts of
the labour movement has potential for the development of that movement
too.
In any case, working-class community ~rganizations (like the trade union
movement itself) are necessary at the defensive level, quite apart from the
question of further politica! development. The most pressing current
example, the housing crisis, leaves no doubt about that. Even if radical
community workers do not see their work-situation as the spearhead of the
movement for fundamental change in the economie, social and politica!
structure of society, they need have fewer doubts about the potential

contribution they can make to the struggles around the immediate needs of
their working-class clientele. The problem for them to explore must he the
relationship between these short-term, albeit critica!, problems and the
development of that longer-term politica! movement.
As Ken Coates (1973, 157) has said, a specifically socialist view of
community action should 'support anything which increased the solidarity
and self-confidence of werking people and their dependants.' But 'what
consciousness can he aroused in such struggles will remain sectio na/ unless it is
keyed into an embracing politica! strategy invalving all the poor, all the illhoused, all the deprived.'
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Appendix: Case Con Monifesto

No easy answers
Every day of the week, every week of the year, social workers (inclu~ing probation
officers, educational social workers, hospita! social workers, commumty workers and
local authority social workers) see the utter failure of social work to meet the real
needs of the people it purports to help. Faced with this failure, some so~ial w.orkers
despair and leave todoother jobs, some hide behind the faça~e of.professlonal~sm and
scramble up the social work ladder regardless; and some gnt the1r teeth and JUSt get
on with the job, remaining helplessly aware of the dismal reality. Of course, some do
.
not see anything wrong in the fmt place.
CASE CON is an organization of social workers (in the broadest sense), attemptmg
to give an answer to the contradiedons that we face. Case Con offe~s no magie
solutions, no way in which you can go to work tomorrow and practlse some
miraculous new form of social work which does meet the needs of your 'clients'. It
would he nice if there were such an answer, but we believe that the problems and
frustradons we face daily are inextricably linked to the society we live in, and that we
can only understand what needs to he done if we understand how t~~ wel~are state, ?f
which social services are a part, has developed, and what pressures lt IS subject to. It Is
the purpose of this manifesto totrace briefly this development, to see ~ow it affectsus
and our relationships totherest of society, and above alltostart workmg out what we

1

Actual and direct cuts in expenditure-prescription charges, withdrawal of free
school milk, cut-backs in building programmes, etc.

2

The drawing of resources from the working class itself via operations like the
Housing Finance Act, and the widespread introduetion of means-testing.

3

The rationalization of all services on a long-term basis--for example, The
National Health Service, and even the 'hiving off' of certain secdons to private
enterprise, for example, pensions.

In the social services, the .Seebohm Report was the main agent of this rationalization
process. Specialized social work (mental health, child care, etc.) was abolished and
replaced by generic social work, placing the emphasis of responsibility for welfare on
the Jamily not on the state. The new generic workers were supposed to he 'helping
individuals and families cope with their problems and so achieve at any given time a
better personal service and social equilibrium, a better chance to face challenges and
accept responsibility.' In other words, to persuade the 'dient' that his problems are of
his own making, and to learn to face up to them.
lt was also decided to utilize the resources of the community itself to tackle social
problems at both an individual and a community level. Thus, a new category of
worker was proposed to discover and promote these resources within the community
and to emphasize the importance of people doing things for themselves rather than
depending on the corporadon or on the government. This can he seen also in recent
changes in legislation dealing with crimina! offenders, for example, community
service orders and intermediate treatment schemes. The encouragement of voluntary
organizations was an?ther important facet of the new strategy, imd official
dependenee on such organizations as Child Poverty Action Group and Shelter is
increasing. Even claimants' unions and squatters have been successfully co-opted by
·
the state.

can do about it.

Professionalism
The 'welfare state'
The welfare state was set up partly in response to working-class agitation and mainly
to stabilize the upheavals generated by wartime conditions. It was reccgnized that
improvements in the living conditions of workers helped provide capitalism with a
more efficient work force and could nip militancy in the bud. Furthermore, the threat
of withdrawal ofbenefits under certain conditions (being on strike or cohabiting, for
example) could he a useful technique of social controL During the post-;-var bo~m,
wage rises came fairly easily; in the euphoria abou~ th~ suppose~ end of l~equahty,
means tests were gradually reintroduced and the pnnc1ple of umversal enntlement to
social, educational and health services was eroded. As the boom subsided, cuts in
welfare expenditure were justified in the attempt to control inflati.on and are n~;-v
used ideologically to create an impression of scarcity as·an explanauon for the cns1s of
capitalism. Cuts have taken three main forms:

lt is important to examine the 'professional approach' that has been accentuated by
Seebohm and happily accepted by social service hierarcbies and workers alike.
'Professionalism' firstly implies the acquisition of a specialism-knowledge and skilis
not possessed by untrained workers. This isolates the social worker from the
population at large. Secondly, soda! workers come to see themselves as part of an
accepted specialist group on a par with doctors and lawyers. Thirdly, it eneaurages
the introduetion ofbusinesslike career structures, where 'correct' and 'professional'
behaviour (such as 'detachment' and 'controlled emotional involvement') is
rewarded with advancement. Clearly, such an approach is welcomed by the ruling
class.
One important tooi of professional social work has been casework-a pseudoscience-that blames individual inadequacies for poverty and so mystifies and diverts
attention from the real causes--slums, homelessness and economie exploitation. The
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casework ideology farces clients to he seen as needing to he changed to fit society.
Social work has now expanded to include new (and nat so new) tricks, such as
community work, group work, welfare rights work, etc., which, when
professionalized, end up by becoming the same sart of mechanism of control as
traditional casework, aften with the additio~al merit ofbeing less expensive for the
ruling class. Professionalism is a particularly dangerous development specifically
because social workers look to it for an answer to many of the problems and
contradiedons of the job itself-i.e. bein~; unable to solve the basic inadequacy of
society through social work. It must he fought at every opportunity.

How we must organize

Organizing independently of the state
The idea of the state as a neutral arbiter between different secdons of society who may
have some minor temporary differences is wholly inadequate if we are to understand
the development of the welfare state and the role of the social worker. An
understanding of the state is a vita! prerequisite to effective action because, far from
being neutra!, the state in any class society represents t~e ~nterests of the r~ling ~la~s
and has at its disposal the instruments necessary to keep tt m power. Thus, m Bntam,
the state safeguards the interests and development ofBritish capitalism. Only on this
basis can we make sense of the developments in the welfare state since the war and
understand how we must organize. If the state cannot he neutra!, it is important to
analyse the expectations placed on social workers by the state, as our employer, and
to assess, in the light of this, where and how action supporting the class struggle is
most effective.
We are supposed to 'help' our 'clients' by making them 'accept responsibility'-in
other words, come to terms as individuals with basically unacceptable situations. We
must counterpose this to the possibility of changing their situation by colleelive action.
We can only do this by acting collectively ourselves.
Therefore, we do nat merely concentrate on democratizing a few ofthe state's
outposts (such as social service departments) for all this d~~s is to n:ake them .more
eflicient. We should fight for powersof veto over any deelSlons whtch are agamst our
best interests and the interests of the people we are supposed to serve. We should also
constantly demand the provision ofimproved ~~rvices, geared to the real nee~s ofthe
community. To he in a position to do this requires a lot more than office meetmgs and
working parties. The crux of all our actions must be to organize independently of the
state and in the interests of the working class. These interests are in opposition to those
of capitalism and its administrative tool-the state.

The trade unions
We should seek to pressurize the union leadership and fight for official positions
ourselves, but our priority is to promate the development of rank-and-file
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organizatio~ through. fig?ting for democratie control by ordinary memhers at all
levels of umon orgamzatwn. We support the trade-union leaders to the extent that
they support the struggles of the rank and file, but we must beware ofletting the
union leaders take the struggle out of our hands and out of our controL To achieve
reallong-term gains we believe that the creation of a national rank-and-file
organization, uniting trade unionists at shop-floor level, is absolutely essential.
All social workers should join NALGO where possible, since this is the union that
actual~y n.egotiates on behalf of most social workers. But obviously other
orgamzatwns, such as NA~O for probation oflicers, will be more appropriate tosome
Case Con supporters. Soctal workers can make the union more democratie at alocal
level b.y setting up departmental committees and forging them into shop stewards'
com~tttees. Bu~ ~he fight f?r demoeratic control on any other level requires linking
up :'tth other mthtants. Thts sh~uld be done by joining ar setting up alocal NALGO
actton g:~up or NAPO memhers action group, and drawing on the experience of
other mthtants through a national organization. Links should be forged with other
rank-and-file groups (e.g. Rank-and-File Teachers, the Hospita! Worker Nurses'
Action Group), militant tenants groups and squatters.
'
-yv e must beware of allowing our struggle to become one of passing motionsin our
~man branches. We have to take concrete action to fight for what we believe in. For
mstance, on housing we should fight for local government workers to refuse to
im~lem~nt rent ~ises caused, by t~e Housing ~inance Act, support squatters who are
takmg dtrect actton on the housmg problem , refuse to put people into bed and
brea~fast tem~o~ary accommodation, and demand adequate housing for all. In
relatt~n to ractah~m we should join the other public sector unions in refusing to h~ve
anythmg.to do wtth.anti-black legislation (for example, the Tory 'pass laws'). In the
~ght agamst r~~re~s10n we should insist that our union branches take up specific
~nstanc~s and.J.om m the fight against them actively through pickets, conferences,
mdustnal actmn, etc.
We must also beware ofleaving behind our views when we come facetoface with
our 'clients'. Our social-work practice must be in linewith our standastrade unionists
on issu:s s~c? as r.acism, homelessness and repression. Our principles must come
befare mdtvtduahsm, professionalism and careerism.

A socialist condusion
Cas~ Con be~ieves that the problems of our 'clients' are rooted in the society in which
we hve, ~ot m supposed individual inadequacies. Until this society, basedon private
ownershtp, profit ~d the needs of a minority ruling class, is replaced by a workers'
state, based ~n the mterests of the vast majority of the population, the fundamental
ca~ses of soc!al problems wil! remain. lt is therefore our aim to join the struggle for
thts workers state.

' I
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